_BUSINESS
W.
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CARDS.

fresco

Removal.

fainter,

NO. 333 CONGRESS

RESIDENCE

REMOVALS._ _WANTS.

KEELER,

6

k
remov-

Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing .»f the Co’s Steamer.
mar23

MAY STREET.

RICHARDSON”

Catholic Bookseller, Bookbinder,

S.

JAMES

FOGG.

L.

3“°_dtf
WOODFORD

Tuesday,

G. M.

ocl3deod5w

PORTLAND,

ALE.

WOODFORD,
idtIS*
0. F.

0.

P. BABCOCK.

d&wly

I

C%|i

Mrs.

Mabel

POBTLAND, ME.

tf

CLARK,

FEDERAL STREET,

108

5 bur* Lam of

GAS

Temple felt.,

AND

Engineers,

iron Founders, Roiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.
A Icon’s

Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators. Derricks. Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

FOR SALE—One New Pori able Engine, 40 borse
power, built to order.
ci
apt i
^

\

New

Streets.

[

STREET,

E. A.

N

Y.oc2414w

KMl»LOYilIElXT-Ai home
CCONSTANT
Male
week warranted.
No
Female, $30
or

wanted for tho peopled
JOIJRNAftj.
Four magnificent Chromos
Ireo. The mod liberal offer ever made. Send 3 cent
P. W. Ziegler &
stamp lor circular and (-ample.
Co., 518 Arch st. Phil. Pa.
oc284w

Agents

unfolds the

of

to Board.
havmg Horses to board for the winter
will please address
JAMES C. ME8EBVE,
°<-t28-lm*
So. Gorham, Me.

PERSONS

A

Wanted Immediately.
SITUATION by an experienced Lady as

style ot

day dissolved by

YSLDORO J. OJEDA.

8,1874._oc9U_
taken the stand o'f Harcontinue the business at

undersigned having

a

BROS.

aul2
__

TAKEN

and various papers of no value but to the owner a
liberal reward will be paid for ibe books and
papers
with or without the money.
E. TROWBRIDGE'
noli
tf

Board.
a

a

men

PUBLISHED:

PIPE
R1jSuLD LzXST YEAR!
draft of the
Promoting the tne
accumuitove, prevrutiirgr
lation of soot, with no joints to
rust out and come apart, but
lasting until the iron is actually worn
out. This beautiful and economical corrugated Stove Pipe Elboxv found immemwl

lacfittu. favor with

of the be«t

PIECES

the Piano-Forte.

better fitted for “Home” Musical entertainment than this. Beginners cau play the easiAdvanced players anl teachers need not
er duets.
to be told that practice with lour hands is the very
best to acquire “time” and certainty.” Practice in
the “Piano at Home” is nothing but a continual
pleasure.
250 pages, full sheet music size. In boards, $2.50;
cloth. $3.00; fall gilt, $4.1*0,
__

_

$1.38.
MON ARCH,75c
Price

THE EMERSON METHOD

ORGANS

By L. O. KMhBSON and W. S. B. Matthews.
volEasy and piogressive lessons, scales, studies,
other

pieces
untaries, interludes, quarters, songs, and
in profusion. All well arranged by skilful hands.
Price *2 50.

nol7__<1&w2w

C1HMATI.__dnt
LINIMENT OF IODIDE OF AMMONIA
Is considered to be one or the greatest discoveries
of the period for Khenmntic, Neuralgic, and
Erysipelatous Affections.
Bunions, Enlarged Joints of the feet, Neuralgia,
Sore Throat, Paralysis, Rheumatism, Pains or all
_

guaranteed. Wm VI. lillest liisiIodide of Ammonia. 50c. and 81.00 a
bottle. Depot 451 Sixth Avenue, New York.
For sale by Fred. T. Meaher & Co., and W. H
no7d4w
Phillips & Co., Portland, Me.
FOR

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

DOLL’S CRADLES.
Every little girl should have one. Name “Chichester” on eveiy cradle. Beaulilul, Cbeao and
Durable. Chichester Toy- Chairs to match. This
Cradle cannot be equal’ed tor a present to a little girl
lor

by
It will hold a doll 20 inches long.
ttor and furniture dealers. If vour dealer does not
ban them, ask him to send for catalogue, and take
f»oue but tbe “Chichester.”

SWING CRADLES.

Mother* you should have a Chichester Swing Cradle.
Mother* who try them will have no other.
Mothers save your time l>y using a Chichester.
Mothers buy no other till yon sec a Chichester.
AMOPICi nt.%D1.ISS.
THE
No rocker* to wear out carpel.
No rockers to tumble over.
No rockers lor child to tall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get ont of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to
GEOKGfe T. COMINU,
154 North Street, Boston, aud
York.

-_"EL
wttk1
tiitTcp IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscri1\ vir has been duly appointed and taken upon

Administratrix of the estate ol
herself the trust, of
late of Portland,
WILLIAM G. SIITCHELL,
deceased, and given
in the County of Cumberland,
All persons liavmg.debonds as the law directs.
of said deceased, are required
upon the estate
all persons indebted to said
tnexbibR the same; and
to
.Slate are called upoll to make payment
iNso-N’

rn^ds

R AS.

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
ALWAYS FOIi SALE
—

HOWE & GOODWIN,
Wholesale Agents, Boston,
«.

c24____—

CIDER AND WINE MILLS,

PRL’SS,SCREWS,GRINDERS,
—

FOIl

SALE

BN

A

—

KENL^A^^ WHITNEY
_

Send for

a

TWO

no!8_

QTORED

SPLENDID

ficient for

OUR

VERY

I

RINES

nolG

Ho

ST.

stewardess rushed in in a great state of excitement only to find that the water picber,

g.~lovatt,

dr.

carelessly left ou the lounge,
to Mrs. Timidity’s berth aud
urated the old lady.

OF NEW YORK,

DRY & FANCY

Bo trd Wanted.
unfurnished and

two furnished
ONEboard, by three single
gentlemen,

icjBy

AAAMEN and WO»IRN WANTED
sell our Stereoscopic Views of
Great Wages
all Parts of the World.
clear* d n itb Certainty.
AppJy at once to D.
■j. Guernsey. Publisher, Concord, N H. nol2t4w
I?T£ I?1? SAMPLE to Agents. Ladies ComI1 IVJCiPi bi nation INeetlle Book, with ChroSend stamp. Deaj? & Co., New Bedford,
mos.
Mass.*nol2t4w

WATERS’ NEW SCALE PIANO.
scale* yet mellow

and

sweet.

WATERS’ Concerto ORGANS
cannot be excelled in tone or beauty ; they defy
is

a

flue

PRICES RX»
Warranted for 6 Years.
TRE.U §• L V LaW for c«-h or part ensh.
and balance in monthly payments. Second
at
instrumentbaud
bargains.
great,
AGENTS WANTED. A liberal di-count
to Teachers, Ministers. Churches, Schools, Lodges,
etc. Illustrated Catalogues mailed HORACE WATERS & SON, 481 Broadway,
nol3t4w
HT. Y.
P.O. Box 3507.

sk

s

s

*

n

r-

sk

BOARD,
WITH
HIGH & SPRING

.

c. D. MILLER,
Forest City House.

secretive organs as to impart vigor
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a low r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting uito all tue vital

the liver and spleen.
rectly
It regulate* the Bowel**, quiets tho nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
on

make the invalid feel like a new i*erson
ItM operation i* uol violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
110 sudden change, uo marked results, but gradually
bis troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
Aud silently steal away.”
Tbit* it* no new and untried discovery, but lias
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronouticcd by tlie highest medical authorities,
•
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”
Ask your druggist tor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., BOSTON,
Mi'S.
>o soon

_nol9t*w
CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

IHcrcbants and Shipmasters.

hereby notified that on and after the first
day ot September, 1874. the new regulations
the Government of tho Republic of
by
prescribed
Spam in regard to Consular lees will take effect.
are

fees for clearauce ot vessels are as follows:
For Vessels with Cargo
$15.00
Ceitltving Manifest
4.00—$19.00
Bill of Health.
For Vessels without Cargo

The

Certifying Mauilest.$‘-®®
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.00
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul.

Cider Barrels
For Sale.

Tukesbury & Co.

corner

oi

have just selected, with great care,
WEplete
and attractive Stock of

HOISERY, NOTIONS,
FLANNELS,

A

street.

CommenHnoname or

Dress Goods,

To Let.
first-class Jobbing House,
over Shepherd <& Co., wholesale faucy goods,
Nos. 121—123 Middle Street, oelow the Post Office.
Inquire of Shepheid & Co., Lamb & Farnsworth,
next door, or II. E. Thompson, Lowell, Mass., Box

3

117.

_no!9tf
To Let.
inquire

on

quality, in good order.
HENRY T. CARTER, 188 Fore
of best

HI.

tf

PATENT

uol8tf

the premises,

To Let.
v
TENEMENT of five R >oms, in good repair with
Sebago and gas, to Jet to man and wile without
children. No. 6 Mecnauic St. Lower part of house.

A

lw*

THIS IS THE M0S1

Corigress

E. M. G. TUKESBURY,
E. E. DYER.nolOtf

*/_A(T..w..l

given

ALBERT MARWICK.
nol3Jlm5 Exchange Street.

DIRECTORY

ness

5 Wilinot

one

of the best i\nts in this

To Let.
/YNE half Double Brick House, 13 Rooms, No. 33
Dan orth St.
Possession given immediately.
Apply to S. W. ROBINSON, 205 Middle st.
Nov 3,1874.tf

is at Nelson & Co.’s

PORTLAND,
Sole

TO BUY UNDERFLANNELS

au27

TOJLET.

House to Let.
Street, containing two
rooms each, with modern
particulars apply to F. H. W1Doc24tf

the

is at Nelson & Co.’s

8

is at Nelson & Co.’s

LEAVITT
Cor

SPECIALTIES.
VNORRUKD KID

GLOVES.

WORSTED

KID

ED

FRINGES

AND

GIMPS,

FRINGES,

To Let

_A.

by

HOUSE

To Let.
Street.

No. 33 Plum

to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27 Widgory’a Wharf.

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

Dry Air Refrigerators
Styles, Grades aud Sizss.

The Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all tbe latest Improvements, called

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Management. Durability, Dryness and Parity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, aud get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this feet before buy-

ing.

Salesroom 953 Fore St., J. F. MERRILL.
Manufactory, Rear of No. IO Cross St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Notice.
requiilng work done please apply a
■
C.
Home” of W.
A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dreaa-maklng, copying, embroidoc29tf
ery and fancy-work in wools, &c„ &c.

PERSONS

SEE

The

dlw

SOMETHING

acd

Adjusta-

Tlie most, useful attachment ever Invented for Sew
iug Machines.
Th® only one which baa a Folding Slide
which keeps the tack or hens perfectly even

Lewiston, Me.

away with

•Doing
creasing, measuring or tolding b;
band, thereby making a great saving of time an<
labor. It will took any thickness of goods, fron
Lace to broadcloth. The Hemmer attached wil
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and
fourth iuches.

It needs

dated.

only

to bo

seen

oct26

to be uppre

ocBox 1514

CALL AND

Portland P. O.

FOR KALE.
PINE

FLOORING and STE P
SOUTHERN
BOARDS, In lota to suit purchasers, for sale to
to close
r

a

■j2»

consignment

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 161 Commercial Street.

CONSUMERS.
Notice.

ELLIS PATENT GAS

Winter Board for Horses
near the city.
Address
K. C. O’BKION,

good*.

GENTS’ NECK WEAR.

EMERSON,

LELAND & CO.

17 Boylutott Street, Boston*

nolG

d3m

Horse Blanket* !
Horse Blankets !

C. K. BARKER) Agent.

You can save 20 to 40 per cent, of you'’ gas bill ovei
burners commonly used, and 10 per cent, over ANi
OTiuEK BIlRiEB. with same amount o
igh t, by using the

Sole Agent for Portland,
NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

for all the abore

BURNER

Cheapest

gas Is

nsec

tf

All who buy any book at the lowest price on the lat
circular can have a tree ticket to
"OLD m AN COLBY’S” LECTURE
at City Hall. November 28th, exposing the Deiusioui
Danger, and Great Wickedness of “Modem Splritn
allsm.”

ALBERT COLBY A SONS,
Publisher, and Bnnkaelleiw,

banker, died
au

office

Masonic

pilgrimage to the birthplace
was recently organized in Eng-

There are at least fifty applicants for every
place in the gift of candidates elected at tbe recent contest in New York city.
Ex-Queen Isabella of Spaiu is about to sell
her diamonds, estimated at a value of twelve
millions of francs. They will be disponed of by
auction in London.
The proprietors of

Appletou’s Journal have
published a splendid prospectus for 1813, thereby refuting tbe

crackers, seated

that tbe publication

rutnurs

was

to be discontinued.
Mrs. A. W. Randall, widow of the late
Postal .ster General, who is pleasantly remembered in Washington society, has made it r debat as a public reader.
Baltimore is lo have a sailors’ bethel, which
is to include a uaulioal school,sailers, museum,

savings baDk, reading

room

aun

adjuncts to these, a lyceum
league will soon be insulated.

as

library, and,

and

temperance

Tbe saloon scare is again stirriug upDuhuque,
Several suits baviug been commenced
la.
against saloon keepers by the wives of drunken husbands, tbe owners of tbe property iu
which saul saloous are situs.ed have ordered
the tenant- out.
Matt R. Cullen, the police justice of St.
Louis who has just been through an iiuiieaob
meut trial, and was acquitted, has declared his
inlection to institute su't
against Joseph
Browu, mayor of St. Louis, for $100,000 damages.
A gang of miners returning

Fairtown
afternooo, were hooted and pelted by a mob of 600
and the miners fired revolvers iuto the crowd,

colliery, I’a.,

to

from

Scranton, Wedue-day

hut without injury.
wagons.

The miners drove off in
Further and more serious trouble is

expected.
Mr. Gladstone, like the late Mr. Greeley,
He has 1st. ly
finds consolation in the ax.
developed ao enthusiastic love for chopping
trees, and a few days ago with oue companion, cutdowu in two boars a tree measuring
thirteen fee, and eight inches iu oircumferencc.

V.) News and Courier
authority of the leading physicians, that the sporadic cases of yellow fever
reported last month have eutirely ceased siuce
the recent cold weather, and that the city is
now absolutely free from danger to
the unacThe Charleston (8.

announces,

to

on

climated.
There are

more kid gloves sold iu
New York
than iu auy city iu the world.
The annual receipts at this port are about 250,000 dozen of
what are called fitst class gloves.
Including
an inferior article, the number reaches 800.000
dozen a year, making $10,500,000 paid aonually by New York merchants for this one arti-

cle.
A San Francisco paper notices the tardiness
of arrivals of the wba’ing fleet at that port,
aud says that the latest reports from the deet
speak of oil'd weather and a uoticeable scarcity of whales. The fear is also expressed that
of the vessels may not come to that port
all on account ot “poor fares
From tho
north Atlautic, on the contrary, good rtpcrla
are received at New Bedford, aqd the whalers
some

at

_

The
York

Tilton-Beecheu

Suits.—The

there seem to have done better than for several

Sew

years.
The slectioos in the

Graphic says:

many rumors prevalent in regarv
to the conducts of the suits, as, for instance, i
is said that in consequeuce of the early date
set tor the trial Mr Eva'ts will withdraw front
his position as senior counsel and manager fo
the defence, although be will devot- as mucl
Important en
time as possible to the cause.
gagemeuts previously formed are said to hav
made it unavoidable for linn to withdraw.
It is, however, known that General Butle
will he present during the trial ou behalf o j
Mr. Tilton and in the capacity of couusel t ►
Mrs. F. D. Moulton, who will appear as a wit
It is said that Mr. Butler will protec
ness.
the lady from any attempt at annoyance froc
the opposing counsel, and will probably other
wise take an active part in tho trial.’’

“There

Book Store in the World'

est

agStf

A

of Shakespeare
land.

nient

from

are

oped

■

southern states devel-

Here is oue,
interesting incidents
related by a Virgiuia paper: “Old Uoeie Ned,
Gen. Early’s old body-servaut, came cat to
somo

election ard voted the conservative ticket.
Oue of the most enjoyable features of the day
was the witnessing of this veoerahle aud faithful old servant ride into town on horseback,

■

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR MAINE.

SaT'Hellable agents wanted wherever

Street,

Horse Blankets
81.35 to 8S.OO.

Call and got your supply before they are all gone
A full assortment of LAP BOBnS.SUBCIN.
GLKS and HALTEBS.
F. O. BAILEY A CO.
or.aodtf

SEE THEM AT

Wo. 11 Market Square,
LYNDON & COOKE.
oc30

At the Mart on Plnm
Trimmed

York

Rochefort bas established iu Rome

the most interesting of the annual
he made to Cougress, aside from that
of the Secretary of the Treasury, will be the
report of Mr. Jewell, the Postmaster-General.
It is said that he iutends to urge upon Cougiess aud the country the necessity of non-iuterference by the poli icians with the business
of his department. He believes that the Post
Office Department should he conducted on a9
rigid business ptiucip es as the Adams Express
Company, or any other great private enterprise.
Since he basvbeen in office bis attention has
been attracted to many abuses sud obstructions
in the deuartment arising from the 'uterfer
eoce of members of Congress in its affairs, and
be intends to make a plain statement of thesi
evils aud to demand that they shall be got rid
of. His report is likely to be a live political
seusation. It will be iu the nature of a deft
auce to the politicians who are tbreateoiog t<
interfere with bis confirmation, and will stit
up men like Cameron and Logan in a way tha
will remind them of Judge Ho .r’s administra
tion or the Attorney General’s office, and Mr
Secretary Cox’s conduct of the Interior Depart

Manufacturer* of

New

for publishing La Lonterne.

Probably

PABEIL

a

guddeuly Wednesday.

to-dt^,

reports

Gray’s Norwich Moulded Collars,
Elmwood and Warwick Collars,
Headquarter*

«ome

News aud Other items.
Joseph Stuart,

A JEWELL OF A REPORT.

The Reel, Cheapest, and the Best Billina
in Ihe market.

Manufacturing Co.,

Important

S3.50,
MKS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

dtf

dim

GAS

■Reduced 3?rioe

ju30tt

tarns.

HAVE

NEW!

ble Hemmer.

Bates

89 Middle Street

WHITE SHIRTS,

Recently made extensive addition to their
machinery, with a view to the manufacture ot
Yarns lor ihe market, and are now prepared to tarnish Cotton Yarns, in numbers from 10 to 30. on
Beams, Spools, Cops and in Ske ns, both white and
We make a specialty of REPELLENT
colored.
WAKPS, whijh we are prepared to furnish at snort
notice, in quantities to suit our customers. We believe that our fiictities for the manufacture ot yam are
now unequalled, and purchasers will do well to communicate with us before purchasing elsewhere. Aswe
have always a surplus of yam on hand, orders can be
filled with the utmost promptness. Orders should he
addressed to BATES MANUFACTURING CO.,

F4RBAN»’S littPKOVEB

Self-Folding Tucker

VI__•_-_

BCBLOCK’S AND SANS

“Slap

for the purpose of consultation about the curAll the members of Congress
rency question.
who have made any record against contraction
and speedy specie resumption have been invited
It is understood that this is a move
to attend.
ment o crystslize the mti-cootraction element
of the West aud South and whatever there is of
it in the East.

Paper Collar Warehouse

ti

"cotton

THE PREBLE HOUSE,

)14

Ba-

no5

I’

THE CURRENCY QUESTION.
secret circular has been issued by certaiu
persons in the West for a convention to be held
at Indianapolis the latter part of this n outh

WUULE»AhE

ADVERTISEMENT.

0c31

CONGRESS ST.
n

steamers

Don’t Pay tlic High Railroad
Prices.

495

JUST ABOVE

elegaut

JOHN BROOKS AND FALMOUTH.

New No.

297

the

no

A

Portland and Boston,

COB-

Oh

been pushed except where it was absolutely
necessary. There is a law which provides that
unexpected halauces of appropriations remain
iug on hand at the c'ose of the fiscal year -hall
The policy of
le covered into the Treasury.
the department under Bristow is to pay out as
little money as possible, and it appears that
this is done under the apprehension .hat the
revenues may fall off to such au extant as to
embarrass the Treasury. The receipts Itom
iuternal revenue are two millions in excess of
what they were this time last year, but customs duties have cousiderably decreased, aud
the prospect for the balance of the fiscal year
is not good.

place,

Clothing

box of sardines and

not

BURLEIGH’S
Great

“Aiu't dey some?

a
Cabinet position. It involves
removal of Secretary Fish, as that gentleman it desirous of leaving the Cabinet at the
expiration of this session of Congress.

tenders him

no

Bristow's cautious polity.
It appears that a comparatively small expenditure has been made of the appropriations
made at the last session for public improveA member of the Appropriation Comments.
mittee, iu conversation with the Secretary f
learned that work had
the Treasury

Hundred, year.

DAILEY’S, Don’t forget the

quali«c»‘'u“f_

instead'*o.Dt f1.afraplling,

burue
tenderiug him
the Secretaryship of the state. Whether he
will return to Washington aud resume the
office which ho held for two weeks In ISO), of
The Presideat’s
course remains to lie seen.
more intimate frieuds insist that he desires to
have Mr Wasbburne near him as an adviser
on matters political and pertaluiug to the rest
of bis administration, and for that purpose

secretary

—

&

though it is explicitly
stared Lliat rlie President has autiorized Do
such deoial. Inon;-— iu quarters whfch ought
to be weO informed seem to cou A ut
jjer.
ald story with a slight

Washington Sews and Gossip.

Improve this opportunity

dim

YAK

IKlfiAI A no
Old No.

per

Washington papers,

himself on a fence under the oak tree, aud informed those who stood around that she was
‘a-goin' in for a good night’s ’musement.”—
New York Times Correspondence.

Snits too cheap to
mention, and everything else in our line
as long as they last for
any price they will

BETWEEN

a

House to Let.
No. 62 Pine street (Hull Block), recently
occupied by Robert 1. Hull, long or short lease.
Posset-siou given immediately.
MATTOCKS & FOX.
Inquire of
dtf
sp24_

In all

a

Middle and Exchange Nt*,Opp. P. O

8ET8«

double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasautlv situated on Dantortb Street. No. XL
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30, 1*74

AT

Only 50 Cents

GOODS.

dtf

Apply

Overcoats and Reefers all prices.

lay in your stock of
Clothing for the coming

oc30

WORSTED EMBROIDERIES, BEAD*

CATERPILLAR

Room in the Second Story of the
Prjn>cts’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B TtlUHSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

eelSdtf

Large lot Keck Ties 5c
Dog Skin Gloves 75c.

and

market for

Each, $7.50
—

LACES, MALTA LACES, BALL AND

LET !

cts.,

the

best iu

TO BUY KID GLOVES

GAUNTLETS,

Story in Store, No. 235 Middle Street
Iuouire at Shaw’s Tea Store.
oc23tr

STORE

AAk

bring.

CIGARS,

HAVANA

is at Nelson & Co.’s

NO. 142 Oxtord

HOU?E
tenement-, of eight
Improvements. For

OClS

d3m

20.000

TO BUY WORSTEDS

The property known as the Central
House, situated ou Main street, Saccarappa. Said house containing seventeen rooms
Lease giv_^ with large hall and ante-rooms.
i*™? Jen if desired.
For further information address JOHN BROWN.
Saccarappa, Oct. 31st, 18/4.
d3w&w3w
no2

ONE

Agents

for the State of Maine.

~~

is at Nelson & Co.’s

at
43 Lincoln St.

BER. 220 Commercial St.

“Drilling,”

TO BUY HOSIERY

House to Let.
Sebago water and Gas. Inquire

half of

top. grad-

Jobbers of Fancy Goods,

TO BUY BUTTONS

"

9no3tf

at the

Merrill, Prince & Co.,

PLACE

THE

Apply to
TAYLOR, 178 Commercial St.

ROOMS.

folding

other.

House To Let.
Sr,
NO.part ot the Cltv.
L.

at the bosom, without

EF^Particular attention in called to the
method of fniticaing Boned in thin Cornet,
which in acknowledged superior to any

To Let.

WITH

ing.”

75c, $1.00, $1.25.

*

ually and closely fitting to, and over the hips, is longer firont and back than ordinary Corsets, and in fact,
is the only Corset cenjet cut n this form.

For the Ladies!

Board, large, pleasant Booms, furnished
and unfurnished. 62 Free Street.
no132w*

nolltf

11... DnKIl.

lished in the New York Herald hat the President had telegraphed to Ministe Washburne
to return to this country for lilt
purpose of
consultatiou on the future of tbe Republican
party, is very generally denied ir all of the

dat heel more behind Sue.” “Eaise de dust,
honeys.” The music became quicker and
quicker, and faster and faster danced the girls.
They jumped Irom side to side, and changed
from right to left, always in exact time. Then
ks tbe music again quickened they broke into
a wild song, the retrain of which was taken
up by the crowd. The dance became madTbe dark
der as the chorus commenced.
eyes of tbe girls flashed in the darkness.
Their white teeth were seen gleaming behind
red, moist lips, and, with guick, gasping
breath, they went on with tbe song, dancing
with almost superhuman rapidity, and, goaded on to tresh exertions by the Irantic cries
of the excited negroes, they never paused in
their wild performance until the music ceased.
Shortly after the arrival of the band-wagon,
a number of white politicians drove up to tbe
store and ordered whiskey for the crowd.
This was served out to men and women alike,
and none refused to drink. One old woman
took her share in a liu cup, aud after buying

The peculiar style of cutting gives sufl cient full-

18, feet at end of
Possession

..

we

Shirts and Drawers
25 cents each.

WAnlriniw

PERFECT-FITTING CORSET

Street.

the battle,
have

The Presidext axd Ministei Washburne
—A Washington special says tie report pub-

f iot and then on tbe other. It was remarkable, however, that they d>d not daoce together.
Aroun 1 one group of four mulatto girls a
large crowd congregated. They did not attempt to so through aoything which resembled a q lidrille, but holding each other by
the bands jumped up and down in time to
the music, occasionally swaying from side to
side. All around, the men kept time with
their hands and leet, and, as the tempo of the
music became quicker and more exciting, exclaimed at intervals, “Dem’s de gals for danc-

Overalls, 8 oz. Brown
Duck, 75 cents.

able to suit tho. trade, and can sell very cheap.
Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

537

To begin

iuc
numru,
piiuw.
were attired in smait
oue or two very select

uantu

band,

tbe.Jiltffksniith jshoy-The-hand jilaved a
me need to jump up and down, first on one

—

40 cents.

we are

Remember the Number,

goods n*

u^ru

The other
women frequently gave vent to their outraged
feelings, by calling them “stuck-up niggers
and iutimating that “dey never cummed to
de» clothes by no good way.” When some
200 ot the plantation hauds bad assembled,
aud ni 'ht had fallen, a large wagon containing a ban 1 ot black musicians and a uumber
ot negro politicians from Montgomery drove
Tbe horses were taken out, and tbe
up.
wagon drawn up under a live oak in front of

Ruinous Prices!

Overalls,

CORSET!

PRICES,

shall sell

in

woolen gowns, and
young persons wore silk waists.

Shaker Socks 25 ets.

JACQUELINE

City.

LOWEST CASH

about

in the docks at mean low water
the Wharf, and in good condition.
irainediatly lor terms apply to

of Goods in

Being entirely NEW. of the BEST STYLES and
QUALITY, and bought at the

for a small family in chambers of
33 P riis St. Sebago water. For infor-

TENEMENT
House
mation

Stock

the

FREE.

PALMERS

a

Best Selected

nature.

Dhoti bos your dluease without asking a question.
OfHce hours from 9 to 12 a. m. 2. to 8 p. m.
(11 w*
nolC

From our ample experience in selling Goods to the
people of Portland and vicinity, we feel confident
that we have the

we

■

EXAMINATION

10 Lfc/T.
FLOORS fitted up lor

Mnnio®

The Dr* treats all diseases of whsleter

Special*”-

HOSIERY AND GLOVES.

myuHM

HOTEL

FALMOUTH

ouu

the other

on

NEXT 60 DAYS

FOR 6 DAYS ONLY

CHILDREN’S

Gentleman and his Wile can
be accommodated with first class Board and

Kooms

AT

DOMESTICS,
PRINTS, ETC.

or a

TWOat No. 20 Brown

sum

The Panic has come again
and we arc determined not
to be behind last year in
onr sales, and for the

WHITE GOODS,

jumped

somewhat sat-

Many of them were covered with freshlypicked cotton, but some were without shoes,
others with uo covering for their heads, and
a few appeared in nothing but a torn flannel

a com-

GOODS,
CLOAKINGS, SHAWLS,

Board.
Gentlemen

“ONE FOR US.”

DRESS

board at 152 PEARL ST.se23dtf

and two or three
r|l WO Gentlemen and their bewives
accommodated with
JL single gentlemen can
oc.tf
and boar^ at 75 Free street,
pleasant

AT

537 COINTGR h SS ST.

had

How They Begin A ‘‘Rally” in Alabama.—Sundown consists ot a large country
store, two dwelling-houses, and a blacksmith
shop. Three roads cross each other in front
of tne store. When we arrived it was almost
dark, and the negroes were just beginnirg to
assemble. The meu from a distance rode on
molts and horses. A few weie comfortably
clotned, but by far the greater number appeared in an ingeniously contrived garment
of rags, which was neither coat, vest, nor
trousers, but a combination ot the three.

GOODS,

may26dtf_

One Thousand Cider Barrels
tel

37

ST.

Sail of Rooms

TO

Are you no linnguid that any exertion ieqairesmoie of an effort than you feel capable of
t
making?
Thru try jrUHUBFBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorntor, which acts go beneficially on the

Sc2dtf

suit of rooms at

a

AUE YOU

YOU

oc5

SECOND

a

JUttUDC-DM

To

comer

To Let.

HAVE YOU TRIED
m

Let

To Let.

aud UPRIGHT, SSiJflB
SQUARE
and
touch elastic the tone powerful
the eniite

rooms, with
the sooth
Address
nol8dtf

m

State St.

at 223* Cumberland st.,
Boarding
Wilmot, Also table board.

9LFvFLF to

through

ot

good

Prize Stationery Package out. Sample Package, post-paid, for 25 c. Circulars t ee. J. BRIDE,
nol2*4w
767 Broadway, New York.

rreo

vicinity

“‘■'J"”

“Stewardess, stewardess,” called Mrs.
Timidity from her state loom oue night
aboard an English steamer, “Come here,
quick, the ship’s side has cracked.” The

!

ray

•

I'lie fact that steamers are becoming
unpopular iu this trade also, is a feature greatly iu fa*
vor of sailing ships
Two years ago steamers
readily commanded 20 per cent, higher than
sail og ships; this is uo longer the case.
Iudeed,
for the last eighteen months
snaiusbip prop
erty in the Indian trade has resulted most disastrously to almost every one connected with it,
mferootwsid employment rates as a rule
Date
bee*. u>wer than for
sailing ships. The
great depression in that
eleaireni may uow be
purchased iu this market
tor certainly one third less th„a
the rnliDg
prices two years since, aud there are ... comparatively few steamers building.
bur most prominent ship owners were so
pane strickeu when the Suez canal opened, believiig the prosperous <f,y» of sailing vessels
were it au eud, that many ot them
sold their
ships a>d built steamers; but n»w they are reverting •« sailiug ship property, a«d most of
the yard-are iu fair
working, iu fact, the chief
activity intbe irou irade of this country (En»land) at thtmomeDt is In making shipbuilding
iron.
Peruvian guano freights still remaiu at 72s Gd
United Kingdom 75s Continent
A very large
amount of shipping las been
chartered, about
tons
250,000
register, etteudiug over a period of
fomleeu mom ha for a-rival at Callao
Tb »
has relieved onr freight market of a con-idera
hi amount of tonnage, a-re at nortiou of which
would otherwise have iroceeded to the East
Indies, &c.
There has been an unpreedented fall in timber fri-igh'S fr m tbe St. Laurence to this country, and this materially afi-cis the sale of old
American ships in tbis tiarket, tbe Norwegians, who were the pribCi^l buyers of this
class of touuage, being depejdeot almost en
tirely upon the limber trad, the high rates
paid la-t year inducing th sale of a large
amouut of American iouuage.

Apsley House.—Brooklyn Argus.

BROTHERS.tltf

uvnuici, VI

quarter.

IBV 'nr'>, Alartlins intelligence iu the last

The above goods were bought last week for Cash and will be sold4
of them cheaper Wan yon over saw them.

MIDDLE

---r>vupv<.w,

cotton crop from Bombay and Calcutta, which
will doubtless tend to improve rates from this

number eTftg
journal is tho
statement that one of the green tutW„ fent
to Her Majesty by the ex-King ot me
Fiji i».
lands, got a leg ol Edinburgh’s baby in its
mouth and provoked a chorus «| horror that
could be heard from Buckingham Enlace to

LiBCi:.

fcamiy

163

woman.”

a

necessary to say that it was a very large family Esther worked in, and they boarded at the
State Prison.

STOCK OF

Cotton Prints, Flannels, Blankets and Waterproof
IS

#

As to that paragraph about Esther Shaw,
of Davenport, Ind., who worked fifteen years
in a family without asking a cent, it become*

SHAWLS,

SQUARE SHA WLS—CHEAP.

mar21tf

New Goods,
New Place,

t.-

OF

INDIA

men now

quantity, with

Milton was one day asked by a iricnd of female education if be did not intend to instruct his daughter in the diiierent languages.
“No, sir,” replied Milton, “one tongue is suf-

in Portland.

given

LINE

SHAWLS,

LONG AND

land6

a

W ANT EII-AGE K TSKftfrj

Carriages!
wi“,0r by

2w

WLarf

sending 35c with age, height,
I IlllS
IScoloi of eyes and hair, you will reat/Y
reive by return mai a correct j»bo«
INI vF
to’raph ot your future husband or
with name and date of marTT,,
II U Hi Ullgnage.
Address W. FOX, P. O.
no!2t4w
Drawer No. 53 D ultouville, N. Y.

se17d&Wtt
cli cular.
-1:----—

for the

A

chS

containing
100,000 feet,
DYERS
having connection with the Railroads by
track to the end of the Wharf, 11 feet of water

UP ONLY IN BECK B jXES.
TRIED AOD SURE RK HEDV,
Sold by Druggists.
_iio7dlwf

A»

BY

lower than ever before

fio!t,™d
double-JjTJ ^2591 CASHMERE

—

pleasant room., furnished or unfurnished
with or without board, 8t 51 Winter St.

Weak Nervous, or Debilitated?

CHICHESTER PATENT.

—

prices

of the gnano contracts remaining out" for
such an unprecedented length of »■—o* which
circumstance sev ral shir- uxed at high rates
from San Franc*—'’ have had to take advan
this market to load at the
tage and —carter in
•
•
*
•
•
isltuds.
I fear we may look for a catastrophe similar
to that at San Francisco during the next rioe
season, as, to my certain knowledge, one bouse
of ne.tber means nor standing has taken
up a
large number of vessels purely npon speculation
tor the chance of re etting them at a profit,
with the certain alternative of failure if freights
should nile low ami rice high at the commencement of ol the seasou. I cannot too
earnestly
suggest to yon the propriety of advising vour
captains to look to the standing of their merchants, before considering the rate uf freight or
any other inducement to charter.
The rice crop of 1875 is expected to be a very
large one. at least $750,000, fully equal to that
ol last year, when half the shipments were diverted to the famine districts of Beugal. and
there will unmistakably be uu immense quantity of rice to come to this country (Eugland),
whilst the tonnage already chartered amounts
to 250,000 tons register.
It is impossible, however, to forecast with any certainty the probable rates, as whilst Calcutta and
Bombay
freights remain so low, a large amount of tonnage in the East, or t-u route, will necessarily
be diverted to the rice ports for tile coming sea-

ity ou sporting matters.
original “home stretch”

Colored Dress Fabrics in endless variety !

of West-

miles from Portland;
EHtwostories'
thirteen finished rooms,
mantles, Wood-house and.
good repair, painted and b*mdeQ,£arn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 13J acfL exceUent
well fenced, 30 apple and pear tre<k ? acre
strawberries, three good wells ©f watevj.,rtll
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar
ii,nlp
House, fine cement bottom; grounds >rnompnt«i
with fine shade tieee. This is one ol
theo^og*
rea*
deuces in the county. Terms easy. Enquire „« <s r
Davis & Co.. Portland, or Otis Brown, westbruv
six

Let.

FOR RENT.

PUT

Gift.
JHrthday.or Holiday
all
For gale

YER MON TJCOPPE

sLgie gentle-

no!7

A

compctitiou. The Coacrrio •'top
imitation of the Human Voice.

CHIC'HtflTEtt PATENT

■

at

freights

and the prospect for the future.
We quote
some of the more important portions:
The recent collapse at San Praucisco has
thrown a very large amount of tonnage upon
other markets, not necessarily the ship- already
chartered from Sao Francisco, bat. by inducing the owners to send their ships in other directions, although these merchants have been
in some slight degree relieved of their abond
am influx of tonnage by the fortunate iucident

The Ithaca Journal is not the best authorI; states that the
is the stretch across
the maternal knee.

defy competition.

dim*

To

».«re

sent post-paid for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Bost.n.
CHaS. tt. DITSON it CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.

Specimen copies

Street, New

Two

accommodated also.

Sold by Enterprising Dealers everywhere.
Manufactured bv the Corrugated Elbow Co. of the
U. S., 52 Clitt'St. N. Y., alto in CHICAGO and Cis-

Wliia

No book is

303 Pearl

j„ the Town
brook.

tmVilir*

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

AT HOME.
PIANO collection

FOR REED

man

116 Brackett Street.

I Xj IK S

Prominent London skip Owner’s Opinion.

Mr. David Brown of London,
proprietor of
the Atlantic line of packets, writes to Mown.
Curtis & Davis of this city, under date of Nor.
7ih, stating the present condition of

make small tombstones by
the epitaph already cui;
“Didn’t knnw 'ii «-"<• waded.” They leave a
blank for the name and age.—Chicago Times.

Marble

the

—BY—

Let with good board. In
priv^o family with
TO
children, large front room, suitable for
and
at

wife,

Charles Honesty 1j the name of a convict
Virginia State Prison. His weakness
was horses.

Black Cashmeres and Black Brilliantines
goidg

soliloquy of Hamlet contains seventyAnglo-Saxon words.

Freights.
A

in the

PORTLAND.

2sT-S

at Prices that

what she

is

The
nine

SALE.

A

8ai.

16,

aOODS!

BLAO

necessarily

not

are

“My Sunday evening mail,”

1TOV.

EVER SHOWN in

LOT of racant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and
Danforth, Sts.
Tills lot has a front of-about 61 feet and is abjut 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn In
How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient resiUxnces, and adapted for the same. Enquire ol

BOARD.

TJSE

For Cnoms, THE LEADER.
For Singing Schools; THE SONG

of

Stolen.

Rooms To Let.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENE S,

Baker & Co.

For

For Sale or to Let.
the most desirable
the vicinity of
aces situated in
Cape ftizabetb, within one mile from the city. Will
be sold at a Bargain.it not sold, will be Let. For
particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
93 Exchange Street.
Lots iu
ONEPortland, containing about
11

women

calls him in Detroit.

BLACK

Ho Cure !

from the pocket oithe undersigned yesterday morning in front ot Catholic Church a pocket
book cant doing from titty to seventy five dollars

with

oc284w

merit

Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds. Mat trasses,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &c.
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.

large
FOUR-HAND

A

Will be rented or sold with or without furniture. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
*o171 w*Real Estate Agt.

For

Light-headed
blondes.

the largest assortment of

House On State st.lor Sale or Rent.
FURNISHED house, containing twelve rooms.

NOV. 20, 1874

Gossip and Gleanings.

OPEN

^OHSTO.A.'X',

__dlw

An Entire New Stock of

kinds—cure

128 and 130 MIDDLE ST.,

A

A

FOUND!

Boarding.

STOVE

John Massure is to collect all
mutual consent.
claims due the late firm and will pay the copartnership liabilities. He will continue the business at the
store occupied by us, Ho. 381 Congress St.
JOHN MASSURE,

JUST

house-

keeper or nurse. The pare of an invalid pre
ferred. Best ei city references giye. Apply at {9
Hign St.
oc20tf

TWO

500,000 Corruga.ed

1

heretofore existing between the

& Hunt,

Wanted, Horses

To

LIVINGSTONE,
marvellous

53 Washington St., Boston.

Copartnership.
and

Resoectable Families
Lady. Uood ReferYork St., Portland,

good rooms, connected, to let, with board, at
203 Cumberland St., corner of Fransliu. A lea
other good rooms,
oc7tf

achievements and
veritable Hero, as also
wealth and cariosities of a most wonderful country. We issue the most complete and authentic work, and want more Agents at once.
We
also publish the cho cest Family Bibles extant,
800 illustrations, neir features, positively unequalled. For particulars address

COPARTNERSHIP.

THE

Address C. C., 77

west part of the city,
S., P. O. Box 829.

BO WS

will

as nurse in
an American Widow

Me._oc313w*

a

Particulars anil valuable sample
Address with C cent return stamp, C.
o< 284w

dlf

low

d.v

given.

Bond

—

HUBKAKD

my9

Portland Oct.

SITUATION

ences

AT

good* by
cent return stamp, M. Youso, 173 Greenwich St.,

80 NLIDDLE ST.

Ojeda

_no!3ti

no

experience*
thrilling
the varied

Law.

name

O. Box 1076, Portland, Me.

Wanted.

W. V. Industrial exhibition Co.
Authorized hr (he Legislature of the Slate of N. Y.
3d Premium Drawing DXC. 7, 1874
3d Series Drawing,
Jan. 4. 1875.
EVERY BOND will b Redeemed with a Premium,
as an equivr.ent for Tnteresr.
CAPITAL I’hI TJU »I 8100.000.
Address tor Bonds and fall information,
MTORGENTHAU, BRUNO A CO
.Financial Agenh 33 Park Row, N. V
oe‘24
P. O. Drawer 39.
t2w

LIFE of

All collections promptly attended to by
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

Genteel Tenement of eight rooms and Gas and
Sc-bago Water at No. 23 Brnwu Street. Further particulars of F. G.
Patterson, 13 Fluent Block.

PRlSvTfOENING,

FtEiA-n?

WILL

Block,___oc4dtf

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portlaud Pier.
._From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

Nutter Bros. & Co. A first class tin plate and
sheet iron worker. None but first class need
29
apply. MARKET SQUARE, Portland Me. se29tf

SIXTIETH THOUSAND IN PRESS.
ONE agent sold in one month, 501 copier* of the

D/A.'lN

Partnership
subscribeis under the firm
THE
lias been this
Massure &

P.

LOST AND

First Mortgage Premium

sent free.

S. BROWN,

Dissolution of

quired.
Address,

dtd

ROSS, Williamsburg, N Y.

Law,

at

BY

■■*20-

which

Counsellor

*lw

a

capital required.

Sylvester,

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

EDGAR

20 per cent

capital.

Gentleman and Wife a suit of unfurnished
rooms with hoard in a prviate family either on
the line of the horse railroad or within five minutes
walk of the City Building. References given and re-

A

whom was referred ihe petition of Nathau Webb and
others praying that what is known as “Pleasant
Street” may be laid out from “High to Park Streets,”
will meet on Corner of High and Pleasant Streets on
Friday, the twentieth ol November, A. D. 1874, at
four o’clock P. M.# to hear all parlies interested, and
then determine and adjudge whether public convenience requires that sai«i Street should be laid out. aud I
if they should so adjudge, will then and there
lay out
said Street, and fix the damages as required by law.
GEO. P. WLSCOTT,
f
MICAH SAMPSON.
j Com. on
F. W. CLARK.
[Laving out

f

at

„0ii

Wanted.

on

OF THE

vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Honse> bought and sola. .WjcIv to F,
nealer In Real Estate/Office 1J

PATTERSON,
Fluent

jds s.

T u tt

a

PORTLAND, MAINE

PORTLAND,

oclOtf

At home, male or female; 835 p«r
Wnrlf
TV 4/1 fi week, day or
evening. No Capita 1
11 We Head valuable package of
fait
J. 4/1 if ft 1
mail free
Address witb ten

215 COMMERCIAL STREET.

oc2dtf

Oscar L

hereby eiven that the “Joint Standing
NOTICE
Committee
Laying out New Streets,” to

—

G.

HOHS.

"BROTHERS

HIVES

first class Real Estate Secutity, In Portland

or

Wanted.

He bool

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

uol3

a

nol7____

ocl5tf

Family

EDWARD THURSTON,
WM.E. DENNISON
LEMUEL M LOVE JOY.

extend

City.
for

WILL BUY A

VIACHINEWORKS

to Loan.

FOR

Address Box 1991, Portland, Me.

Topsbam, Ifle,
Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
BilUngs. B. A., Rector. Send for circular.

PORTLAND

Read :

Commission.

PARTNER.

WITH

Burnham,

frarklh

to

tf

84 MIDDLE

SPECIAL

Two Thousand dollars to
established business in this
guaranteed with satisfactory security

POSTPONEMENTS IMPOSSIBLE.

>p21_

Counsellors

Wanted.

M., Principal.

1U.

PIPING.

O’Donnell &

part
the
Price from $2 000 to $30i0. Direct P.O.Box 875
Nov. 18.
4t
1874._

city.

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

WATEli

MANUFACTURERS

Wanted.
purchase a small dwell ng house ploasantlv si>
rglO
JL
uated, convenient, in the western
of

cora-

Estate

6‘

Teachii' ot Singing.
Orders left at Htockbridgc’s.

Removed

established

Treasurer,
experience necessary. Address immediately,
PQl83t*M. SIMMONS, 6 Tremont St.

City of Portland.

l.uvv,
iicyo
No 15 FLUENT BLOCK,
COB. OF CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

W. C.

an
as

No

is

At 1

ui

oct26

A.

nol9d3t*

wanted with $300 in
PARTNER
travelling Variety Troupe, to act

&w6w

H. & W. J. KNOWLTON,
nuui

BODGE,

House Keeper, can he
Congress Street, new

at 499

Wanted

islwttf

OF

Chrouometer maker*’* Toots,
•Via them alien I,
Optical a ml Philonopbical I ustrumeutH, School
Apparatus. Ac.,
market Ntreet. Printers Exchange,

AHA

inquiry

on

and

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,

A

found

ON

M ISCEELAM

Fop Kent.

Situation Wanted.

December 15ti*, 1874,

continue eleven weeks.
For further information, address

J.,

First Class American

A

Stevens Plains, I?Ie.
rilHE Winter Term ot this Institution will
JL
mence on

A BABCOCK.

MANUFACTURERS

Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.
Money

no191w*

number._'

WESTBROOK SEMINARY.

ME.

G. DORMAN.

CROSS

EDUCATIONAL

jy2tf

J. B. MATHEWS.

&

aul8__

‘454 COIVGBEtiX STREET,
Under Congress Ball.
Bilks Sold on Instalments.

Wanted.

JS&J1Qp“;Io^ea!f
Office, Portland, Me.

Office 1 1-2 Uuiou Wharf.

Articles, Ac.

PORTLAND,

G.

can

lady as cashier or hook
^9? hl a.yputlS
four
experience. Good
£f^rCnrfo0perT»i P®8 address,
Wp*
MISS hTa.
Press

have removed o

dealer in

State of Maine Rooting Slate,
NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET

F.

age Woman that

A email genteel famiif required. Has lived
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a suit of
giay, politely bowing to
every white man he chanced to meet, scarcely
deigning to uolice a negro, aud, with a look of
pride beaming upon his counteuauce, deposit
his conservative ballot along with those cast ly

dressed iu
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the friends of his old master.”
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of tbe Pkfss is furnished
.ti/Tri'arrf certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen. JEtlilor, e>.1 railway, steamboat and hotel
nanagets will ctmiet a favor upon ns by demanding
idlentialsci every person claiming to represent our
oirnal, as we liave information that several “bummers” arc seeking courtesies In tbe name of be
-r-urntcbo

•‘Hess,
Ively,

and
a

we

baTe

no

disposition to be,

even

as-

party to such frauds.

We dd no, rfead anonymous letters and eommuntallocs. The name and address of tbe writer are in
si. cases indispensable, not neeessarlly for publication
b it as a guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot umlertake to return or reserve com^ideations that are not UBed.

BY THE PRESIDE.-,’?'.

Prselaiuatiou for
VbtubH]>ivius

Boy of Public
Praise.

n

nud

We are reminded by the changing seasons that it
U time to pause in our daily vocation and offer
uiawirg to Almighty God for the mercies and abnndance ortti«. y+jv which is
drawing to a close. The
bicssingw ota free gv. -rament have continued to lie
to us; the eartu w,
responded to the labor of the husbandman; tbe land uA, v^n tree from
pestilence; iuternal order is being mamtuA^r an(j
peace with other powers ha3 prevailed. It is fitti*.9
ihat at stated periods we should cease from our accustomed pursuits, and from the turmoil of our daily
lives, and unite in thankfulness for the blessings of
tbe past and the cultivation of kindly feelings towards each other.
Now, therefore, recognizing
these considerations, I, Ulysses S. Graut, President
of the United States, do recommend to all citizens to
assemble in their respective places of worship on

youej^afei

the 26th Day of Not. Next,

Tliursdity,

their thanks for the mercy and favor of
ihe Almighty God, and laying aside all political content! jn and all secular occupations, to observe suen
day as a day of praise.
In witness whereof I have herewith set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
and express

Done at tbe city of Washington, this the 29th day
of October, in the year of our Lord, 1874, and of the
independence of the United States the ninetyninth.

U. S. GRANT.
Bv the President:
of
Hamilton Fish, Secretary
State.
BV THE GOVERNOR,

point
of Not.,

Tlaui-Mdny,
PublieTbonksgiving
the

96tb

as

and

aDnj of

Praise;

and I recommend that all the people of the state
unite i.i such an observance ot a day hallowed by so
teuder memories, as will most appropriately render
firatetul acknowledgement to Almighty God for the
blessings which He has vouchsafed us as a state and

nation.
Given at the Couucil Chamber in Ausn^** lD1®
l*>rd one
thirtieth day of October .in the year
thousand eight hundred and *®*onty-iour,, anaoi
America
of
States
united
the Independence of
lDC ,"nety-Ui"tlJK.
LEY.
DISC
NF.LS05I
By the Govornor:
of
State.
Geouoe G. Stacy, Secretary
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deluged.

A London
Unown
the American Bond 1
^ and Baukmg Association, will
uude.,ka to fund the
debt of the southern states.
of

syndicate——^

Fire at Dix Island.
fe'CKLAND, Nov. 10.—At half past twelve
last ni^t the large blacksmith shop at Dix Island, coiraining eight fire?, was burned to the
Something
an undertaking sureij.
ground.
it not been for the rain ol the
previous night,it, is thought several of the store
Current Notes.
sheds would have Ven destroyed.
It is said that the trouble with the pi-a^hiSale of Camoobrllo Island.
lory law is that it is ahead of public sen*,
Eastpprt, Nov 19.-The Sentinel says that
That’s what's the matter with the the sale of Campbdlo has at last been effected,
ment.
ten commandments, too.—Boston News.
\nd the papers are liov on the way to England
An alliance between the South and the
v be
sigued. The isla>d is sold to a party of
West is advocated by the Richmond Whig.
as

iL.l

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Men Drowned.
Nov. 19—Four of til, crew of
PoRTSKmrn,
the schooner w'illiam H. Bradley, a 'shing
vessel of Bodrport, Mass., were drowuea iagt
evening off Newcastle by the capsizing of l>«jr
veasel from Portsmouth.
Their names we„
George Bntau, Warren Hightman, John Lowe
and John J. o.rjffin. The latter leaves three
children. Alber. nickford and Seldeu Tarlton
rescued George Mitcfitu. The disaster is attributed to the crew being intoxicated.
Four

Charge, of Fraud.
Boston, Nov. 19.—In the Common Council
this evening there was a spirited discussion on
an order offered by a member of the water
committee, asking for an investigation into
charges mads by certain gentlemen, that there
were schemes af jobbery and fraud iu the plan
for supplying the city with water from Sudbury
Biver, An investigating committee was appointed. An order was introduced for the reorganizatiou of the Cochituate water board.

The Losigfthoremeu.

tl'~

and the expense of such busness heavy. But
had all the lines fallen in wth the scheme of
the New York roads, the ciuutry would most
likely have been compelld to pay just such

I"’~

of

claims at the same time that the
recent elections show that the people will
n»t sustain a hard money policy. But yet
the Democrats who carried Illinois adopted
hard money resolutions at their state convenand

combiuatim was pleased to
charge, and when sucl men as Vanderbilt
have an opportunity to deed the public,there
rates

as

the

is no reason to expect Aercy.
The combination wS defeated

principally

the relusai of the Jaltimore and Ohio road
to become a party to the bargain. As a
through line that .oad is a new one. It is

by

said that the New Tork lines have never expected a rival in his direction, and their
managers are doultless a great deal surprised
at the refusal oflts managers to become a
to an iuerttse of tariff.

party

The fact tbatAe Baltimore and Ohio managers can affori to enter into competition for
Western busiiess at present rates is not so
much due to its shorter line as to n» ■-fficient
New York
*«rf.s

'repress,The

equipmc$itljUIeJ?Plo-.Se

struction and
that of
the Baltimore and Ohio. The latter was
honestly baill and its stoek represents money
The
aetua'ly expended in construction.
stock of the New York lines has been ex.
tended so that it represents double the cost
of tllP

rnnd

TIip

wrafprurl

cfnpb

limrotrot'

represents value to such holders as bought it
if it does not in the construction and equipment of the road.

From this view of the
matter it will be seen that the Baltimore and
Ohio can pay a good dividend on its stock at
rates of tariff which would afford the stockholders of the New York lines a very meagre
amount. Stocks being valued by the dividends they pay; that of the Baltimore and
Ohio will be at par when that of New York
lines will be below fifty.
The Grand Trunk is another important line
which has refused to become a party to the
arrangement, notwithstanding the assertion
of President Jewett of the Erie road.
Thus the combination of railroad lines to
iucrease tariffs and largely enhance the cost
of bread has failed simply because au honestly built and efficiently managed road is enabled to do a paying business at present rates.
It has leaked out that the report of Treasurer

Spiuner was considerably pruned by the
Secretary of the Treasury before it saw the
light. Spinner had entered upon a statement
on the importance of
having au elastic currency, and rather leaned towards Judge Kelly’s three-sixty-five bond project. This was
considered as favoring inflation, and over forty pages of the Treasurer’s report treating on
this subject were thrown into the waste basket. The inference drawn by those cognizant of the fact is

that the White House and
the Treasury Department are determined to
crush out everything that militates against
coutraction and a

speedy

return to

specie

payments.

thinks there could be no more favorable time
than the present for the organization of a new

It seems to doubt, however, whether
thereis any occasion for its existence, but it
says if there is any it will
itself and

partgj.

ready for

a

develop
grand sweep in

which

shall either vindicate its claims upon popular
support or seud it to the dismal limbo of political abortions to which so many premature
and misshapen organizations have been consigned. It had better never be born than g
0
to such a horrid place.
The library of Colby University, at Waterville, is being catalogued by Prof. E. W.
Hall, the librarian. It has been a much ueglected institution, but Prof. Hall, since be
has been in charge of it, has bestowed much
work upon it.
He is now preparing a card
catalogue, similar to that of the Boston Public Library, and the vast amount oflabor involved in the undertaking can
hardly be apprecated by any but the few men who have
done similar work.
Some English journals are
complaining
that the queeu is treating the Empress ot
Russia most shabbily. The latter is at Buckingham palace, where—rumor says—she is
suffered to pay her own expenses and the
q.tecn remains at Balmoral and refuses to go
and see her imperial relative. The London
World preaches qu te a lecture on the subject
and suggests that such treatment between
private individuals would be neither decent
nor

polite.

It has been

suggested that collections be
taken up
Thanksgiving to relieve the destitute people of Nebraska. The
suggestion is
an excellent
one; and as very few people
comparatively attend church that day, little
stfms might be made up at dinner
parties.
If the people of Nebraska do not want the
money, there are hundreds in our city who
will before the winter, require the help of the
charitable.
Ouk Republican contemporaries are now
tindiug consolation in the election returns.
It wasn’t so much Gen. Disgust who comthe third of November as Gen.
Apathy. This was the case in New York
and Pennsylvania. In the latter state the
R publican vote was 80,871 less than in 1872
and Lbe Democratic vote 40,505 less.
manded

on

the

sleep

that knows no

waking.

The young men of the South, the rank and
file of the confedercy, have as clear a title to
the land they till and the air they breathe as
tbe rank and the file of the Union, and they
ask to be given an equal title in the government, to whose support they contribute their
proper share.—Louisville- Courier Journal.
The San Francisco Bulletin says that within a few mouths no less than seven coal-laden
ships, bound for that port, have been burned
at sea, or in harbors where they had taken
refuge. Their cargoes averaged not less than
fifteen hundred tons, the loss of coal was not
less than ten thousand five hundred tons,
worth about $106,000, aud the average value
of the ships was not less than $60,000 each,
or $320,000 in the aggregate.
This list is
looked upon a3 a warning against allowing
wet coal, which produces spoutaneous co mbustion, to be put into vessels.
In Incident of Overland Travel.—Among
the passengers by tbe westward bound emi-

Creditors,’ an aged lady from Alfred,
Maine. Poor, feeble and alone, she had left
her home to cross tbe continent on an emigrant
train to see her children residing in this state.
Two grown daughters awaited her at San Jose,
and her son had gone up tbe road to meet her.
He found her worn out with the fatigues of the
protracted journey in a comfortless emigrant
car, and very weak. About six o’clock in the
evening she reclined her head on his shoulder
and fell asleep there. Just after tbe train left
San Leandro a gentleman, who had got on the
train at that place, noticing something peculiar
in the attitude and appearance of tbe old lady,
aDnroacbed her son and inauired. “What is the
matter with that lady?”
“Hush,” replied the
young man, “don’t wake my mother.” No
fear,” said the gentleman, “she will never
wake again in this world.” He was right.
Quietly leaning on the breast of her son the
poor old lady had yielded to fatigue and peacefully fallen into a slumber from which she
passed into that deep sleep that knows neither
waking nor weariness. The emigrants composed her limbs to rest, and brought the body
to this city for the bereaved children.—San
Francisco Chronicle.
miNOB TELEGBA9H.
The striking miners at the Nelsonville, Ohio,
mines, are committing outrages upon the negroes now at work. Several have been fired
upon by men in ambush. Serious trouble is

apprehended.

Moses Day, of Sewall, Day & Co., one of
Boston’s oldest and best known merchants and
manufactuters, died Wednesday night.
A New Orleans dispatch says that the police
force of the state house is increased and cases
of rifles taken in.
A special from Calcutta announces that Yakoob Khan, Ameer of Cabul, has been treacherously arrested in his own capital and imprisoned. The worst results are feared.
Six Redemptorist Catholic priests, who have
been banished from Germany arrived in New

York, Wednesday.
Seventy-five gold and silver watches, tied up
in women's stockings and fastened around the

waist of a Jew steerage passenger on the steamship Pomerania were seized Wednesday at
New York.
Eighteen vessels were wrecked by the recent
hurricane in Jamaica.

Ferguson’s dye

and bleach works in Proviburned yesterday morning. Loss
from $10,000 to §12,000: insured §6000 on the
building and machinery.

dence

were

The internal revenue receipts yesterday were

The Boston Globe is st'll discussing the organization of the People’s Reform party. It

make

The South asks nothing but an erasure oi
the score with the same liberty enjoyed by
the North to mind its own business. The
statesmen of tbe South who made and lost
the fight for the confederacy are either old
men, no longer in anybody’s way, or else

they sleep

§325,328.

Two Boston police officers were arraigned
yesterday for stealing large quantities of tobacco from various

guilt.

firms,

and

confessed their

Capt. J. G, Ramsay is ordered to the Springfield armory on temporary duty.
The steeple chase over the St. Charles cours)
at Quebec. Wednesday, resulted in several accidebts. Barbone won the race.
Tbs barn and sheds at West Slockbridge,
Mass owned by B. A. Johnson and Frederick
W. Turner, valued at §4000,
were burned
Wednesday night. The lire was set by an in
sane man named Edward I.
Crocker, who once
owned the property.
Corrected returns from the Italian elections
for the Chamber of Deputies show that the
Right has a majority of 77. It is probable that
Siguor Branched will be chosen President of
the Chamber.
An Arabi paper says that a force of Egyp1tians captured Darfour, Alfrica, and killed the

ouiian.

A violent storm on the sea of Marmora lias
caused the loss of many vessels.
Ad ices from the gold coast say that King
Coffee of Ashantee lias been deposed and his
nephew succeeds.
A fire at Tara, Cntario, destroyed Richards
& Van Duscen’s block. Loss $30,000.
Mike Welsh, connected with the Wellshoro
hauk robbery, was arrested at Waverly, N. Y.,

yesterday.

The Nevada

legislature will stand, Senate,
(Rtp.) 18, (Dem.) 7; Assembly (Dem.) 17;
(Kep.)31; (Independents) 3. The Republican
majority

on joint ballot is 22.
Charles and Mary Fisher, charged with abducting two Swiss girls in Chicago, have been
sentenced to seven and live years respectively
in the State Prison.
Cushing’s mill at Union Point, near St.
John, took fire yesterday, and a neighboring
house caught and was burned. Loss
$20,000.
The U. S. revenue cutter Gallatin
arrived at
Boston yesterday.
U. S. Steamer Saranae remains at i^a Paz
Mexico, to piotect American citizens. Many
robberies and murders are being committed and
the authorities are taking no measures to arrest the culprits.
Geo. L. Fairbanks, a brakeman on the Old
was
run over and killed at
Colony railroa
South Abington, yesterday.
An unknown German committed suicide in

Billirica, Mass., yesterday.
Afire in Belmont village near London, Wednesday night, destroyed several buildings.
The committee on the Farragut statue has
examined models by Horatio Stone, Vinnie
Ream and others, but have not come to a decision.

Three inches of
day.

snow

fell in Omaha yester-

The Carlists have again occupied positions
around Irun.
It is rumored in Havana that
Capt. General
Concha is about to resign.
A. Walk! US’ saw,
planing and grist mill at
Hinsdale, Mass., was burned last night. Loss
$10,000 with no insurance.

Nrw
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strikers are entertaining hopes of its speedy
termination.
The steamship companies are
weakening and the French line has got about
100 men working at the old rates.
This line
was the first to propose a reduction of longshoremen’s wages, aud are the first to give in
for for their vessels would not be reaay Saturday, The Atlas line, whicbAas had a steamer
pier since last M»*iday, put men at work
this morning at t.bc old rates and are rapidly
unloading. All the other companies still hold
out. The stevedores say that the work performed by the new men is very sa’isfactory,
while the superintendents of the docks say it
is not. The strikers are peaceable and no trouble is apprehended.
The strike in the lower part of the city still
continues. The Canard company have compromised by paying 35 cents per hoar. The
Bermuda line returned to the old rates.
The Brooklyn Scandal.
Atj the general term of the Brooklyn City
Court this morninjt, Judges McCue and Reynolds rendered decisions in the matter of appeal from an order made at the special term of
the city court, denying the application of the
connsel for the defence in the Tilton and Beecher suit to compel the plaintiff to furnish a bill
of particulars of the times and places at which
acts of adultery were committed.
Judge Reynolds, in his decision,says it would
be idle to compel him to name the precise time
of any alleged acts, except for the purpose of
excluding all others from bis claim, which is
the object of the motion. Without discussing
at length whether the coart has power to restrict the plaintiff by a bill of particulars in
such an action as this, he proposes to rest his
conclusion on the ground that this is not a
proper case for the exercise of such a power.
After citing numerous cases from English divorce cases he affirms the decision of
Judge
Neilson, denying a bill of particulars.
Judge McOne dissenis from the decision of
his associate.
Commiaoioner Davenport Acquitted.
Judge Woodruff to-day gave bis decision on
the charges preferred against the United States
Commissioner and chief supervisor of elections
John I. 1 lavenport, of arbitrary conduct and
mal-administration of his office in causing the
arrest of citizens at the time of the election,
lodking them up, refusing to take bail,and subsequently refusing to give examination to parties accused. He reviewed the charges and
the circumstances attending the several specificcases recited in the complaint, and says there
is no evidence that in the execution of the law
imposing duties upon Mr. Daveuport in his
office, either of chief supervisor of elections or
of commissioner,that be did not act with equal
fairuess and promptness, without distinction of
nerson and without regard to the political affinity of the persons charged before him with offence. He directs an order to be entered on
Um records of the court that the charges have
they are dismiffBgfJ.bv the evidence and that

“Thaoatopsi*,’- written by William
Cullen Bryant, then a resident of Massachusetts, and a youth o»’only eighteen years.
Tbe Chicago Iiter-Ocean maintains that
the res’ ground on which tbe Republican
party stands is opposition to resumption,
em

VflPlT

liM|lkw„n«

si_'

A convention of the members sf the Longshoremen's Union was held this evening, at
which it was stated that there seemed to be a
desire on the part of steamship companies to
effect a compromise with the men on a strike,
and especially, it was said, was the case with
the White Star line, as they feared the steamer
would not be ready for sea by Saturday. Resolutions were adopted pledging members of the
Union to accept no compromise with the companies other than the full rate of wages demanded by the longshoremen.

WASHINGTON.
Doubtful Story.
WAsnraoTON, Nov. 10.—The Herald’s Washingtou correspondent to-day has it that Washburne has been sent for to advise Grant abo>-’
changing the Cabinet; that Fish will resign,
after which all the rest of the Cabinet will reA

!

sign.

Patent Cum.
Attorney General Williams to-day addressed
a letter to Geo. P. Sawyer, U. S. Attorney
at
Boston, stating that on the 6th an application
was made to him by Curtis & Corwine for
leave to use his name in a suit npon the relation of George R. Fearing to vacate a patent
reissued to B. F. Sturtevant for a coil or a ribbon of blankwooi for the rise of pegging machines
It was alleged as a ground for the application that there was a want of novelty in
the ribbon or coil.
The Attorney General
after reviewing the facta in the case as presented to him says in conclusion: “Where
fraud is alleged as a ground of suit in the name
of the Attorney General to repeal a patent
nothing more than to satisfy him of the existence of the fraud is necessary to the application, as such a case must go upon the ground
that the facts disclosed to the Attorney General were not presented to or passed npon by the
commissioner of patents.
Mr. Sturtevant has
given satisfactory reasons for advancing the
price of hfs peg board-blanks, and shows it was
by an arrangement with the manufacturers of
boots and shoes and for their benefit, and I am
further satisfied that the public intertsts do not
require me to take any steps to vacate his said
patent. Yon will, therefore, withdraw the bill
filed and decline any further use of mv name in
this matter.’’
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balauces for
A

to-day:—Currency, $16,014,819; special deposit
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, $55,295,000;coin, $82,224,398, includin'coin certificates, $23,102,200; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
The Safe Burglary.
the sickness of Mr. Davidge, of the
counsel, the safe burglary trial was adjourned
till to-morrow. Whiteley was alio wad by the
judge to go to his home till next Tuesday, there
being sickness in his family.
Revenue Callers’ Cruises.
The President has designated the following
revenue cutters to cruise along the Atlantic

Opinion of Judge Poland.
St. Louis, Nov. 19.—It is said that Judge
IN and asserts that although both Baxter and
Bro>ks have disappeared from the political
arena yet the question now at issue is which
of then was elected Governor in 1872. The
new constitution, Mr. Poland says, was con
ceived and adopted in a very irregular manUc“
old constitution pr->vided for amendment®on'y,““»
the method for their
and
p«*w was submitted to the
adoption,
general assembly of n,» ltate to submit the
question to the people whgber or not tbey
would hold a constitutional co,ventjon
Thus
it appears that the action of ,.be Arkansas
Legislature in the premises waa-itbout
thority and irregular. A paralel
to this
Mr. Poland finds in the celebrated L,rr
rebellion in Rhode Island.
The hopes ant. ambition of Smith rest upon the illegality
the
constitution.
Baxter, with Lieut. Govtvnor
Smith and the whole radical ticket of 1870 w«e
elected for four yearB, less than one-half ot
which they had served when a new election
was held under the new constitution this fall,
which provided their successors. In case the
new constitution should be declared invalid, of,
course the present state governmet would no
longer exercise the duties at present incainbent
upon it and the question would recur to tho
election 1872, as between the Brooks and Baxter candidates.
Touching this matter Mr. Polaud freely expresses his conviction that
Brooks received a large majority of the votes
cast.
The testimony taken before the congressonal committee plainly indicates this and
it Is rendered still more probable in Poland’s
view by the fact that the Democracy voted almost unanimously for Brooks as against Baxter. Of the prospects for an early settlement
of the question Poland does not speak in a very

c!«n
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North American Review he reoelyed

ABKANSAS MUDDLE.

ifASS ACHU SETTS.

Vt.W

coast:

$266,281.’

145,010 gallons

to

1,047,714 gallons.

The annual receipts from all sources relating
to fermented liquors for the year is $9,304,679.
The receipts for tobacco in all forms is $33,242,875, a decrease of $1143,427, due to tbe closing
out of bonded warehouses in the early part of
tbe year and the effect of tbe pauic.
From
November to tbe present time there has beeu a
increase
of
collections
over
steady
aoy previous

corresponding period.

The largest amount collected during any
quarter was in the first quarter of tbe present
fiscal year—$10,152,754. The receipts for the
present fiscal year from this source aie expected to aggregate $36,000,000.
The produc
tion of tobacco for the past fiscal year was
118,548,619-pounds, an increase over the proceeding year of 2,107,684 pounds.
The number of cheroots, etc., on which taxes
were collected were
in excess of the
previous

1,886,697,498,

or

The

79,662,852
quantity

year.
of tobacco removed without payment jof
ta*
fer exportation for tbe fiscal year was
10,800,917 pounds, an excess of
nearly 750,000 pounds
over the Dreoeediug year.
The commissioner
considers it indispensably neoessary to control
the movementt of tbe raw leaf olauses of the
act of June 6, 1872.
The receipts from other sources were bank
deposits, savings banks, capital and bank cir-

culation, $3,387,100; adhesive stamps, *6,136,
844; penalties, $3G4,116j articles and occupations formerly taxed but now exempt, $764,880.

ernment

19.—The cold weather ha> had a
market firmer. The supply of
the
market very firm. Potatoes
grain
advanced
slightly and the market is bare. Grohave
C..1CS are firm but show no change. Butter is still
active and choice lots bring good prices.
Foreign Exports.
ST. JOHN, NB. Br Schr Lome—161 old iron rails.
CARDENAS. Brig Dirigo—3500 shooks and heads,
700 box shooks, 669 bbls potatoes.
Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Georgia—308 boxes fish
to Burnham & Merrill; 72do do to J F Liscomb; 12
pkgs skins to C H Fling: 18 bbls paint to Burgess,
robes & Co; 35 empty bbls to Portland Kerosene Oil
Co; 2 pkgs merchandise to Eastern Ex Co.

York Stock and Moner iTIarket.
New York, Nov. 19—Evenina.—The Wall street
market closed firmer for Gold and Exchange and
weaker for Stocks. There was increased activity in
some quarters and some important transactions.
Money at 3 @ 31 per cent, on call. Foreign Exchange
firm for demand having advanced; the closing quotations were at 4.85 @ 4.854 for hankers 60 days, and
4 89 @ 4.891 tor demand. Some German bankers w*^o
free buyers of Exchange on account of the li>eral
sales to-day of 1862*b and other 5-20's for European
account. The Custom receipts to-day were $338,000.
Gold open id at 111, declined to 110$ and advanced ro
1111, at which price the market closed; rates paid for
carrying were 1,11 @ 2 per cent.; loans also made at
3 per cent, for borrowing. The Assistant Treasurer
paid out $105,000 in interest and $129,000 in redemption ot bonds. Governments steady. State bonds are
dull. Railroad morWages firm. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railrcoa Company has notified the Stock
Exchange ot an imtended issue of $7,000,000 preferred
stock. The Stock Exchange Committee on securities
have notified the Exchange that in consequence of
the appearance ot Counterfeited bonds, they direct
hereafter that the deliveries of Chicago & Northwescournrn bonds, dated
lateral in the name and not to bearer,
Genuine bondB can be registered at the oflice of the
Mew

Gahe Beebee was arraigned before U. S.
Commissioner Craig charged with altering election returns from West Baton
Rouge ana gave
bail to apDear for examination to-morrow.

EBTBOKVLOOICAL
>-ROH4BIIIXIKS FOB THE

NEXT

TWENTX-FOl'B

Bonus.

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal i
Officer. Washington, D. O.,
>
Nov. 20, (1 A. M.) i

ab

New England,
the Middle states and lower lake region, increasing cloudiness with easterly or southerly
winds on the coast, falling barometer, no de1cided
changed in temperature and light rain or
snow in the last named district.
Ear

At the annual meeting of the freedmen’s society of M. E. church it was reported that their
schools established in different parts of the
country embraced 3000 pupils, more than 1000
of which were
mg cuunapreparing to assist in the
educa.—
tion of their race.
The two story dwelling house, barn, ell with
their contents belonging to Medall Doe in
Franklin, N. H., was destroyed by fire yesterday. Loss 81800.
.u

FOREIGN.
Serious Illness of Priuce Leopold.
London, Nov. 19.—The health of Priuce
Leopold continues unsctisfactory. Last night
his condition was so serious that Dr. Jenner remained with him the entire night. This after
noon the
court circulars announces liis case
more favorable.

English Bishops Visit

to

Rome.

The object of the journey of English bishops
Rome is to obtain permission to pursue au
independent course in case the Britishment
seek to restrict liberty of action of the Catholic
clerey. They will represent to the Pope that
they wish to respect the laws of England and
cannot accept such regulations as are issued on
continental bishops.
Vessels Wrecked.
New York, Nov. 19 —During the hurricane
at Kiugston, Jamaica, the 1st inst. the
brig
Moruiug Star, Trelawang, Village Bride, Katinka, Frances Ann and Florida were wrecked,
five others were blown ashore and five damaged. The brig Helen of Halifax is ashore at St.
Ann’s bay. The American brig Lizzie Verdun
is ashore at Port Maria and will be sold.
The Berman Reichstag.
Berlin, Nov. 19- Evening.—The lteiehstag
this afternoon by a unanimous vole
reelected
Her Forkenbeck President. It is now denied
that the vote of yfsterdav by which the
bank
bill was referred to a potprpjttep wrs a
government defeat The result is said to have
been actually in accordance with the wishes
of
the government which sought to bring a pres
sure of the majority tg bear to induce the
Federal Council to change its attitude in regard
4
to the bill under consideration,
Abolishing Second Class Cars.
London, Nov. 19.—The directors of the MidIaad Railway Company,having received the
8Pof the shareholders, have resolved to adore to their
intention of abolishing second
to

Eroval

19.|

company. The Stock market was generally weak today with a decline of } @ 1 per cent., but closed rather steadier with a recovery of } <g } per cent.
The
chiet interest at the close centered in Lake Shore,
which was sold freely from 81 down to 80}. One broker sold three lots of 5000 shares each at
80}, causing
considerable excitement and confusion, daring which
there were some additional transactions, but for
smaller amounts
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 185.000 shares, including Erie 5700
shares, Lake Shore 47,100, North Western 14,900, do
preferred 00 0 Rock Island 2600, Pacific Mail 4U0 St

I

TTn,V«

m-1_X-

/X.

Pacific Mail....... A. ........'.’44*
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.lOlf

Erie. 281
Erie preferred....45

Union

Pacific stock...

35s

Michigan Central..
Lake Shore.
go|
Illinois Central.%
Chicago & Northwestern.4if
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 59
Chicago & Rock Island.... 10 L
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

Astonishingly

Sch Clara Sawyer, Branscomb, South Amboy—coal

NOW

The Natural Magnetic

Sch John Somes, oi Wellfleet. £5 tons,
has been purchased by Capt Freeman Uott,
Chase and others, of Portland. Capt Gott
mand her.

ALL WOOL EMPRESS CLOTH,
all the new shades,
33 to 37 1-9 nan a yard.
ALL WOOL DOUBLE WIDTH

CASHMERE,
the new shades,
GOceatsto 91.00 a yard.
all

100

atl

selfr^R ^h’
IlJ,
iSs°.:

selfer

aj

atlodflOlSfor^’Sh

T>R

Whiskey qu’ieta?98o.

ll,‘

iiK.flS 31“ a,; •&»««§
0swe6i!-V[roL7L’STlleat

Oswefo’andOgn*n™urg$?,’

Wheat toto Buflalo
V,1®
°°ra*° Buiialo4}c; to

Teaaplc

head.
Sch

KEY

Physician,

aiilin

Longs,

WEST CIGARS.

For ante in Portland only by

w. W. WHIPPLE a

MORSE.

SOLE

T^rmt,

c

o A
Tl»o old

found at his office and residence, daily.
Persons can be treated by letter.

73

L

Rim

still keep at

sud&wGm

36

REMOVAL.
HR. SHAW, has removed his office from Fluent
to his residence No 32 HIGH ST.
ocl6sntf

uat ar

WHITE’S
This is the only prompt, efficient and safe master
symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, palpitation oi the heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental and physical debi)'.
ty, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in”
beyond th* ;Plh
reacn

*■««

vuuio

twc

We warrant

P’.'ienedl^

our

Coal to giro perfect satisfaction in

QT7AJL.IXY AND

vineyard Haven, Mass.

QUANTITY.

A liberal discount to purchasers of large
quantities.

lik ,*1 very much by
Specialty
every one who
uses It.
We have ^',1(1 it for two
years, ana are not
*"*“•
«w for “DysSn«
pepsia.
lour'd truly,
o. p. At,DEN
is

£“»

jy Please call and get oar prices before pureba*
tig elsewhere.

S. ROUNDS St
SO.
AND

COAL*

SIWJT Wttjr Simuoic 171

Steam, Furnaces, Parlor and Cook Stores,

f

relief until
Dyspensia
which
wUlcl1
P®P

BAND

36

SON,

C09LIERC£AL

STREET,

HEAD FRAf (RUN WHAKF.

iy23_sntf

—

TBE PAT ROND OF THE

ORCHESTRA.

ATLAS IN* 3URANCE CO.

II.

CHANDLER, LEADER.
Office 27 Market Square.
Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. W. Buxton

—

—

HARTS ORD, CONN.,
tb: it tbe Agency, heretofore in the
hands or Messrs. Bar nes Bros., has been transferred

Prompters.

0028_t

OF

are

sneod6mMWF.

hereby advised

to

Consuuiption Cam Re Cared.
Schexck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
Schencr’s Seaweed Tonic,

Messrs. ROLI

DOMESTIC POSTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 17th, ship Hermon, Minot.
Cullao.
GALVESTON—Ax 16lh inat, barque J G Norwood,
Sheppard, Camden. Me.
Ar 12th, brig Clara Pickens. Coombs, Bellhst. Me.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 13th, ship Vigilate, Fulton,
Cardiff and Martinique.
Cld 17tb, ship L L Slurgea, Lennekin, Liverpool.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 13th. sch S S Harding. Harding, Aspmwall, (and sailed 14th for Pass Christian.)
JACKSONVILLE—Ckl 10th, sch Charlie Buck),
Orcntt, Camden.
DARIEN—Ckl 7tb, Kb Nettie Langdon, Collins,
Newport: Abbie Dunn, Fountain, Boston.
CHARLESTON-Ar 17tb, sch Flora E McDonald.
McDonald, New York; brig Morancy, Leiand, from
Boston.
Cld 13th, brig Fannie H Jennings, Mahoney, fur
Baltimore.
Cld 15th. sch E M Watts. lor Wcymoatb.
NORFOLK—Ar I6th. brig Annie Gardiner, Havener, Boston; Adele Mu Loon. Munroe, do.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 16th, ocb W D Hilton, Weaver, New York.
Sid 17th, sch Gerlie E Merrow, for Boston.
BALTIMORE—Cld 17th, brig David Bugbee, Stapies, Genoa.
Ar 17th. sch Cyrus Hall, from Portland. I
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18tb, barque Hornet, Hop*
kins, Ma aga; schs Bertha .1 Fellows, Windsor. NS,
(with loss of foretopmast); Mary J Lee, from Bangor,
(with damage by collision.)
Cld 17th, barque Cienfaegos, Sheppard, Havana;
schs Scio, Smith, Boston; AR Richardson, Pray.
Bull River. SC; Hattie E Giies. Owen, Norfolk.
Passed down, schs C J Willard, and Maud, tor
Portland.
Below, schs Margaret Sewall. from Gardiner; lizzie Carr, from Boston; Webster Kelley, trom Deer
Isle.

LOBBEBY and
FBANKLIN

SWimSSl aid ^ft!*'m„?8 that

CHANDLER’S

coal

op

cheap any other dealer in the city id Portland from one ton to ten thousand, viz.,

HICKEBY,

remedy.

The

qualities
as

8VG.AB LOAF,
Sl’kINU MOUNTAIN,
HONEY BROOK,
JOHNS.

of such

w>Vnout

STREET,

and sell all the

first

SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.

Specialty

COMMERCIAL

\

Block,

to eat only
I tried physicians and remedies
earned ot “White’s
has entirely cured me.
Mrs. B. L. WEST,

of

SARU13E rounds a son

FREE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

U0‘

CO.,

AGE NTS.

_J»*_snlm

Catarrh

arrived at Philadeland head gear, having
17th, oft Salon Creek.

been

“EE SOL DE CUBA”

WILDER

Mary J Lee, from Bangor,

with loss ol Jibboom
phia 18th,
in collision

It

can be

JNS,

LORING
SjttENCK’8 MaxDBAKE PiLtS,
Are the only medicines that will cure
Pulmonary
St ADAMS.
Consumption. Frequently medicines that stop a
cough will occasion the death of the patient: they who will hereaflr x tihilact the business of tbe Comlock np the liver, stop the circulation of the blood
pany for Po> ,1*00 and vicinity at (heir office,
hemorrhage tollows, and in fact, they eiog the action
ef the
Wo. f ea Exchange Street,
organs that caused the cough. Liver comvery
plaint and Dyspepsia are the causes ol two-thirds of
S'
Portland,
Oof. 'ft’tti, 1874.
the cases of consumption. Many
persons complain
J. H. SPRAGUE, Pres’t,
ol a dull pain in the side, constipation
.coated tongue,
E. B. HUNTINGTON. Sect’y,
in
the shonlder-blade, feelings ot drowsiness
pain
°y E
IV
Lacy, Sp'l Ag’t._oc28sn.iim
and restlessness, the food lying
heavily on the stem
ach, accompanied with acidity and belching up of
etton and Voice Culture.
wind. These symptlms usually originate from a disordered condition ot the stomach or a
HUBERTS will receive Pupils in Practlca
torpid liver
Pereons so affected, It they take one or two heavy
RR, inelaffing Gesture, and a Systematic
,2
and
if
the
colds,
cough In these cases be suddenly
‘**«the voice. Apply at No. 13 Casco Street.
M.
a *. is also
checked, will find the stomach and liver clogged re
T™, <“»
prepared to give Public Readings.
and
Gum .nittees and Librar v Societies will please
mamlng torpid
inactive, and almost before they
are aware the lungs are a mass of
-fO" GF.o. E. BROWN, Luctare and Concert
TV
and
ulcersores,
ated, the result of which is death. Schenck’s Pul*ifffiiy* P ortland.
monic Syrup is an expectorant which does not conMet-T. F. Leonard, ProLof Elocntion, Boetain opium or anything calculated to check a
PltWado,
cough
Kingsbury, Jr., Kev.Cbas. oc20sntf
suddenly. Scbenck’s Seaweed Tonic dissolves the m ortis n(j
tood, mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach,
aids digestion and creates a ravenous
appetite.
Gostiveness the most Prolific
When the bowels are
costive, skin sallow, or the
symptoms otherwise of a billtous tendency, Schenk’s
Source of ill Health.
Mandrake Pills are required. These medicines aro- i
prepared only by
DR. HARRISO N’S
J. H. SCHENCK & SON,
SON.
N. E. corner Sixth and Arch streets. Phibs
'PPa'RT^'PA'LiTIG
And are tor sale by all druggists and dtaaioes.
Dr. Scnenck wiil be at the QunrpY Hoube 7
lozenges.
tox, on the following WKDxaanAYs: tVtohr
iosand 21st, November 4th ami
•' Tth
an*’* Tweens’
mb,
*
16th and 3otb.
jer 2d,
and
_

l*StbI'J“-B.

Below 18th, brig D R Stock well, Harding, fr«M
Denia.
JNJSVV lUHK—Ar 17U1, brig
Afton, Copp, Devin:
Open Sen. French, Philadelphia; H H McUBvcn.
Stubbs, Bath; schs Windward, Libby, Brunswick,
Ga; Dresden, Trafton. Shnlee, NS; Arctic. VTkkten,
Providence; Johnnie Meserve, French,do; Leontlne,
Crockett, Fall Rivei; Rival, Dnnton, Gardiner; Post
Boy, Fountain, Rock and ; A Heaton Phinney. from
Rockport; Keys,one, Hatch, Fall River
Abbott
Lawrence. Fall River; Helen P Gott. Armstrong,
Bucltsport; Nellie Treat, Trim, Frankfort; Isabella
Jewett, Fogg, Newpoit; Kate Mitchell, Eastman,
Gardiner; Alma, Johnson, Machias; Harriet Fuller.
McDougal, Boothbay; Mott-Haven, Collins Calais;
Cenvov, French, Rockland; Rate Newman. Newman. Fall River; Lizzie Lee, Lee, Boston; Gentile,
Kldridee. Rockland: George B Ferguson, Ferguson,
Ellsworth.
Also ar lTth. schs Henry H Seavey, Lee, Bangor;
Hyena, Gardiner, Calais; Alma. Johnson, MachiasJames Holmes, (new, 180 tons) Ryder. Ellsworth:
Gov Coney, Ridley, Kennebec: Benjamin. Klwnodk
Whiting; Union, Dolliver. end Allegbanian, Arey.
Providence: A T Boanlman, Boyd, do.
Ar 19th, ship Ladoga, Wiley, Cronstadt; btig Abbie C Titcnmb, Endeven, Pass Chri lian.
Also ar lotb, ship Helicon. Rogers. Hull, E.
Cld 18th, eblp St Joseph, Falee, Valparaiso; bantu*
Jas E Ward, for Havana; Ella, Lewis, for Portland;
brig Walter Smith, Smith, Buenos Ayres.
PaBsed through Hell Gate 17tli. brig Open Sea, fta

Philadelphia

for

Bucksport;

schs

Empress,

and Bil-

low, New York for ltockiand; Mahaska, Port Johnson for
Salisbnoy; A K Wood word, do lor Boston
Jas H Deputy. Hoboken tor do.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 17th, schs Jane, Mayo, and
Magnet, Handy, Bangor; Flora King, Pettigrew.
Calais.
Cld 17th. sch Venus. Clark. Poughkeepsie.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 18tb, schs W U Mitchell, Cole,
and F Arthemius, Cole, Shulee, NS.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 18th, sch J S Weldon, lHch.
Calais.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 16th, schs Sea Lark.
Pike. New York tor Portland; Como, Lewb. Hoboken lor Augusta; R J Leonard, Coven, Providence
for Portland.
A 17th. steamer L Brtghtman, Brighlman. Newport for Portland; Grace Cushing. Hamilton NYork
lor Portland; Lizzie B Nichols, Fanning Philadelphia for do; Philanthropist, Coombs, So Amboy for
no; David Torrey. Soule, and H H Fisk. Wlxon
Portland tor New York.
Sid 17tb, schs Lucy Holmes. T
Benedict, Matanzas
Susan Stetson, Mountain Laurel. M E Gage, Alpine.
Leonora, Pacific, Dexter Clark, Hattie G Buck?Sea.
Lark, Como, Zeila, Red Jacket. Charley Cobb. Mary
Augusta, William McLoon. Clara Jane, Van Bute*.
Saxon, Ospray, Grace Cushing,Valparaiso, and Owen
P Hinds.
EDGARTOWN-Ar l!th. schs Florida. Thnmpeon.
New York for Beverly; F V Turner, Pickering. Port
Johnson for Camden, (with loss or jibboom); Chin W
Rlwell, Long, Philadelphia for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 18th, sebs Osprey, Crowley, lm Port
Johnson; Mary E Gage. Church.So Amboy; HerakJHall, New York ; Zampa, Fletcher, and CyprusStrout, Bangor.
Cld 18th, seh Impudence, (Br) Baker, Portland.
Ar 19th. schs Charley Cobb, Greeley, KondoM; AIplne, Marshall. Hoboken.
cld 10th, schs T B Harris. Martin. Portland- r-.
raa iireen. uoiuns. unaneston; Delia O Yates Yates
Philadelphia; Allegro, Kellar. Mactalas; Ann Eliza!

srys*a.£K!-,~“‘*>

Illual«8ts ^e1Uo«tMA«ree1abfeUr* h££u*U*Port JotoL* TBlfcUMS^E?
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COn8ureHe^fe

Sure Remedy lor

lysnll

COSTIYENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
No one who ha*
Wild Cherry *w11™ *>r. Morris* Synr
wil1
a remedy *
wifltap
all throat and
croup. 9’ ,*jr
lung disoopwL
preventive
of
In w*
consumpCumi it ttn
a^

4.TCi)/f®?oun1d»1

p of
it it.

cause no pam.act promptly
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels

Pleasant to the palate,

Tar

never

As
for
eaual

cure
no

the next morning. Warranted In all cases ot
tno Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour
Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, PAIN in THE Back and Loins. Yellowness OF THE Skin AND Eyes,Sick Headache,
once

tf»«9isaas!a:*&3.JsS
SSUttivSJ
Can«','*<1

St.; C. B. WoodmanTsaciirV:^;.““I4'#*
hwn; E.P. Weston, Fryebi,r|fvtr

f'JLm

at

Studio,

Middle Street.

Coated Toxgue.Billiousness,Liver Coeplaint,
of appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
ALL IRREGULARITIES, NEURALGIA, Faint-

eodtf

Loss
AND

■

C. «.

ORAivj

Will receive a limited number
ng, Charcoal Drawing, &c

Apply

TVCo"

otat

____

room8 g

*

r’
J<^°

*ETnu;eUersji»d the

pnpilsln 011 ^
Uf« “ 4 •*>*
Bank Bu .tiding,
octJ

—---„

Decorations,

£*

Salla~
gs,

Temple, Boston,

1
1

waist,

th'°Au“'^“TCl
liav0 illstrlb
We

250.000 sample
druggists In all parts or the United States
Manufacturer of Medicine ever gave
tlons such a test as this
Go
lr
get a sample bottle for 10 cents anil trv It
wmreheveyou. W. F. PHILIPS * to
0Yer

thTf

to^ar

-----TT
Teacher

of Vocal

909 State St

,

p.rtln.d

by all Druggists.

A

from

£££ev«T
EES®
f

services

to

^SSiSE
JfcS&weow

..4 P. M.

____B°tf
|lnj<A

in Bnoni

Block,

3. No, 8 ClaDu’n
PP

and Wllhiecelve pnyHs 1“ Dra"1"* anJ Painting on
Tuesday, WedaeadsW. Friday aad Malarsutl
nol3
day Atieraaaas.

TUCKER’S

____

PRINTING

HOUSE.

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at me
the

TTS3m

,,

- for
iurlq“f181
*,ile8-°louce8“‘.; brig

Pettigrew
for
,Goods]*,
b •*“
Per-

SUJohn^NB”**181,1 lDSt' *hlp
>««**>

«

**«•».

W,lc0It' Crocker.

Vranquebar, Waterhouse.

Stand
stand,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
orders, eithe personal or by mail, will receive
jy24dt!»u
prompt attention
All

‘°KC*e

«-

“
31st ult sch Sargent S Dav M

Herrlman,

NewYhrk!lh

,n51’ bar>lue

0 w

ltoaevelt.

—

Residence, ^ 1-3 High Street.
OFFKB HOURS, 8 ..9A

____

,and

Music

J0j7e

Ar"til»v?na 17lh f“rhBo5,on-" Clover. Pierce.
New

Re NU.ar Pra.lRiaaer .1 Ifediciae.

hioM he.
h

2.

£h

*

DEVOLL,

Ibnuerly of Newton, Mass., oflers her
Yeomen and Children.
i

seOsnemlly

o
iminiB1
ATHiiM
I*H8^ ANNIE LATHAM

Miss Clara E. Hnn;
OCT

and

DR. SARAH W.

cc21

wT

yefrf^th°rJ?eenc,u'e'1,Vr LH.,U} ee,Year"

what they need,

FOREIGN PORTS.
sid fra Cadiz 21th nit 1,,
New York
I evl
New York
cid at M»las»
i.,i.
B,. ,,
*’
kius New York

*"ssa‘K2£w2K?kloof.T1-s-“,JE

jneodtf

Ac.

■----_____Ne Kicuse Fer
Bring Sick.

Lozenges just

Ar 18th g(.h8 Matanzas BraR(loI1 aBj Wm Flint
Pendleton. Port.Johnson; Dexter Clark. Curtis, amt
Nellie Eaton, Grierson, do; Astoria, Tracy, from
Hoboken.
Cld 17th, sch Pointor. Tattco, Portland,
DANVERS-Ar lSIli, sch Gamecock, Robinson
Calais.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 17lh, sch Aimed* Smith
South Amboy.

H,ATrreat

91

EXCHANGE STREE' T.,
AL El A V IT T.

<“«■“ 0f

,9-—Wheat dull and declining- No 1
White Michigan at 1 14; No 2 Red
Winter »»■ No I

yard.

a

DIAGONALS,

49 1-8

S*;
813 head; shipments 1299.

Philadelphia,

dip

all the new and beantilhl shades
33 t,aa a yard at
COOIA HAMAH’S,
19V middle aad G

at^nUimtothe'teMtment of*Te ,e"*’*lTen

D. H.

MEMOftANBA
Brig Lewis Clark, from Bangor tor
while at anchor on Nantucket Shoals, night of 13th,
broke windlass and was obliged to
her anchor.
Sch Sargent S Day, from Navaaaa for Boston, was
at Fortune Island 31st nit, with loss of her foremast

COLORED ALPACAS,
all the new shades,
94 coala a yard.

no7

..V®
8}V sell«^?”Jiiri'S1S?t Awnings, TeiUtsTilags, Boat
75J(Pkc Li? ?,c
Covers., Canvass Letterin

steadv.
Pork
Ho,tV ,9-—Provisions
rtttniders at 9}e
clear rib
*2,®®- 13c;
-B*0?1191,®161!
mdes
clear sides l c, Sugar cured bid;
hams at 12}
Quiet; shoulders at
clear rib
aides at 10}c; Mfal9
clear sides at 11c. Lanl 7}c;
qutetat 13le

PIECES BLACK ALPACAS,
MOHAIRS AND BRIL-

LIANTIHBS,
93 eeata la 91.93

(191 o m)
and E H
will com-

[FttOK XESOHAKTS' EXCHANGE.]
Sid fm New Orleans 18th, ship Geo Skoltleid, Skolfield, Liverpool.
Ar at Baltimore 18tb, brig Anita Owen, PettlngiU,
Pass Christian.
Sch CaTie Walker, torn Baltimore for Jacksonville, struck on St John Bax, off the latter port, l/th
lost, and will probably be a total wreck. She bad
an assorted cargo, which was washing ont and drifting ashore. Crew saved. [The venal registered ITS
tons, and was built In 1W7 at TlHaaastou, where d»
waa owned by A Walker & Co.]

DRIVES.

13 Fluent Block.
snlwntf

aull

D.

eous.

tl EXCHANGE STREET.

Books 11 and

19~Evening.—Flour—receipts
exports 3310

Nov-'74}

BROTHERS,
tf

RAIL

THAYER

Sch Exact. Parker. Gloucester.
Portsmouth.
Tremont— prodnoo to W 11
Preble.
Seb Van, Banker, Cranberry Isloa—ptokled and
smoked herring to W H Preble.
Sch Arrival, Farnham. Boothbay.
Sch Capitol, Farr, Boothbay.
Sch Cinderilla, Pierce, Bremen.
CLEARED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg. New York— Henry
Fox.
Brig Dirigo. Coffin. Cardenas—A L Hobson.
Sch Lorno, (Br) Flower, 8t John, NB—John PortSch A R Weeks. Farr,
Sell Sunbeam, King,

OPENING

EASTMAN

$9.95.

—

Imimaio^wkil45

STOCK

AT

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

Nov>

Steamship

to Paul Prince A Co.

FULL

A

sntt

ROBERT

Tbnr.dny, H.t, 19.
ARRIVED.
Georgia. McKenzie. Halifax, NS—pas-

sengers and mdse to .John Porteous.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boelon tor
Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch L A Johnson, Mahtman, Philadelphia—coal to
Rich & Judkins.
Sch Sea Lark, Pike, New York—corn to George W
True & Co.

CLOAKS:

Domestic Market*.

f®'him111

dlmsn

nowl2_

Tickets Is or froui Boston via Boston tc
Maine or Eastern Bnilroad,

of any

PORT OE PORTLAND.

5 FREE STREET, PORTLAND.

JOS. H. POOR * BRO.

se2isntf

NEWS.

found

IN E V E B V DEPARTMENT.

sn2t

BY

niaiaime Almanac.FTavnaWr28.
8.00 AM
Sun rises.6.57 I High water...
San set*...4.34 1 Moon sets.2.50 AM

Low Prices

534 CONGRESS STREET.

so 1.1

DEPARTURE OF NTEAJl*HIPt».
From
For
Date.
Name.
Polynesian..
Quebec.Liverpool. ...Nov 21
City of Mexico.New York.. Hav sVCruz Nov 21
Colon.New York.. Aspinwall. .Nov 21
Samaria.boston.Liverpool.... Nov 21
Celtic. New York Liverpool.Nov 21
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow .....Nov 21
City of Merida_ New York^Hav CfeVCroz.Nov 24
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 24
Java.New York.. Liverpool... .Nov 25
City of New York. .New York Havana.Nov 2f
Alps.New York. Jamaica. &c..Nov 27
Caspian. Portland... Liverpool.Nov 28
Siberia..Boston.Liverpool.. ..Nov 28

—AND—

se29

n»20

securities:
Central Pacific bonds.95a
Union Pacific.9o|
Union Pacific land grants.* \ \ [ggl
Union Pacific incomes.....
*.*.*.90*

offre^ht

PRICES.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK HARKED DOWN,

We De
liver small lots of Coal anywhere about Town for $§.50 PER
TON THOROUGHLY SCREENED
AND CLEANSED. A fact Of litUe
consequence—only so far as it relates TO THOUSANDS who very
much dislike PAYING HIGHER
PRICES for the same kind of

BOSTON

In Santord, Oct. 27, Mrs. Miriam, wife of M. R.
lerifield, aged 56 years 5 months.
In Damariscotta, Oct. 27, of typhoid fever. Miss
JeliaA. Jones, aged 21 years,
ty The funeral services of the late Alvin S.
Dyer will take place Saturday atternoon, at 2 o’clock,
it No; 2 Quincy street. Relatives and filends are incited to attend.

equally

case more those Fine Thibet*, all colors, tor t»9e yard.
17 Pieces Best Quality Lyons Poplins at
91.97 yard.
41 Piece* Black Brilliantinea, worth 63c
lor 43c yd.
1 Case mere Ladies’ Merino Pants and
Vests at the Low Price of 36c each,
old price 81.
Fine and Henry Repellent* for 73c yd.

Executive Department, i
Augusta, Nov. 18,1874. J
An adjourned session of the Executive Council will
be held at the Council Chamber, in AngnBta, on
TUESDAY,, the 1st day of December next, at 10
o’clock a. mr
Attest:
GEO. G. STACY, Sec’y of State.

TO

at

One

road

ot
li,937 bb!s;
bbls; sales 11,365 bbls. Rye
flour jc higher; State in moderate
request; Western
shipping quiet; medium Winter Wheat flour is Blow;
Southern in moderate demand; Buckwheat flour dull
at 3 00 @3 40 for State and 3 00
@3 40 for Pennsylvania; No 2 and superfine quiet; the general opened
and closed dull. Wheat—receipts
178,460 bush; ex7789 bush ;|sales
ports
62,000 bush: No 2 Chicago Spring
1 08 afloat; ungraded Spring 1 03
@ 1 30; No 2 Milwaukee Spring 112, most or sellers
asking 113. and
most buyers willing to pay only
111; No 2 Minnesota
Spring at 116; No 1 Sprint: 115 @ 1 26; Red Winter
quiet at 1 18® 1 24; Amber do 1 25 @ 1 30; White
Winter 125® 140; market closed quiet and higherfreights in buyers favor. Corn—receipts 133,200 bush
exports 33,760 bush; sales 60,000 bush; 83® 86c for
new low to high Western Mixed: old held
chiefly at
93c. buyers at 90c; sales at 91c; Winter dull at 911cWhite 90 @ 97c; market elosed dull and lower. Oats
—receipts 63,500 bush; exports none; sales 48 000
bush at 65c for Toledo Mixed in
store; 641
65c for
choice do Illinois do; 66c afloat for inferior @
c[o; 67 ®
68c for White: market closed easier
buyers
generally
holding oft Barley-receipts 26,550 bnsh; Canada ft
held at 1 61 @ 1 63 with buyers at I 57 ® 1 58 sales
16,000 bush to arrive sold at 1 30 eost
and
insurance. Rye—receipts none; held at
93@ 98c.
Barley Malt-receipts 780 bush; market inactive and
nominal. Seeds—receipts
none; Clover firmly held
at 94c; 1 toothy nominal at 2 75
@ 2 90; Domestic
72 ba8s Clover at 9Jc;
»10 i
mostly held at 10c. Buckwheat
quoted at 79 @ 80c »
bush.
Cornmeal—receipts 0000 bbls; exports 509
bbls; sales 150 bbft and 300 sacks at 5 10® 5 15 for
brandywin®; 4 15 @ 4 75 for Western Yellow; 415 ®
4 65 for Jersey and
Pennsylvania; city sacked coarse
bo
183; do White
2 0a @210.
Whiskey—receipts 137 bbft: sales 300
bbft at 103. Pork
and firm at 21 oil. Lardft
quftt
firm at 13»c seller all the year.
Tallow is steady at
815-16C. Linseed Oil at 78® 79c. Ptroleum ft
dull;
crude in bulk at 5 l-16c; R 3 W at 104 @ 104c: cases
Naval Store*—Rosin
Stores-Rosin is
is quiet and firm
,„Vr3nbS3
at 2 25 (a)
strainml. Tar
for strained.
@ 2 30 tor
Tar neglected; wsimi—
Wilmtngton is nominal.
Spirits Turpentine steady at 35}c.
Coffee steady; sales 5000 bags extra Marandat at New
Orleans at 1I| @ 18(c. Raw Sugar-sales 220 hhds
of
Porto Rico at 73c; 180 do low fldr Cuba at 8c; 80 do
molas8€8 do 7#c; 2200 boxes Havana on p t: 6400 bags
Pernambuco 8$ @ 8Jc; refined Sugar dull: extra C 9
@ 9Jc.
Ocean Freghts—The engagements have been as fol,
lows, Liverpool 8<KI0 bush grain by steam at olase at
8d ; London, sail, 8, 5; grain 74d; 8O0O bush grain at
7jd; 500 bags clover ieed 27s 8d $ ton by sail
Con on market is quiet; Middling uplands l4»o
4
Gold closed at 111}.
Chicago, Nov. 10—Flour is quiet; shipping extras
held at 4 25 ® 4 05; Family Brands at 4 37 @4 87Minnesota good to choice 5 00 @ 5 50. Wheat is'-'
regular anil firmer at 89}c. Corn firm and hip1,./I:
79} @ 79}c for seller
@ 75c for seller
the
year. Oats Arm and fairlv active at 5!) ffl ini
49} @ 49}c seller Nov; 45} ® 45|c for
year. Rye is scarce and firm at 90c. Bariev ooenerf
strong and higher at 1 30 @ 1 31 bid easEielosed ir
regular and lower at 1 29 cart; 1 30} fer s’eller
.’
No 3 at 118 @120. Whiskiy quiet-offering
sales at 99o, Provisions
and firm
irregular
for
seller
20 50
Feh; 19 90
alltlmvw
r
is in good demand at 134 @ 13»0
cash-l
alltha year; 13 45 @ iSWilo ftbra.^v r-.o'
iufair demand; green harts
r 15'“
averagos; short rib and long clear 94
ir>vY„
“c
loo9eOn tbe call of the board in the
and
active
higher at 89} @
do Jan. Coni firmer at 80c caslc
w a**,h®
year; 80o offered for do Nov Oats
firmer at 50} soller Nov; 49}c seller all iTre*u*ar Wrt

housekeeping goods

DIED.

91-00, 1.05, 1.15, 1.99, 1.37, 1.50.

export.

Diseases oi

Paul 8,300, Western Union 13,400, Union Pacific 27,400.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities;
United States coupon 6’s, 1881. 119}
United States 5-20’s, 1862... ..112}
United States 5-20’s 1864.1144
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old...117J
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new. .118
United States 5 20’s, 1867.118}
United States 5-20’s, 1808.118}
United States new 5’s.112}
United States 10-40 coupon.113}
Currency 6’b ..
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Wnvfn.n

our

j

OUR PRICES THIS WEEK,

STATE OF MAINE.

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.Ill

Offering.

less than two-thirds the cost of importation.

at

■

Cfost«ia Stoek List.
•.Sales at the Broke s’ Board, Nov.

In Dceiing, by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell, Char let S.
I alley and Miss Flora L. Kenney, b tb of Peering.
In Cape Elizabeth, Nov. 18. by Rev. Edwin A. Har1. iw. Geo. Cribby and Mins Elva L. Davis, both of
ape Elizabeth.
In Gorham, Nov. 18, by Rev. E. W. Hutchinson,
I lerbert G. Files ar.d Miss Nellie M. Douglass, both
c f Gorham.
In Falmouth, Nov. 19, by Rev. J. C. Adams, Edrin J. Wyman of East boston and Mils Addle,
oungeat daughter ot E. P. Merrill of Falmoatb.

97 pieces Oros drain Black Silks

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
Grand Trank Railroad-W L Alden 300 bbls of
flour, Norton & Chapman 100 do do, Dominion Bank
100 do do, Babb & Lancaster 100 do do, F S Jennison
100 do do, D W Cooiidge 100 do do, Williams & Farrow ICO do do, G W True 100 do cio, Norton & Chapman 1 car corn, Waldron & True 1 do do, Isaac Berry 1 do potatoes, YI Libby 3dodo, Hodgdon & Soule
1 do do, G W True 2 do corn, S W Thaxter 1 do do,
I S rockett 140 bbls apples, Kensell & Tabor 3 do
barley in bulk, Lenuau & Kemp 21 puncheons spirits.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.

over.

A iTIornon Arrested tor
Participation in
*“« Mountain Meadow Massacre.
Salt Lake, Nov. 19.—A
telegram from
Beaver, Utah, to-day says that Bishop William H. Dana was arrested at his
residence, at
Parawon, Iron county, Utah, to-day by the
Deputy United States Marshal on au iudictmeut for murder iu connection with the Mountain Meadow Massacre.

of

LOW

Stomach Bitters. Of course there is a reason for
this. It would have been impossible to palm off for
nearly a quarter of a century, upon so shrewd a peopie a9 the Americans, a meritless article, or have established by mere adve; Using such a reputation as
the Bitters enjoy, it they did not possess a substantial title to public confidence. The truth of this statement is proved by the tact that bogus nostrums, no
matter how extensively puffed, usually enjoy but a
transient existence, are then discoverea to be worthless, and discarded. Hostetter’s bitters, on the contrary. after a career of twenty years, were never so
popular as they are to-day. Soon alter their appearance it. became manifest tnat they possessed in a remarkable degree the power of toning and regulating
thehumm system, and to-day they rank as the
standard restorative of the age.

I* small and

fiPfttfUIZJe

noted half
hung to day.
Gen.
Bradley and Major Stanton returned to
Fort L*raramie to day.
They report everythiog quiet at Red Cloud and Spotted Tail
agencies. The annuity goods have been issued
to the Indians.
About 4000 lodges of Kwachas and Minnecongons had gone south to huDt
on the Republican river.

All

com,

Among the numerous health-giving discoveries of
pharmaceutical chemistry, none has achieved a more
transcendent and lasting success than Hostetter’s

tendency*0 make the

of the many

we arc now

may be

por,|.<ii Wholesale market.,

MARRIED.

IOO Piece* Hill* 4-4 Bleach Cation* lie
yard.
“
“
9c.
75 Piece* Boat 4-4,
190 “
Fine Brown 4-1, Sheeting* 8c.
1 Cano Washington Cambric*, 6 l-4e yd.
9 Buie* Fine Banin Crashes 10c yd.
1 Case Bates Quilt* only 83e each.

Liverpool, Nov. 19—12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
is steady; Middling uplands 7Jd; do Orleans at 84d;
sales 15,000 bales, Including 30oO bales for
speculation

TuuitsD>^> Not-

Tampering with the Belarus.
New Orleans, No* 19.—The Returning
Board found the St. James parish returns correct until reaching roll seven, which showed
100 more votes for Bovee, Independent Republican for the Senate, and others, then was accredited to them by the tally lists in the hands
of the Conservative commiitee.
The latter
protested against the count being received on
the ground of
ftandnlency. A member of
the committee presented a statement in writing, showing that he could prove that the returns from St. James had been taken out of
the hands of the state after their original delivery. He disclaimed any intention of charging the Secretary of the State with knowingly
committing any wrong, bat he could prove the
returns to have been so removed.
Some excitement ensued when a second return from the
same roll was discovered agreeing with the
statement kept by the Conservatives, thus
proving tnfe returns to have been tampered
with. The latter returns were counted by the
board and the protest withdrawn.
UfatikalSMlrc’i Arrest,
A special despatch from Monroe slates that
upon the release by Judge Trimble of Marshal
Seelye at Vienna, he was re-arrested immediately by the U. S. Marshal on charge of embezzlement and sent to New Orleans.
Seelye
is now in this city. 'He was recently special
agent of the postoffice department.
The Klcctien Frauds.
Secretary of State Desland, in a communication to the returning board, referring to the
charges that the St. James parish returns hail
“This office has not no wWfr to,
ot custody of any parish, returns of the late
election, except thnt of Orleaas as directed by
law, and these remain in the same sealed package as delivered to me.
A member of the conservative committee
stated that the information of the St. James
irregularities came from George E. Bovey, who
said he had access to the office of
Secretary of
State. X11 connection with said returns
charges
of tampering with the returns of Canal Parish
were made on both sides and the matter laid

Indian News,
Nov. 19.—Tovsant Keusler, a
breed murderer and outlaw, was

Bargains

tew

a

Resort:

ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL.
tssAU, N. P., BAHAMAS. T. J. Porter, Propriet or. For fnll information address J. Lidgerwood &
>., 758 Broadway, N. Y. Steamers sail every two
nol31m
w seks.

less than

We mention

European markets.
London, Nov. 19—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 93 @ oat
for money and account..
American securities—Felted States 10-403 1044.
*
Erie 264.

a-viiiranm/iaii

\ Winter

New York and Boston Wholesale Prices.

Bio Janeiro Coffee market.
Rio Janeiro, Nov. 18.—Wright, Brown & Co. re
sales
Coffee In' tne United States since 11th
port
inst 81,000 WSJ shipments do 23,000 bags; loading
at ?ate 210,000 do; averago dally re84,000
ceipt# 12,600 do; price 90.50. Exchange 26f.

and

—

RICH AND LOW PRICED COOD8

Charleston, Nov. 19.—Cotton is quiet audeasy;
Riddling uplands 144c.
Savannah, Nov. 19.-Cotton quiet and firm; Middling upauds at 144c; low Middlings 134c.
Mobile, Nov. 19.—Cotton is easier; Midlling upland# at 14|c.
New ORLEANS, Nov. 19.—Cotton in fair demand;
Middling uplands 14§c.

LOUISIANA.

Cheyenne,

bush

00,000 bush oats.

troops.

F1NANLTAL

Wheeler.

The €«al Mine Strikers,
Scraxion, Pa., Nov. 19.—[New York Sun
Special.]—Affairs in this neighborhood still
present a threatening aspect and a collision between the
opposition gangs of miners seems in*
evitable. The strikers complain that the refusal of the Trelawn Coal Company to make the
drawing Of five Cars of final frnm tha min* *
day s work, rendered it impossible for them to
live on their pay, as they are obliged to
provide
their own powder and tools. The strikers bitterly denounce Duggan, the contractor, and his
gang, who, they say, yesterday deliberately fired on a party of defenceless women and children who followed them as they left the mine.
This afternoon the gang were pursued as
they
left the mine by striking miners, but escaped
by lashing their horses and a vigorous use of
pistols, in which, however, nobody was injured.
Serious trouble is anticipated to-morrow or Saturday. The strikers were hatrangued by their
leaders this afternoon and evening.

their stock ofter their ontiro assortment of

at

•

late

Anticipating a change in

0C0 bush oats.

Shipments—00,000 bush wheat, 00,000

NOTICE.—Ail officers, sailor*
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured or injured in
Rebelliou, however slightly, can bum a
i\ nsion by addressing I>r. E. B. JACKSON. Late
Sr rgeon in United States Navy, No. 4 New Chaml>€ rs St New York City. Communications prompt
ly answered.
_°c29snly

kERHOIVAE

NOTICE.

E, T. ELDEN & CO.,

reyolatmn

investigatiou.
Everything is quiet throughout the elite.
Nothing has been heard of the whereabouts of
or

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Receipts—2650 bbls flour, 00,000 bush wheat, 400
bush corn, 2511 bush oats.
Shipments—1950 bbls flour, CO,000 bush wheat, 0000
bush com, 656 bush oats.
Oswego, Nov. 19.—Flour steady; sales 2200 bbls;
No 1 Spring 6 75; Amber Winter 7 00; White do 7 25;
XX 7 75. Wheat is firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 20.—
Com firm; old high Mixed 93c. Barley is steady;
Canada offered at 1 49.
Freights—Wheat 9c, Corn 8$c, Barley 8c.
Receipts—51,964 bush wheat. 00,000 bush com, 92,049 bush barley, 30,354 bush rye.
Shipments—9500 busa wheat, 00,000 bush com, 137,303 bush barley, -‘2,302 bush peas.
Buffalo* Nov. 19.—Wheat nominal. Com dull
and lower; sales new high Mixed at 75Jc; old do 84c
asked. Oats—offerings light at 58c.
Freights nominal; Wheat 94, Corn 84, Oats 5fc.
Receipts—3,000 bush wheat, 49,000 bush corn, 00,-

n«j?11'

Seamier B.r.ey to be
(nresli«ated.
Littlb Rock, Nov. 19.—A joint resolution
was introduced in the Senate
to-day and passed
to a secoud reading, appointing a
joint committee to inquire into the manner of election of
Senator Dorsey. A resolution will undoubtedly pass and the whole matter receivo a thorough

Smith

reject it.

France and Ctrrmnuy.
The Paris correspondent of the London
Times writes that a better feeling seems to be
springing up between the governments of
France and Germany, Prince Hohenlohe, the
German ambassador, has recently taken occasion to disavow for his government an equivocal policy bent on seeking a pretext for a
declare that on the contrary
quarrel, andistofrank
and clear.
that policy
The CarlUte.
The chief of Don Alpbonso’s household at
Grats says that the Prince, after a brief sojourn in France, has returned to the Carlist
headquarters in Spain.
Hendate, Nov. 19.—A vigorous cannonade
from San Marcial has dispersed the Carlists,
who returned to the vicinity of Iran.
The Italian Parliament.
Roue, Nov. 19.—The government has a majority of seventy in the Chamber of Deputies,
which will probably he increased by the elections pending in the several districts where vacancies exist.
Two Towns Swept Awny by a Hurricane.
New Yobk, Nov. 19.—An Havana letter
stated that a hurricane swept over the eastern
department of Cuba on the 8th inst., doing immense damage, especially at Santiago de Caba
and Gnantanimo, while the plantations have
The
had their crops entirely swept away.
towns of Sauna and Tanamo, on the northern
have
been
almost
entirely
coast, are said to
sweet away. The loss of life is large and great
herds of cattle have been decimated.
Conti cling Reports Regarding the Rebellion.
Pebnaubpcco, Nov. 17.—Advice^ from Bijf
that
the government is
nos Ayres state
attng with the insurgents for the tern-*™.1!?11
of difficulties.
In the meantime the j09tl ltlea
continue.
Rio Janeibo, Nov. 19.—nspatches from
is conBuenos Ayres state that thy
tinued without check. p«neral Mitre is at the
the
govhead of the rebels still eonfronting

nojufnj

Owing to

Steamer Woodbury, from Eastport. Maine,to
Penobscot Bay, Maiuc; The Dobbin, from Mt.
Desert to Rockland, Maine; the-Dallas, from
Penobscot Bay to Cajpe Ann, Mass.; the Gallatin, from Portsmouth, N. H,, to Nantucket,
Mass.
Commissioner Douglass’ Report
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Mr.
Douglas, reports that his receipts for the last
fiscal year were $102,644,747, or $2,044,747 in
excess of the estimate
His estimate of the
current fiscal year is $107,000,000. Total drawbacks on spirits, tobacco and general merchandise for the past fiscal year was $52,436, and
for 1874, $35,405, No spirits were exported for
drawback during last year, and the quantity of
tobacco was very slight compared with the
amount reported in bond.
The amounts refunded for taxes illegally collected were $618.in
and
667
1873,
$239,749 in 1874. Tbe receipt*
from distilled spirits for tbe fiscal year 1874
were $49,544,090—a net decrease of
The receipts trom special taxes on rectifiers
and dealers show an increase of $799,413. The
production of spirits during the year was 69772,062 taxable gallons. The seizures amounted
iu value to $476,362. Distilled spirits remaining in warehouse, per payment of tax, was 12,577,613 gallons, a decrease of 3,210,613 gallons
from June 30th. The amoant remaining for
export was reduced in tbe same time from 2,-

<oertainly

•

Wheat, 53,400 bush Com, 5,-

Shipments—1,690 bush Wheat, 61,000 bush Corn,
29,900 busli Oats.
Milwaukee, Nov. 19.—Wheat Arm; No 1 Milwaukee at 994; No 2 do at 92c for cash; 90c seller for
Nov; 88 do Dec.
Corn dull; high Mixed 75c. Oats
Bar1 iteady; No 2 at 50c. Rye is firm; No 1 at 921c.
ley firm ; No 2 Spring at 1 33.
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 5c; Wheat to Oswego
it 9c.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour. 98,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—12,500 bbls flour, 118,000 bush wheat.
Detroit. Nov. 19.—Flour is steady at 5 75 @ 5 90
for choice White Winter; 5 40 @ 5 50 for Amber.—
Wheat is quiet and firm; extra White Michigan 1 19;
No 1 White Michigan at 1 14|; No 2 do and No l Amber Michigan nominal. Corn quiet; new Yellow at
68c. Oats firm; No 1 Mixed at 534c; W’hite Western

The Daily Telegraph announced that the inffant son of the Duke of Edinburg has been
fjhristened Albert Alexander.
A Decidedly Kndicnl Measure.
The Standard’s dispatch from Copenhagen
Radicals have introduced in
1reports that the
1the lowerhonse ofReichstag a bill to abolish the
1rights of p itnogeDiture and all the titles of nobility. The bill was referred to a select comShould it pass the upper house will
1mittee.

cosmetics,
patent medicines,
perfumery,
matches, &c which yielded last year 88.130,the
of
be
he
would
opinion that the
still
844,
revenue cannot be diminished with safety.
The Commissioner aays: “An equivalent
conld be had by increasing the tax on spirits
tens cents per gallon, which would yield 86,597,000, or four cents per pound on tobacco,
which would yield 84,692,000.

*>w Yorkers.

L00 bush Oats.

Christened.

The tax against tranks and bankers realized
is
, 83,000,734, an increase of 8403,013 over the
year, notwithstanding the financial
i
previous
<
disaster
of the fall of 1873, and is largely due to
|
new
the
system of assessment, the results of
which are still more apparent in tho rise of colt
1
lections
from specie taxes iu the last quarter of
the fiscal year of 1872, when they amounted to
from 83.303,039 to 85,855,581 in the last quarter
<
the fiscal year of 1874.
of
The Commissioner suggests that the bureau
ofengraviug and printing hereafter upon his
requisition will furnish all stamps necessary
under the law except propriety and documentary stamps, and asks positive provision from
Congress upon the subject. Should Congress
wish to abolish stamps on bank checks, &c.,

MATTERS IN MAINE.

be

tion.

A Failure.
The country i» to be congratulated that tie
attempt cf the managers of the New W>rk
through lines to form a combination wi-h all
lines to increase Western tariffs, bar failed.
Doubtless the roads do not make much by
through shipments. The prites are very low

;

bush

Receipts—21,600

carriages ana fares, but in response to a
r equest of competing
railroad companies decdare themselves ready to confer with them as
t:o the details of the proposed change.

c :lass

ttax.

*-“*

Sr., of boston, the venerable poet, reached
his eighty-seventh birth-day on Sunday, the
New York Evening Post recalls the interesting incident that when he was editor of tbe

I n accordance with a revered custom ot our Fathers, and In compliance with the recommendation of
the President of the United States, I do hereby, with
the advice and consent of the Executive Council, ap-

The Commissioner extols the working of the
system abolishing assessments and leaving the
whole matter with the collectors, assuring a
1
more
prompt payment and larger amount of

Wh-it

Tn

PROCLAMATION.

A

tea

“They are,” it says, “both sick of liaid times
and opposed to hard money.’’
We remember that Horatio Seymour felt
just so about the Presidential nomination,
six years ago, when, whispering he would
ne’er consent, he consented.—Springfield
Union.
Notwithstanding the late revolution the
Chicago Times still launches its curses at the
Democratic party. It is one of the most
difficult things in the world for a Chicago
editor to leave off swearing
A Washington special says the President
has aommencea tt>» preparation of his annual
message. There is no douin.
|>y
his friends that he will rigidly adhere to the
civil service reform.
Respectable people in Washington don’t
like it because Harrington, the district-attorney now on trial at Washington for couplicity
in the District Safe burglary, w as present at
Col. Grant’s wedding reception.
The Democratic party is by no means out
of the woods. It stands as yet full knee-deep
among the reeds and brambles. It has simply got itselt in position to fight. It has, as
it were, disentangled itself from by-gone political bondage, and its future must needs depend upon the most matter-of-lact and circumspect use of its opportunities.—Louisville
Courier-Journal.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A
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to give a
erand teSLPH1A lal,ie3 propose
fair at the Centennial at
which all'?* and
tries on the globe shall take
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THE

Cumberland Temperance Association.—
The meeting to re-organize this association,
held at the Second Congregational Church,
Falmouth, Tuesday afternoon and evening, was
well attended, yet many were prevented from

PRESS.

t RIIUY MOBKIKfl. KOY.

20,

18»

PRK§H
Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei! & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendiick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddetord, of Piilsbury.
At Saco of L. Hodgdon,

May

THE
be obtained at the

account of the rain storm. The
afternoon session was organized by the choice
of J. W. Manger, Esq., as chairman, and was
devoted to the discussion of the propriety of re-

attending

of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros, and

Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
Nrw

Advertisement, To-Day.

last hearing always seems best. There is something exceedingly restful in the soft, sweet

preamble and constitution, which provides for a president and one vice-president

strains and perfect chord* of the quiet music
which they most affect.
From the familiar
and always popular “Overture to William
Tell” down through the list of their admirable
selections they held their public in entire oontent and evoked frequent manifestation of approval. Mr. Heindl’s flute solo received an encore to which be responded with a polka, and
Mr. Hamm rewarded thv continued applause of
his violin solo with Vieuxtemp’s “Days of Ab-

brief

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
A Life Doubly Assured.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Slate of Maine—Geo. G. Stacy.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—Tenement.
For Sale—Working Oxen.

from each town, who shall act as chairman of
the local town committee; a recording secretary, a treasurer and an executive oommittee of
seven to be located in Portland. The third article, or bond of union, is as follows:
Art. 3.—Tbe members of

Stephen Berry—Printer.

this association

pledge to each other, and to the world, that
they will abstain from the use, as a beverage,
of all intoxicating liquor; that they will not
manufacture or traffic in them to be thus used;
and they will discountenance such manufacture, traffic and use by others, and that they
will make direct and persevering efforts to extend the blessings and principles of temperance,
and to recover the intemperate to habits of

Wanted—Two Girls.
To Let—Rooms.
Just Received -Francis H. Coffin.
Notice—Public Instruction.
To Bent—Tenement
Wanted—Board Booms.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Juvenile Dancing School—H. Fales.
Armay and Navy Course

sobriety.

The constitution was adopted and the following officers were elected: Ellery H. Starbird.
Esq., of Falmouth, president; Mr. Daniel R.
Dresser, of Deering, secretary; John W. Munger, Esq,, of Portland, treasurer. The executive committee are: Hon. F. N. Dow, Rufus
Deering, Esq., Job Sanford, Esq., and Dr.
True, of Portland, D. B. CNhpman, Esq., and
Capt. J. B. Coyle, of Deering, and Rev. W. H.

NOTICE.
Parties interested in the matter of the supervision
and management of our schools are hereby invited to
meet the Committee on Public Instruction at the
Mayor’s office,

Monday Evening, Soy. 23, at 71-2 o'clock,
for the purpose of making suggestions relative thereto

Portland,

PER ORDER.
no20d3t

Nov 18.

of Falmouth. Among the vice presidents elected are Rev. G. W. Bicknell- of Portland; Andrew J. Chase, of DeerlDg: Rev. O. F.
Russell, of Falmouth; Rev. D. B. Randall, of
Cape Elizabeth; Rev. George B. Ilaley, of Yarmouth ; Rev. Mr. Bean, of Gray; Rev. Mr.
Whitcher, of Westbrook; Hon. William Goold,

Haskell,

Superior Court.
NOVEMBER CIVIL TERM, 1874, SYMOND9, J., PRESIDING.

Thursday.—-Thomas Woodward et al. vs. D. L.
Fernald. Action against the General Inspector of
Fish to recover damages for the alleged misconduct
of one of his deputies in inspecting and branding
mackerel as number one which were not up to the
statute requirement. Jury out when Court adjourned
Strout & Holmes—Howard Si Cleaves for plaintiffs.
Strout & Gage for defendant.

of Windham; Major H. A. Shorey.of Bridgton;
Rev. G. C. Crawford, of Brunswick; Rev. B.
Freeman, of Gorham; Hon. Seth Scammon,
Scarboro; Jesse Plummer, Raymond; Richard

Mayberry,Casco; Hon.Sam’l F. Perley, Naples:
Hon. P. Tolman, Haftison; O. D. Dyke, Sebago;Hiram Getchell, Baldwin; Capt. John Wilson, Cnmberland; Hon. Jeremiah Mitchell,
Pownal; H. B. Means, Freeport The remain-

Municipal Conri.
BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Thursday,—Georgo Waterhouse and Montgomery
Fined $50 with

Search and seizure.

S. Gibson.
costs. Paid.
Mattocks & Fox.

inrr

Appealed.

costs.

nffi.mo will ha filial

James Dauphy. Search and seizure.
Fined $5 with
John E. Girard.
Intoxication.
Charles Noland.
mitted.

Vagiancy.

Thirty days. Com-

Brief Jottings.
There will be public literary exercises in tbe
High School, Saturday forenoon.
A supper is to be given to one hundred children of the Portland Fraternity on the evening
of Saturday, Nov. 18tb.

regard.1’
Tbe citizens of Boothbay have organized a
lyceum which is well supported, Under its auspices a course of lectures is to be given the
present winter, the first of which is to be delivered by the Hon. C. J. Morris of this city,

The sheriffs were busy yesterday.
The wire screen covering tbd mouth of the
Sebago water pipe at the lake got clogged with
leaves yesterday so as to stop the flow of water
in this ciiy for several hoars.
The damage to the Eastern Railroad Co. by

Monday evening, Nov. 30th.
Toby Candor was in town yesterday.
Rev. Edwin S. Small, formerly connected
with the High School in this city, has been
compelled to resign the pastorate of tbe Bapon

Salisbury, Wednesday morning,
foots up about 87000. The engine Champion
ca n ba rebuilt for 83000, the damage to freight
81000, to track 81000 and the loss of freight
cars 83000.

the accident

at

the present time.
William Morse Wiswell of

merly of this city, delivers
gress Hall this evening.
Remember the show at

a

I^yin, Mass.,
at

lecture

fur-

rience.
A promineut

Con-

City Hall Saturday

tatiously give away

from the best talent in the field, Spiritual
Radical, and the first of the course will be
given by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britteu of Boston, at Arcana Hall, Sunday afternoon aud
The
nvAninflr npvt
Heats free, aud collection.

and"

invited.

Mr. E. True, a stone mason who resides on
Gray street, was struck on the head by a brick,
yesterday morning, while at work on the new
block on Gross street. Fortunately at the time
he was stooping over, and the brick struck the
hack of his head, without doing serious injury.

require

two

large return may be gained to the treasThe members
ury by a small outlay of funds.
give their time and their labor and their money
of each than the public ean know or
realize, in the spirit of love for a work of humanity. Tbis they give “without money and

and

third one referred to is the
from the yard of Enos C.
Soule, Freeport. She was towed to this city
Wednesday night and now lies at Central
wharf. She is about 1400 tons burden, 200 feet
and 40 feet breadth of beam. The
iu

present. The
new ship Lucille,
at

length

built as strong as wood and iron can
make it, and is worthy of its builder. The
standing rigging is of wire, and the pumps are
the patent Ophir pumps. Her cabin is very
large aDd convenient. It is finished in chestShe is to
nut with black walnut trimmings.

feredDirectors’ Meeting.—The directors of the
Maine Central and Eastern roads met at the
Falmouth yesterday. The following gentlemen
were present: President Morrill, Supt.
Lincoln and ex-Gov. Coburn, G. M. Patten,Darius

Captain
be fitted for sea where she now lies.
Waite of Freeport will command her. She
carries about twenty-five men in all, and their

Alden and Lysnnder Strickland, directors of
the Maine Central railroad, and Frank Jones
and J. P. Cook, directors of the Eastern, Supt.
Angell of the European & North American

excellent.

Without Money.—Yesterday morning a
to
man and his wife and three children applied
to the City Marshal for means to get to Monwhere they claimed to have friends. The

road and Supt, Osburn of the New Brunswick
and Canada road. No business of importance
was transacted.
The following time table is

treal,

go into effect Monday:
The Pullman train will leave
p. m., and arrive there at 11.26

sent the

Sunday Entertainments.—The managers
of the Museum have arranged for an entertainment Sunday evening, consisting of readings by Mr. E. C. Swett, of Boston, formerly of
tbis city. Mr. Swett has quite a reputation
here as an elocut onist, and his friends will
torn out in large numbers on tbis occasion.

the

the Falmouth
Hotel, Fred. F. Smith, bookkeeper for Hodgdon & Sonle, rushed out and threw a package
horse.—
he held in his hand at the head of the
This turned the horse up Temple street where
done.—
Mr. Smith stopped him. No damage
would
Mr. Smith lost his bundle, which he
like to have returned to him by the finder.
as

he

was

Obituary.—Alvin S Dyer who, after a lingering illness of several mouths, ijjed at brs
residence in this city, on the 18th inst, at the

passing

A New Keporm Club.—At the close of the
last
temperauce meeting at the Allen Mission
evening, preliminary steps were taken toward
formiDg a club to be composed of those only
wbo have been in the habit of using intoxicatA meeting
ing liquors and have reformed.
will be held at the same place this evening, at
about 9 o’clock, for organization and choice of
officers. All reformers are invited to be pres___

Ward’s Opera House.—A fair audience
bil1
gathered at Ward’s last evening. A new
was presented and some parts of it were excel'
lent. It is to be regretted that some of the acdid not sound just
tor* made remarks that
right for au eutertainment where such things
have not been tolerated. Several of the actors
them
did wonders, and the audience applauded
more sweetloudly. Miss St John never sang

ly.

____

The Weather.
weather record of

—

following is tlx

The

yesterday

in charge
station, IT. S. A., in this city:
jVlean Barometer—30.132.
Mean Thermometer— 27^.4.

Serg’fc. Thornett,

of

Relative Humidity—04.00 per
Sain tell—.00 of an inch.

Prevailing Wind—NW.
Maximum Velocity—4 miles

reported b;

as

the

|

age
sixty years, seven mourns, was a man
whose life has been of peculiar interest to his
many friends, and a citizen whose loss we justly deplore. From his earliest youth up to
his death, be has lived an honest, straightforward, much admired life. At home in the
government of his family, and abroad iu business circles, he was noted as one of the kindest
of fathers, and a very genial business man.—
Let us pray our Father to receive bis spirit

per Lour.

MOBBUX’S Corxe*—There will be a publii
at Morgan’s Hall, Mor
temperance meeting
at 7 1-2 o’clockrill’s Corner, Saturday evening
be expected.
and
may
singing
flood speaking

strength

bometoheaveu and give us
loss.

to

bear

___*

our

Ferry Village.
The Methodist Society is buildinga parsonage
and vestry in connection with their church on
street. Arrangements arc completed for
a course of lectures, the first to be given by exGov. Chamberlain, Dec. 2d. Subject—“Gen.

High

Lee’s Surrender.”
D. W. Kincaid is

building

a

cottage house

on

the Osgood lot.
The municipal officers and the committee
appointed at a late town meeting will give a
hearing on Ferry matters at Union Hall Saturday evening, Nov. 21st. The object of the

meeting is to sec what measures can be taken
to reduce the fare on tho ferry boat between
this village and Portland.
Property holders
are

A.

requested to be present.

signa I

cent.

m.

-■

Wudhrd’a earner.
The next lecture in the Good Samaritan
Course will be given by Prof. Barbour of BanFor next
gor, Monday evening Nov. 30tb.
Monday eveniag the committee have arranged
for a social concert and readings which will be
independent of the course of lectures. Some
fine talent has been engaged for this entertain"
ment the
nounced

programme of

Saturday.

which

will be an-

NEW

_MISCELLANEOUS.

JUST RECEIVED

WOVE,
REPP,

and melodious little
Thomas Kyan.
song
For
the other encores the audience secured only
bows and smiles for their pains.
Mrs. Smith,
as well a9 the Quintette, is toe well known and
very

Am

winsome, rippling
“Four Name” by

liked in Portland to need extended description
or comment.
The concert was emineutly satisfactory and confirmed the high position of
the performers in the good graces of their auditors.
_

perfectly at home despite the cold
suffering, Mrs. Graton sustained the part of Cornelia Carlyle to the perfect delight of the whole audience. Miss Vicwith

FINE PAPERS

toria Cameron was good in the role of

Barbara

It will be presented again to-night, and at
the matinee Saturday afternoon. The Octoroon
will be given again Saturday night. On Mon-

STREET,

MIDDLE

120

Business Notes.
The Goodwin Brothers, of Carthage, have
built a new dam, the present season, across
Webb’s river, just above their mill and box factory, at a cost of five or six hundred dollars,
probably the best dam ever built across that
river. Their business in the box line is such
that they have recently built a store house at
North Jay depot for their own convenience.

Negotiations are pending for the sale of the
shoe factory in Augusta. A gentleman from
Norridgewock, of ample means, has made an
offer for the factory which is satisfactory to
Mr. Stacy, the proprietor, but there is a difference of opinion in regard to the price of adjacent property, which the gentleman desires to
own, and there is the hitch. The trade, however, may yet be made. The gentleman nego
tiating for the purchase did business in the
shoe line tbe past year to the amount of $60,000, and if he comes here will fill tbe factory
with

operatives.

The cashier of the Fairfield National Bank
says that from fifteen to seventeen thousand
dollars have been the average sums deposited
per week at the bank for the past five weeks.
Messrs. Smith & Meader, of Waterville, propose to do about the same amount of lumbering
this winter they did last.
V. K. Tuttle of Canaan is progressing fiuely
with his saw mill. The machinery is in position and the work nearly done.
Death

Joseph Griffin.—Joseph Grifand bookseller to Bowdoin College

of

fin, printer

of fifty years, died Wednesday
uight, aged seventy-six years.
Mr. Griffin came to this city in 1819 and set
up in the printing business at Brunswick. During the fifty five years that have passed since
he came to Maine he has constantly followed
the printing business in that town, having until a few years doae all tbe college printing,

printing

and his bookstore. A few years ago
the request of many of the editors and printers of the state, he began to collect material
for a history of tbe press of Maine, and the
book was issued in 1872.

STATE

No. 37 Plum Street.
oc29.tf

Michigan Cider for Sale.
load of Michigan Cider all made from grafted
flavor and <iualitvto Maine
CARfroit; superior
in
to
stock will find it
cider. Parties
m

wishing

COUNTY.

KNOX COUNTY.

The custom house officials at Rocklaud are
negotiating with the directors of the Knox &
Lincoln railroad for the purchase of a portiou
of the company’s car wharf on which to erect
a building for coal, etc., as headquarters for the
revenue vessels.

1?. n.

Miss Addie Perley of Bangot died very suda back at the Maine Central depot in
that city Wednesday night
The rails on the Bucksport & Bangor railroad
were laid to a point opposite the ferry on Tuesday, and were to have reached the bridge on
Wednesday afternoon.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Three inches of snow fell at Dover Tuesday

night.

rapidly

approaching completion. Mr Sawyer,the contractor, has got through a bad cut and the rails
a

short dis-

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

of Bath are taking
measures to secure a better enforcement of the
law against dram shops in that city and that
tney oene-’e mat me law is not piopeny enforced by tbe local officers The correspondent
hopes that a state poliee will be created.

people

WALDO COUNTV.

A fire occurred in the village of Sears port,
It broke out
Tuesday night, about midnight
in the cellar of Hooper’s new drug store, on
Main street, and destroyed the building and
store, valued at $8000. Cause of the fire unknown; insured for $5000.
imCELhAKSOIlR NOTICES.
A Life Doubly Assured.—A resident of
Bangor, Maine, writing toC. N. Critteuton, 7
Sixth Avenue for a supply of Hale’s Honey
of Horebound and Tar, mentions incidentally
that three months ago a New England Life Insurance Company refused to graut him a policy, on the ground that he was consumptive.—
“But,” he adds, “thanks to the bealibyl properties of that invaluable preparation, my lungs
are now perfectly sound, and l yesterday
passed a medico examination, without an obtion being made, and insured my life for

$5000.”
Pike’s Tooth-Ache Drops—Cure in

one

_uo20dawlw

The Eureka Machine Silk, 50 and 100
spools, has become the universal favorite.
to

8 fflarkei St.

Agents Wanted
the
most complete ot anything ever published. Our
men are selling them last.
R.ooq 5, Hydes Block,
Corner Middle and Exchange Streets, Portland.

FOB

something just out.

Watson’s

buy clothing

new

map,

Elesian.

is at

yard

Girls trom Canada who

can

be

recommended

a Hotel, or as general
family. Apply to A. B. at this office.

are

were

rery

latest importations.

personally

BCTh.,

will be made np in
atyic and in a thorough manner,

99

A Word of Thanks is Due to the bo anist
who first discovered tbe virtues of tbe Quillaya
Saponaria, or Soap Tree of Chili. The wouderful classing and purifying property of its Bark
gives to the fragrant SOZODONT much of its
unrivalled efficacy as a preservative of the
nol6d&wlw
teeth.

Merchants, Farmers,
Mechanics, Laborers,

C.

80

Middle Street.

CENTRALLY
Address Box 1919.

seven

Working Oxen for Sale.
NICE pair can be seen at ray residence, Allen'*
N. A. HART.
Corner, Deering.

A
no20eodtf

Please pass year orders (• his drirers
iato his Makery,

Furnished tenement containing 7 rooms,
go, Gas, &c., 61 Winter Street.
no20

A

Sabadtf

aad ke premises le salt yea ia balk
amd ,aality er ref a ad year useaey.

P. S.—A large stock ot carefully selected
hand at the present reduced prices.

Cheney Brothers’

AMERICAN SILKS

now

tt

made in the most approved manner, and arr guaranteed to surpass in
weight, finish and durability, any that
ean be obtained at corresponding prices.
are

Boys he cold this

Sell heavy Shetland Shirts
and Drawers worth 75 cts.

YORK AND BOSTON.

d3m

se!8

eod2m

ocl3

BONDS
Wives Save your Husbands

Portland
Bath
Belfast

•

Secretly.

DRUNKENNESS

CURED

by tbe use of Dr. DeMoreno’s celebrated French Remedy, which is the best known Medicine for tbe love

of Strong Drink. It Can be OiTen Secretly,
so that the patient will not know it, but the eftect
will be the same. Those who have Friends addicted
to the terrible vice of intern iterance should give this
Sovereign Remedy a trial This preparation acts as
a Tonic and Stimulant, and so partially supplies the
place of the accustomed liquor, and prevents the absolute and moral prostration that follows a sudden
breaking oft from the use of Stimulating Drinks.

Chicago

C. IV. PICARD & CO.
Agents,

Mass.

oc7d3m

Norwich Line to New York
and Return
—

FOB

—

DOLLARS,

SIX

FROM BOSTON

or

WORCESTER.

Excursion* will be continned through
the months of October and November,
1874
Keturn Checks will be honored for
seven days after Thanksgiving Day.
Tickets and State-rooms with C. C.
GREGG. 87 Washington Street, and at
Depot, foot of Sommer St., Boston.
Express Train Leaves Boston at 6 P.
M , and Worcester (Foster St. Station)
at 7.20 P. !H.
Boats leave Pier 40 North River, New
York, at 4 P. M.
oct 1

_<18w

TEN PER CENT INTEREST.
dl; 1 yx nnn city of litchfield,

ILLINOIS. 10 per cent,
twenty year Wal-r ■•■a*. Coupons payible
and
in
New
January
July
York, or at this office,—
*500 each; also other seven, eight and ten percent.
Mnnteinol aoonrltiea

parts

E. J. MORRELL.

ANDREWS,

Counsellor at

Law,

88 MIDDLE STREET,
(in Canal Bank Building,)

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

be

HORSES

FOR

iuuiuiu"

C. D. B. FISK &

CO.,

One Price Clothiers,
233
Middle
Street,
PORTLAND.

no7__3w_

ZtTOTICIE I

iJV

Special attention, paid

Southern

to

Steam Boiler, •‘Haskins’’ Steam
Engines, “Blakea’
Patent 3team Pumps, anti "Little Giant, Chemtca

Fl;e Engine.

SCHOOL.

at Lavcaaler Hall, Matnrday After■mb, Naveaber ’ifaf, IM74, to be continued
Wed need ay* and Saturday*.
H. FILES.
%
no20
dtf

H A. L

—

READY-MADE
CLOTHING

or

famished to aider.

L,

liovT

2 B. W. Hair Cloth Parlor Suits, 2 B. W. Hair Seat
Easy Chairs. 2 Green Rep loth Parlor Suits, 2 B W.
Extension able*. 1 Ojk Office Chair, 5 Hair Seat
Lounges. 10 r xcelsior Mattrasses, 3 Oak Office Stools,
5 Carpet Seat Lounges, 3 B. W. M. Top Tables, 2
Wool Nlattras as. 4 Striped Seat Lounges, 2 Chestnut
Extension Tables,
viso, 1 B. W. Cham tier Set 1
Cooking Stove, 12 Spring Beds, 3 Garden Vases, with

COMIC PANTOMIME, OF
PUNKY!
HUNKY

usual.
Office, City Hall,
as

We shall

that

on

Attractive and Valuable Sale

will

in-

sale

any other Boiler of the same size.
BLANCHARD BOILER CO.
(13 w

—

(ltd

the

Monday,

TAYLOR,

—

ICE.
PURE

from

Books,

COMPRISING

—

New York, Philanelp'da, Hartford and Boston
on

puousners,

UIA»

Friday, Dec. 4th,

at

3

F. M.

Catalogues and particulars hereafter.
MORGAN ft DYER,
no7dtd
Auctioneer*.

GRAND BALL

DRIVES.
REAL YAK LACE.
2J inches wide 24 cents. Other
widths at less than half price.

AT

—

Dioc
prices marked in
piaiu figures on
Real Hair Switches.
We guarantee to match any
40 per cent.

Quadrille

from

Band.

TICKETS OKIE DOLLAR.

Clothing checked free.

Real

Preach Hair
Switches
from $1.00 to $15 00 each, at
COGIA HASSAN’S,
146
Middle, and 6

Army & Navy Course.
CITY HALL,
Friday Evening, Nov. 27th,

Temple

no"

we

shall sell these
we

mean

with reserved

seat

JUST RECEIVED AT
GOWELL ft GREENOUGH’S,
THREE CASES BLANKETS.
One lot worth $4 50.Selling for $3.00
•*

For sale

75.

Stockbridge’s and at the door.
Concert begins at 7$, Readings
no2U d2t

if it is

so.

OTJR

Custom

Department

We will make
from

a

dis-

tor

completed arrangements
a

to

the

commence

EVEN!

VC,

DEC. 1st,

save

following gentlemen as engaged,vis:

nov!6t30.

As Ps

4.00
5.50

44

your money.

ocSdtf

BRUNEL & CO.,
150 Exchange Street,
—

These Lectures will be delivered on
TUESDAY EVENInGOP BACH WEEK
in the
Library Raaai, earner of Congress and
Case* Streets,
and being free, all are cordially invited.
Tbe Lecturer and Subject will be announced
1
E. P. Banks,
Lecture
M. A. Blanchard. |
Dan Carpkntfr, V
Geo. A. Harmon, I Committee.
Nath'l Walker, J

44

a

GOWELL Sc GR8ENOUGH
Ne. 447 Middle Street.

GEO. T. DAVIS.
Hon. ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Hon. THOS. B. REED,
GEO. F. TALBOT, Esq.,
J. S. PALMER,
CHAS. S. FOBES,
Rev. Dr THOS. HILL,
Rev. C. W. BUCK,
Rev. G. W. BICKNELL,
Dr. E. STONE,
E. H. ELWELL, Ksq„
D. H. INGRAHAM, Esq.
Hon.

weekly.

5 00.
6.50.

44

splendid line of DRESS GOODS in
all Styles and Shades, very cheap.
SHAWL**, SHAWLS.
We can bear the world in prices for all kinds
Striped India, long and square; Cashmere, loug and
square; Ottoman in endless variety of styles.
A'so, a splendid line of Wooleas and Housekeeping Goods, '•el'.ing cheaper than the cheapest.
Call and soe us before purchasing elsewhere and
Also,

FREE COURSE OF LECTURES,

former

prices of

ASSOCIATION.

Tliid Association having

BLANKETS.

BLANKETS,

AMPHION CLUB.

TUESDAY
see

dim

READINGS BY

just

we say.

St.

IVlrs. Scott Siddons.

M. C. M.

what

our

shade in any quality.
SPECIALTIES

nol9d7t

—————————————————

we

All

of

which

we

—

OF

—

GRADES.
—

ALSO—

Shades,

Window

—

PAPERS.

ROOM
ALL

OF

Cords,

oc22

Tassels,

Ac,
lm

l
i

j

BARNES BRO’S,

General Insurance Agents,

FULLER,

EXCHANGE STREET,

28

VARNISHES
—

This stock is

goings
to be smaller January
1st, 1875, than it is

FERNS,

ALLEN & CO.,

—

MOSS

AND

DEALER

EQUITABLE RATES,
Parties desiring laasraace will lad It
far their advantage te ceasalt this ageacy
! before tasariag.
oct3o
dim

—

JAPANS,
AND

First class and reliable Companies.

GAS FIXTURES.

IN

MACHINERY,

I have consHantly

decorations

BURNING

ltr

dlw

au2!5

diw

good assortment oi

TO

DO

•

KINSMAN,
I

nolttl

dS Ekehaage hired.

Notice.

d6m

backing
Colby
will be promptl ^.attended to
ALL8J Spring Street,
OPPOSITE CANAL BANK. by
J. RYAN.
nol6

a

PREPARED

J.

Found.
left at Galllton »

hand

Gas and Water Piping.

OILS.

orders for

—

AND WOOL

octI7

ou

GAS FIXTURES

Xi-A-RD,

203 FORK STRKKT.

187 Middle St.,

—

Street.

Parcel Sale

—

Biographies, Histories, Juvenile*
and Holiday Works

ALSO

deOdlatt

AT

OF

—

BIT CDANBLRR.

music

SPERM,

IV. O CRAM.

48 Park

dtd

Laige Catalogue

Floor Ticket* $ ».OO ; Gallery Ticket* 50
cent* eack. To be bad of nitraber* of tbe Committee, at the Armory on Thanksgiving Day or at

sured that when

now.

I C E

—

on

Wednesday,

and

OVER, Auctioneer*.

no7

n

*

BY THE

FaruUhed and Shipped by

parlor

nesday

Portland Mechanic Bines,

mean.

PORTLAID. SIB.dtt

FOB

well known collectors,

PORTLAND MAINE.

ITS COMMERCIAL STREET,

—

I

MORGAN Sc

MANUFACTURER OF

AT LOWEST CASH PRICKS

SPANISH

—

NIEttMRS. CHAN. ROOF. & CO,

Thanksgiving Ball 1

as-

public

—AMO—

AND

FROM

Nor, .'lOlh, Dee, lot and iM.

are

The

FIFTEEN PER CENT

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

—

GILT FRAMES

ELEGANT

IN

BOSTON,

GRAKD MIFAL

Tickets 50 cents;
at Rand & Thomas.
Doors open at 6$,
at 8 o’clock.

100.000 beat Rift l.acn.t Treenails,
130.000 beat Sawed White Oak de.
00,000 beat quality Canada Kaee.

TRAILING

American

OIL PAINTINGS

BY

nol9

Locust Treenails.

and

English

SELECT READINGS.

of the

same.

count

25 per cent.

OF

—

LANCASTER HALL.

on

If.

utd

To bo preceeded by a Concert by the

the

IN

board tbe Tug Tiger, we are now satisfied of its
great saving of coal, and do hereby challenge any; paror
parties in the sum of fifty dollars or more, that
ty
we will show a saving of

specified.

3t

Sunday Evening Entertainment, Nov. 22,

—

islwttl

BLANCH A. HD BU1LLK,

CARGOES OF

not

MORGAN A OVER, Auctioneer-.

no7

NOVELTIES.. Xi

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

Bottom Prices !

repeated tests and trials of the

L.

goods

other

THE HINDOO BOX MYSTERY.

nol8

—

to pay advances,
On Saturday. Nov. 91, at 10 o’d'k,
AT Ol/R BALES ROOM*,
18 EXCHANGE STREET,

The Illuminated Curriculum Scene

Formerly of Portland.
AdmOslon 25 cents, Reserved Seats 50 cents

DYER.

Elegant new Cabinet Furniture Ac.

ELEPHANT!

Day of Entertaiumeat.

OF

—

33 | Celebrated Htnr Performer. | 3 >
3 | FI LL BANDS OF MUSIC | 3

oa

dk

SATURDAY'S AUCTION SALE

WILL GIVE A

A CHALLENGE.
After

<ittl

MORGAN

CHARLEY SHAY’S

Grand March at 8 1-2 o'clock.

No. 1 I S UNION WHARF
PORTLAND, MAINE,

id 3I»I.

Catalogues anil parti alar# hereafter.
MORGAN & OVER, Aurliaeeen.

Emerald Boat Club

Please call and

delivered.

and Saturday,
a

THE GREAT SENSATIONAL, EVENT.

announce

West India and South American Cargoes

&ut8

Thursday, Friday
N#f. 19ili, ’*Oth

no!3eodtd

goods

AND

either at mill

no) 9

On

|

SATURDAY, NOV. 21st.

♦

ries, Railroads, Ac.,

LOTS
Me.

,

No pains will be spared to make this Ball first class
in all respects.

AT

say

Timber for Ships, Bridges, Facto,

Dentist, corner of Congress and Brown streets with
Dr. Boothby.agheodctwtf

SPLENDID SALE OF

FURS AND ROBES !

•*

Lumber

Pine

aulldtl

Private Balt.
M. & D. are ageuta for the sale if
"Herring & Parrels Champion Safes, “Wieganils" Patent Sec Iona

—

sure

furnishing

I

j

Miscellaneous
Thanksgiving Evening, Nov. 26.74.

CO., prices

Merchants.

Commission

—

Merchants,

Al

lu

2t

MR. E. C. SWETT, OF

Retailing
onr Stock of ReadyMade
Clothing at

LUMBER

DR.A. EVANS,

noSeodCm

for 5.00, 8.00, 10.00,12.00, and 11.00.
No trouble to show goods. Polite atten-

Commence

RICHARDSON & CROSS.

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.

Feed for Cattle.
of feed fbr Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brewery, opposite Portland'Co.’s Works. Portland,
P. MoGLINCHV, Prop.

A

DANCING

OYER,

No 18 Exchange SI., Portland.
A. M. Ml UtGAN,
B. B. DYEU,

JUVENILE

Meats Secured at the Bos

Monday, Nov. 10

my27

FOR THE

B IGGIN,
oc20-3mCharlentawa, Maw.

cnuuj

AND

Commission

eodtf

Sebago

Address, 3.

MORGAN &

SOCIETY

Admission free.

nol8

Music by Cole’s

32 Exchange St., Portland.

taken to board for the winter in the

Portland Packing Co., Commercial
no!7eod2w

receive donations.

d3t

^

Thanksgiving Night, Nov. 26, ’74,

■I. m. PAVSON As

warm

box stalls.
Apply at Olfice
reet.

■?. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Aaeliaaeevt.

nol9

—

Prices of Admission

R-E-E-F-E-R-S !

BARRETT,

SA-LiK

i

AUCTIONEERS

WASHINGTON

hi Mwuuauvo

176
of a

at

family leaving the Cl y. Parlor suit and ham her
Sets, Tapes:r? aud ingraiu Canada, Dining Room
and Kitchen Furniture, Stoves «&c.

HALL,

^“A WORLD OF GENUINE

BY

Portland tt’s.
Lewiston 6’s.
Bangor 6’s.
Bath 6’s.
Cincinnati 7’s.
Cleveland 7’s..'
Toledo S’s.

and commodious Stables at Walnut
WILL
water in stable and
Farm in Gorham.

Hill

suit the most fastidious.

tew>dbl87

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countde9eod&wtf
es.

FIVE

7’s
7’s
7’a
6’s

iM

over

B. €. MORRELL.
mv2Clttse26eodtt

C.

Lean.

Our Pantaloons are aU the rage, Per*
feet in fit, Elegant in style and sure to

tOO MIDDLE STREET.

ot the State.

8.

or

Young, Rich

7’s

•

eep24

Thnao renroBoni tim fleet plaim

Bouse and Ship Painters and Gralners.
Office at 11 Danf.rtb St., Up Stairs.
Order Slate at WHIPPLE & CO.’s, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts taken

•

SWAN As

the e itlre property, and the combine wealth of
Cities, Towns and Counties; well selected; no losy
security absolute. Bought and sold by GEOKGB
WM. BALLOU, 72 Devonshire Street, Boston. Write
for particulars.
ocl3eod2m

J. MORRELL & CO.,

•

•

FOB SALE

on

E.

•
•

Cook County
•
Louisville Ky.,
Maine Central R. K.
E. & N. American R. R. Gold

Price One Dollar per Bottle, Nrnt to any
address on receipt of price.

Temple Place, Boston,

Poor, Fat

8’i
6’&
6’s
6’s
7’s
8 s

....

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

Every Ingredient Perfectly Harmless in
Its Separate Form.

Sole

or

6’a

•

SATURDAY NEXT, Not. 21,
Room
ON Fore
Street. We shall sell the Furniture

AT

BBCEPlION BOOR. CITI HAIL,
Friday Afternoon and Evening, Nov. 20.
Reiresbnn nts for sale. Supper served at six. A

LUC

»

j Furniture Carpets Arc. by Auction.

ociOtf

LECTURE

no business for the Season.

BAILEY Sc €•., Aaciisneen.
did

W. O.
nol9

will hold a sale of fancy and useful article* at

BABY
cau fit every one, Old or

37 1-2 cte. each.

CHENEY BROTHERS,

Contractor, Closing

,

Balcony

3 | Great and Popalar Comedian* | 3
P. T. BABNUM’S EDUCATED

body.

CONGRESS ST. COR. BROWN.

Three Express Wagons.
Five Extia wolf robes.
Seven Extra Buffalo robes.
One Light Double work harness,
hour Extra Good Work Horses, belonging t«r

1

The Ladle, .f the

tion shown to all and One Price to every*

OWEN & MOORE,

& Saturday,

2 1-2 o’clock.

MARTHA

Double Breasted and lined with flannel,

for

For sale to the trade only by

elegant appointments.

COlYGrRTCSIS

nol9

Winter when

For Fall and Winter Wear.
Attention is called to the choice stock of these
Black and Colored Gros Grain Silks, which may now
be obtained from leading dealers throughout the

on

DON’T
Let the

complete suit for Chil*

drcn from 3 to 9 rears of age for

We

price

no!9_

a

er

28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

To Rent.

and

Wednesday

on

THE FAVORITE TROUPE OF NEW ENGLAND.

And we seU

Choice FamilyFlour.

Exj>rei*s

Monster Quincuplexal!

BUSINESS,

specialty of furnishing

and family b r«e.
One toi Buggy in good order, one goui m mnted
harue-s, robe, blanket &o.
One Horse 9 years old, a good driver or worker,
wagon and harness
Five Good diiviog aud work horses. This is a lot
of horses the owner has no use tor,an 1 wants to close
our.
One new phaeton.
One Second hand do.
Three Side Spring Wagons.
Ona Light inarke* Wagon almost new

HALL.

Orchestra St Ion 75c; Dress Circle 50c:
Circle 50c; Balcony and Family Circle 35c.
Doors open a 7, Curtains will rise at 7}

If not you don't delay any longer. We
hare verynice Children’s Cape Overcoat
for

i
a

Scenery

CITY

COBB,

BAKING
makes

no20tw*

NEW

Hare j on seen our suits for

for 18

Tenement Wanted.
located, containing six or
Small family without children.
rooms.

country.
These goods

fit

We can suit you. Now is the time,
Cold weather has come.

connection with his

in

once, good board and
yonng men.
AT Reference
given. Apply to
EDGAR S. BROWN.
no20d3t*

can

THAT

Wanted.
rooms

We

yon.

DO rou KNOW
W.

new

^wi

dim

PRESCRIPTION

novl8dawlw

parse.

Exchange St.

i\o2

a

table boarders at 52
St.
single gentlemen
no2Qlw»

street._

A Joy for Ever.—Such is a fine head of
hair, it’s tbe pride of youth and the glory of
age. Alcoholic and mineral washes should
healthful preparanever be used; simple and
tions are the best. Such is Bearine made by
Perry Davis & Son. Use no other

city, selling for $5.00,
6.00, 8.00, 9.00, 10.00, and in fact in
price and style to snit the times aad

one come and see us.

One Span Horses finely matched, twin brother*. 7
old,,weigh about 1900 lbs., very kind aud Extra
roadsters.
One bay Stallion 8 years old weighs about 900 lbs.,
sound aud kind promises, to be fast and an Extra
stock horse, bait brother to G*n. Knox.
One Sorrel Mare 9 years old, very handsome splendid
driver safe for lady, sound aud kind, A Perfect pet

EAST laYWE !
Vespertines

Me.

at 10 A. M.

years

by WILLIAM MORSE WISWELL, ot Lnyn, Mass.,
formei ly of Portland. Subject, “The Science ol God,
Man, and the Devil." Admission 25 cents. Doors
open at 7 /clock; Lecture at 7.30.
noli 2t

OVERCOATS

Every

oc20

This Friday Evening and Saturday Afternoon,

With

Every Saturday

Next Saturday,

FRIDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 20th,

The Most Magnificent line of

Street, Portland,

Auction Sale

Grand Extra Thanksgiving Matinee
Thursday, Mar. 90, commencing «9 oc’U.
nomtfWM. S. IRVING, Agt.

SCIENTIFIC

Refunded.

tanltless

Plum

Doors odod at 7, beg ns at 8 o’clock.
Seats secured three days in advance at Ticket Office.

One Price, Goods Exchanged, or Money

W. H. KOHLING,

rooms

S

ted.

Newest Patterns,
selected from Ike

nnd

To Let.

In all

Every garment guaranteed as represen-

of the

AUCTIONEERS,
Horse and Carriage Mart,

Robert jflacaire.

CITY

Alien.

F. 0. BAILEY k Co.,

FRENCH; Grotesque Daucers.CONSIANTINE and
EUNICE, presetting
A REPINED OLIO
ENTERTAINMENT,
Concluding with Sig Constantine's Serlo Comic
Pantomime entitled]

Saturday Evening “The Octoroon”

Clothing

ever seen In this
These Goods

no201w*

suithoard, pleasant, well furnished
WITH
able for gentlemen and ladies. Also rooms
for
and
Free

better line of

or

be found East of Boston.

can

as

are

warm

Bur-

No larger

For Business Weariu all Shades
and Varieties.

Wanted.
chamberTWO in want of situations, servants
either
maids in
in
private

& NOBBY !

gains in Garments and Prices.
Immense Stock to select from.

WHOLE SUITINGS,

no203t*

min-

The Furs and Robes which are now being
closed out at auction by Morgan & Dyer at their
Sales Rooms, 18 Exchange street, call the
special attention «.f those requiring,these necessities of our climate—as they are being sold at
very low prices—and to-day is the day to buy.

The best place
leign’s 89 Middle

For sale

PETTF.NCII.I. At CD.

nolSeodlwn

19

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Dr. J W. Blaisdell of Bangor, fell over a
pile of paving stones Tuesday night, and received serious !l juiies.
The Bangor reform club is meeting with im
mense success.
It has between 200 and 300
members and is constantly receiving more.
Capt. O. C. Clifford of Winterport, suddenly
disappeared from Bangor Tuesday evening and
has not beeu heard from. As he. had a large
amount of money, it is supposed that he met
foul play.

laid are now laid to within
tance of the Abbot station.

Scotch

Bangor

Mr. Nathaniel Abbott has engaged to make
the preliminary survey for a railroad between
Augusta and West Waterville.

ute.

a

and Friends.

A severe accident happened to Mr. Wm. R.
Herndon of Farmington, on Wednesday of
last week, while cutting wood with his son. A
limb had lodged on a stump, and the yourg
man struck it w:th his axe,
which, glancing,
struck bis father who was standing near, cutting an ugly gash in bis leg near the knee.
By an accidental the Farmington slate quarry a few days since a Frenchman named Odell
had his hip broken.

The temperance

lay

to their advantage to call and examine.
low and in lots to suit.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

are now

Celebrated

(ga/id ffitindeb,

and

($>wk; ^ck

It Can be Given

is

INCLUDING THE

COMBINATION.

THE

0. w.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
erery Saturday at salesroom, 178 Fore street commencing at 9 o’clock .1. M.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtt

The Company embraces the pretty European
Blonde Character Artists, the STUART SISTERS;
the dashing representative of the swell of the day,
Miss ALECiA JOURDAN; the Piemier Dauseusc
and Columbine, M’lle EVALINE; the beautiful
Gymnastic Won 'ers and Character Dancers, the
BOsHELL SISTERS; the great Character Actors of
the day, Messrs. SHERtDAN and MACK; the MonarchsofSong and Dance, LESTER and ALLEN;
Banjo Solo and Etblopoan Comedian, EDWIN

OPPOSITE

Garments sold at amazingly low prices.
People astonished at the great Bar-

IN ALL THE NATTY PATTERNS,

<O01c« 13 Exchange Street.)

r. O. BAILSV.

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

Ages I

Terrific Slaughter in Prices

Of Nobbiest Styles and Finest Texture

BERRY,

STEPHEN

NEWS.

KENNEBEC

OVERCOATINGS,

dlw

1830, when he sold it to other parties. He finally abandoned the newspaper business and
devoted his attention solely to book and job
at

EVERYTHING NEVV

PANT “GOODS

for upwards

with such taste and neatness as to win the
praise of the craft everywhere. He started the
Maine Intelligencer in 1820, but gave up the
enterprise in a few months. The Baptist Herald was also published by him from 1824 to

For all Sizes and all

Baskets and Biamond Bands.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
no20

C-L-O-T-H-l-N-G

German, French, and English
Manufacture, in Htraights,
Diagonals. Hnir

Francis H. Coffin,

Many!

Men’s, Boys’ & Children’s

COATINGS

CALL AND EXAMINE

PLEASE

Monday night

will be presented the fine comic
drama of David Gairick.

the assortment comprises

Of

Positively Oue Week Only,

GRAND

AUCTION SALKS
F. O. BAILEY A CO-,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchanst
Salesroom 176 Fore street,

Opera House.

SHEKIDAN, MACK & DAY'S

We have taken the lead and
shall keep it, regardless of all
others.

STOCK

Brer Opened far Inspection in this
City

in Portland.

Ever shown

was

which he is

1874.

—IT IS THE—

as*

The

Bartlett

Followers

sortment of

The Museum —The house at the Museum
last night was much larger than could be expected considering the many attractions elsewhere.
The play was Mrs. Henry Wood’s
“East Lynne.” It was well put on for the first
night, but probably will be much improved
this evening.

principal role, that of Isabel Vane and
Madame Vine was ably sustained by Miss Isadora Cameron. She was warmly encored at
each appearance, and at the close of the fourth
act was called before the curtain.
Mr. Bascomb took the part of Archibald
finely. In the role of Sir Francis Levison Mr.

None !

THE—

VERY BEST

Ward’s

COItmENClKG MONDAY, NOV. *3.

FALL THE 'WINTER OF

opening the largest

now

Leaders we have

New Style Goods

DOUBLE REPP,

1

ENTERTAINMENTS.

-HAS GOT HIS-

—FOR

Regular & Legal Fold.

MISCELLANEOUS.

KOHLING,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

particularly

Work on the Guilford extension

position

Just

a.

5.45
The

fore. The Pullman will leave here for the east
at 5 a. m., and the regular morning train will
leave for Augusta'at 7 a. m.

job
Bunaway.— A horse attached
ran away on Midwagon of Mr. S. Wentworth
Mr. Mountfort
dle arret vesterdav morning.
was thrown onto the cross bar of the wagon,
the horse dashed up the
and in this
street.

Bangor at

morning freight will leave Bangor for the West
at 6 a.m. The day trains will run as hereto,

family through
to

and sang charmingly.
attractive artiste and
pleases her public with both voice and manner.
To the first encore she replied with the
a

denly in

to

German and the woman English.
They were well dressed and appeared to be of
more than ordinary intelligence. They started
from the city of Mexico some time ago on their
way to Montreal, but stopped in Boston until
their money was nearly goue. They came here
Wednesday night and stopped at a hotel, and
in a
yesterday morning they found themselves
Marshal instrange city without money. The
formed the Overseers of the Poor of the case,
was a

properly

more

and without price” to the recipient and with an
interest aud flavor of pleasantness which cannot be valued or bought.
We predict for them full tables at their supper to-night and the sales of every article of-

ship is

Mrs. Smith looked

She is

account of its purpose,
remind ourselves that this

a

\Vi£ have some extra bargains in parlor suits
aud walnut chamber sets. We cau show the
largest and best stock of furniture in Maine.
Geo. A. Whitney & Co. No. 46 Exchange st.
nol3d2w

sence.”

one

when

Shit.—A well know ship
remarked yesterday that probably there
never three finer ships in out harbor than

and they very
to Montreal.

to

imum of efficient relief, in which absolutely
no expense is incurred except in direct mitigation of misery and want and except further

Another Fink

are

any extended

Society.—As

of the best of our systematized charities, whereby the poor are sought out aud such
aid rendered as is most timely and judicious,
one by which a dollar is made to do its maxis

owner

accommodations

Washington

yet it may be well

The weather yesterday was pleasant but very
cool.
The Grand Army sociable last evening was a
The company was large
most pleasant affair.
and select. The music was excellent.
Items at the police station yesterday and
or

quarter of their whole

will
be seen by reference to our advertising columns
tbis benevolent organization of ladies
makes its annual appeal to the public to assist
in its most worthy labors, by its patronage.
The society has been too long established to
Martha

one

a

Universalist clergyman in San Francisco, a
Jewish Rabbi and some Orthodox clergymen
also assisting. Mr. Stebbins gave the charge
and tbe right band of fellowship.
In the absence of Mr. J. H. Hayes, City
Clerk of Bangor, his wife attends to tbe duties
of his office. Is this constitutional?

May,

Only

in the cen-

possessions.
Rev. Mr. Stebbins, formerly of this city, lately participated in tbe installation services of a

for the improvement of the Cochecho river,near
Dover, N. H.
The Spiritual Fraternity of this city have in
contemplation a series of Sunday lectures once
a month dnring tho winter, from November to

last evening were very dull.
arrests were made.

Baptist clergyman

tral part of the state, has subscribed, we understand, $5000 to the fund which is being raised for the endowment af academies tributary
to Colby University. Canon Pullen, and those
who believe with him, that Christianity is only
a civilized heathenism, should take note -of
these cases where Christian ministers unosten-

The owners of Central wharf are repairing
the lower end. New piles are to be driven and
new planks put down.
Two girls from Caoada wish to procure a sit
Hation as servants. See advertisement.
Col. Edward Moore has finished his contract

are

account of ill

on

health.
Mr. A. D. Small, the Superintendent of
Schools in Salem, Mass., who is just now engaged in rather a warm controversy with some
of his teachers, is a Maine man, a graduate of
Colby University, and a teacher of much expe-

evening.

public

Cherryfield,

tist Church at

The steamer Forest City has has been repaired and will go on the route the first of December, to allow the John Brooks to be reuevated.
Our dry goods dealers, wiio advertise, say
that they never knew business better than at

ent.

mppfincr.in

npvt

The Rockland Free Press says of our old
townsman, R. W. Lincoln, Esq.: “The genial
and gentlemanly editor of the late Daily Globe,
has been fortunate in his intercourse with the
people of this town, and the number of his acquaintances is tbe number of bis friends. He
has inspired all with feelings of the kindliest

__

man

flio

Perianal.

costs.

were

at.

December. Tbe meeting throughout was of
most excellent spirit, and this association starts
again under tbe most favorable auspices. The
evening meeting was made very interesting by
the fine singing by Misses Witham and Clark,
and Messrs. Hodgkins and Dresser, the Good
Samaritan Quartette of Woodford’s Corner.

George Webster, Leander Stevens and Rufus H.
White.
Search and seizure- Fined $50 with costs.
Paid.
Fined $50 with
John Riley. Search aud seizure.

sextette by the valuable addition of Hennig
with his double bass, is really one of the finest
musical organizations in existence, and seems
At all events the
to improve year by year.
a

organization,

and resulted in the appointment
of a committee of three to report'a constitution.
The meeting was then addressed by Rev. Mr.
Russell, of Falmouth, J. \V. Monger, Esq., of
this city, and others. In the evening, the com
mittee appointed in the afternoon reported a

Waterville,

At
At
At

on

The A. & N. V. Center!.
The concert last night—the third entertainment of the Army & Navy Union series—was
it all respects a thoroughly enjoyable affair.
Tho Mendelssohn Quintette, which has become

that hail probably been stolen vaa left
The ooner
week.
an
me by a boy la
same hy pr-ivi-g property and laying
HIRAM HAMILTON, Sloop Amelia,

with
ADOO
have the
c

a ryes.

Merrill’s Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 18.

nolOTt*

dred and ninety-nine, and tsnth article treaty of of January twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and
treaty of June fifth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
April tweuty-eigbth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, twenty-six, and tilth article treaty of August sev- seveu thousand five hundred dollars.
throe thousand dollars.
OF THE
enth, eighteen hundred and fifty-six. eight hundred
MIA MIES—EEL RIVER.
and forty dollars.
BOISE FORTE BAND OF CHIPPEWAS.
For permanent annuity in goods or otherwise, per
For permanent annuity, for iron and steel for
shop,
For ninth of twenty instalments, for the support ! per
article treaty of August third, seventeen huneighth article treaty of January twenty-four'll, fourthand
of me blac -smith aud assistant, and for tools, iron,
dred
ninety-five, five hundred dollars.
eighteen hundred and twenty-six, and fifth article
steel, and other articles necessary for the blacksmith
For permanent annuity, in goods or otherwise, per
of August seventh, eighteen hundred and
treaty
PASSED AT THE
shop, as per third article treaty of April seventh, fifty-six, two hundred and seventy ollars.
articles treaty of August twenty-firs', eighteen hundred and five, two hundred aud fifty dollars.
First Sessional the Forty-Third Congress. eighteen hundred aud sixty-six, one- thousand live
For permanen annuity, for the pay of a wheel
hundred dollars.
For neunanent annuity, in goods or otherwise, per
wright, per eighth article treaty ot January twentyFor ninth of twenty instalments, for the support
third andrseparate articles treaty of September thirand
hundred
and
fourth,
eighteen
twenty-six.
[General Nature—No 73.]
of one school teacher, aud for the
books
hundred and nine, three hundred
tieth
fifth
article
necessary
t eighteen
treaty of August seventh, eighteen hunAN AC L’ making appropriations for tbe current and
and stationery, as per third article treaty of April
ami fifty dollars.
dred and fifty-six, six hundred dollars.
contingent expenses of tlie Indian Department, seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, eight bunFor five per centum interest on two hundred thouMIAMIES OF INDIANA.
and lot fulfilling treaty stipulations with various
»
dred dollars.
! sand dollars, for purposes of education, per sixth arFor interest on two hundred and twcuty-one thouIndian tribes, for the yea ending June thirtieth,
For ninth of twenty instalments, for the instructicle treaty of August seventh, eighteen hundred
two
sand
and fifty-seven dollar* and eightyand
hundred
and
for
other
of
seventy-live,
tion of Indians in farming, and purchase
seeds,
eighteen hundred
and fifty-six, ten thousand dollars.
six cents, uninvested, at five per centum, per Senate
tools, and so forth, as per third article treaty of
purposes.
For interest on six hundred and seventy-five thouarticle treaty of June filth,
amendment
to
fourth
April seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, eight sand one hundred and sixty-eight dollars, at the rate
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repreeighteen hundred and fifty-four, eleven thousand
hundred dollars.
sentatives of the United States of America in Conof five per centum ]>er annum, to be expended under
dollars
and
and
of
in
eighty-nine cents.
For ninth of twenty instalments
sixty-two
annuity,
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, under
gress assembled. That tlie following sums be, and they
MOLELS.
are hereby appropriated out of any money in lhe
money, to be paid per capita, as per third article
of third article t reaty of June fourteenth,
provisions
eighteen hundred and sixtyTreasury not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose- treaty of April seventh, hundred
For pay of teachers and manual-labor schools, lor
eighteen hundred and sixty-six. thirty-three thoudollars.
of paying the current an 1 contingent expenses of
six, three thousand five
sand seven hundred and fifty-eight dollars and forty
all necessary materials therefor, and for the subFor ninth of twenty instalments of annuity, in
the4ndlan Department, and fulfilling treaty stipulacents.
sistence of the pupils, per fourth acticle of treaty
tions for the various Indian tribes:
provisions, ammunition and tobacco, as per third
CROWS.
December twenty-first, eighteen hundred and fiftyarticle treaty ot 'April seventh, eighteen hundred
For pay of two superintendents ot Indian affairs
five, three thousand dollars.
For sixth of thirty instalments, to supply male
for the Central and Northern superintendences, tw > and sixty-six, one thousand dollars.
in
six
hundred
over
fourteen
number,
MIXED SHOSHONES,BANNACKS AND SflEEPpersons,
years
instalments
of annuity, in
For ninth of twenty
thousand dollars each.
of age, with a suit of good substantial woolen clothEATERS.
For pay of sixty nine agents ot Indian afiairs, at
goods and other articles, as per third article treaty
of
a coat, hat, pantaloons, flannel
ing,
consisting
of April seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
one thousand live hundred dollars
For this amount, to be expended under the direceach, except the six
shirt, and woolen socks, as per ninth article treaty
thousand five mitidred dollars.
of the President, in assisting these Indians to
one at Iowa, namely:
tion
of May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
and necessary cost of delivery
Six for the tribes in Oregon, namely, Warm
move to and locate on the Fort Hall reservation, in
Springs, ofFor transportation
thousand four hundred dollars.
Idaho Territory, and to aid them in educational and
annuity goods and provisions, per sixth article eight
Klamath, Grand lioiule, Siletz, Umatilla, and MalFor sixth of thirty instalments, to supply each
heur agencies;
treaty of April seventh, eighteen hundred and sixtypursuits on said reservation, twenty
agricultural
1
female, seven hundred in number, over twelve years thousand dollars.
Five for the tribes in
Washington Territory, name- six, one thousand dollars.
of age, with a flannel shirt, or the goods necessary to
NAVAJOES.
ly, Neali Bay, Y.tkama, Colville, Nisqually, PuyalCHIPPEWAS OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
make the same, a pair of woolen hose, twelve yards
lup, and other tribes, and S’Kokomisli agencies:
For sixth of ten instalments, of such articles of
of calico, and twelve yards cotton domestic, as per
For last of twenty instalments, in coin, per fourth
Three for the tribes in California, namely, Hoopa
in lieu thereof, for nine
or
raw
material
same article, eight thousand four hundred dollars.
clothing
article treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hunValley, Round Valley, and Tule River agencies;
thousand one hundred and forty-one Navajo Indians,
For sixth of thirty instalments, to supply thre^
dred and fifty four, five thousand dollars.
Two for the tribes in Nevada, namely, Pi-Ute and
dollars
five
not
per Indian, as per eighth
exceeding
For last of twenty instalments, in goods, househundred and fifty boys and three hundred and fifty
Walker River, and Pyramid Lake agencies;
article treaty of June first, eighteen hundred and
hold furniture, and cooking utensils, per fourth argirls, under the ages named, such flannel and cotton
Two lor the tribes in Idaho, namely, Nez Perce
thousand
seven hundred and
ticle treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hungoods as may be needed to make each a suit as afore- sixty-eight, forty-five
and Fort Hall agencies;
five dollars.
dred and fifty-four, eight thousand dollars.
said, together with a pair of woolen hose for each,
Four for the tribes in Montana, namely, Flathead,
For
ten
fifth
of
instalments, to be used by the
For last of twenty instalments, for agricultural
per same article, five thousand niue hundred and
Blockfoof, Crow, and Milk River or Fort Peck implements and
Commissioner of Indian Affairs iu the purchase of
cattle, carpenters’ and other tools, twenty-three dollars.
agencies.
time to time, the condition and
as.
from
such
articles
For sixth of ten instalments, to be used by the
and building materials, per fourth article treaty or
Ten for the tribes in Dakota, namely, Red Cloud,
of the Indians may indicate to be proper,
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and fiftySecretary of the Interior in the purchase of such ar- necessities
Whetstone, Yankton, Ponca, Upper Missouri, o^and September
sum
to each person who engages in
the
of
dollars
ten
ticles
to
their
condition
and
neas, from time
time,
four, three thousand dollars.
River, Cheyenne River, Fort Berlhold, Sisseton, and
For last of twenty instalments, for moral and edcessities may indicate to be proper, the sum of ten
farming or mechanical pursuits, (estimated to be
Devil’s Lake agencies.
three
thousand
and
dollars for each Indian roaming, as per same article,
forty-seven persons,) thirty
ucational purposes, three hundred dollars of which
One for the tribes in Wyoming, namely, Shoshone
thousand tour hundred and seventy dollars.
a sum not exceeding ten thousand dollars.
are to be paid to the Grand Portage band yearly to
For pay of two teachers, one thousand live hunagency.
For pay of a physician, per tenth article same
enable them to maintain a school at their village, per
One lor the tribes in Utah, namely, Unitah Valley
dred dollars.
fourth article treaty of September thirtieth, eight I treaty, one thousand four hundred dollars.
agency.
For transportation of goods, three thousand dolFor fifth of twenty instalments, for pay of teacheen hundred and fifty-four, three thousand dollars.
Five for ti e tribes in New Mexico, namely', Pueblo,
lars.
er and furnishing necessary books and
For last of twenty instalments, for six smiths and
stationery,
Abiquiu, Navajo, Mescalero Apache, and Southern
NEZ PERCE INDIANS.
fifth
articles
under
seventh
article
same
second
and
of
two
dolthousand
assistants, per
treaty
treaty,
Apache agencies;
For last of five instalments, of third series, for benSeptember thirtieth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, lars.
Two for the tribes in Colorado, namely, L-'s Pinos
and
dollars.
For
of
second blacksmith, and iron and steel,
live thousand
forty
eficial objects, at the discretion of the President per
pay
and White River agencies;
as per eighth article of same treaty, two thousand
For last of twenty instalments, for the support of
fourth article treaty of June eleventh, eighteen iuuSix for the tribes in Nebraska, namely, Great Nedollars.
six smiths-sliops, per second and fifth articles treaty
dred and fifty-five, six thousand dollars.
maha, Omaha, Winnebago, Pawnee, Otoe, and SanFor fifth of ten instalments, to be used by the Secof September thirtieth, eighteen hundred and fiftyFor fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the
suptee agencies;
retary of the Interior in the purchase of such artifour, one thousand three hundred and twenty dolport of two schools, one of which to be an agriculOne for the tribes in Kansas;
cles as, from time to time, the condition and necessilars.
tural and industrial school, keeping in
repair school
Eight for the tribes in the Indian Territory, nameties of the Indians may indicate to be proper, the
For eighteenth of twenty instalments, for the
buildings, and for providing suit able furniture: books,
ly, Kaw and Kithsas and Kickapoo, Sac and Fox,
sum of twenty dollars for each Indian engaged in
seventh smith and assistant, and support of shops,
and stationery, per fifth article
treaty of Juue
Quapaw, Neoslio, Kiowa and Comanche, Upper Aras per ninth article of the same treaty,
agriculture,
per second and fifth articles treaty of September
eleventh,
eighteen hundred and fifty-live, five hunand
for
the
Wichita
and
one
Cnerkansas,
ageucies;
a sum not exceeding twenty thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty-four, one thoudred dollars.
thirtieth,
eighteen
okees, Creeks, Choektaws and Cbickasaws and SemFor this amount, or so much thereof as
sand and sixty dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the emmay be
inoles;
For support of smith and shop, during the pleasnecessary, to furnish flour and meat, one hundred
ployment of one superintendent of teaching and
One for the tribes in Minnesota, namely, at the
ure of the President, as per seventh and twelfth arthousand dollars.
two teachers, per fifth article treaty of June eleventh,
White Earth agency.
For pay of carpenter, miller, engineer, farmer,
ticles treaty of April seventh, eighteen hundred and
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, two thousand seven
On; for the tribes in Iowa, namely, at the Sac and
and blacksmith, as per tenth article treaty ot May
hundred dollars.
sixty-six, six hundred dollars.
Fox of Iowa agency, live hundred dollars; and
For ihe support of two farmers, during the pleashundred aud six y-ciglit, four thouseventh,
eighteen
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the emtwelve hundred dollars to build a school-house:
sand five hundred dollars.
ure of the President, as per twelfth article treaty of
ployment of one superintendent of farming, and two
Provided, That no salary be paid to the agent unless
For last of three instalments, for the purchase of
hundred and fifty-four,
thirtieth,
September
two millers, two blacksmiths, one tinner,
eighteen
farmers,
he live near enough to the agency to teach and care
and seventh article of treaty ot April seventh,
seeds and agricultural implements for such Indians
one gunsmith, one carpenter, and one
wagon and
for tbe tribe every day.
hundred and sixty-six, twelvehundred dolas shall farm, one thousand two hundred and fifty
eighteen
maker,
plow
per fifth article treaty of June eleventh,
Two for the tribes in Wisconsin, namely, at tbe
lars.
dollars.
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, seven thousand dolGreen Bay and La Pointe agencies.
For transportation and necessary cost of delivery
For trauspbrtation of goods, five thousand dollars.
lars.
One for the tribes in Michigan, namely, at the
of annuity aud provisions for Cliippe svas of Lake
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for
DELAWARES.
pay of a
Mackinac agency;
two thousand dollars.
Superior,
physician, per fifth article treaty of June eleventh,
cue
xuiiv
vuu
For interest on thirty-seven thousand and ninetyxuaiau?, ii-scueij, ac cue
CHIPPEWAS OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
--J “"J
New York agency;
five dollars and twenty-five cents, at five per centum
lars.
Seven for the tribes iu Arizona, namely, Colorado
For eight of ten instalments of the second series,
being the value, in part, of thirty six sections of
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping
land set apart by treaty of eighteen hundred and
River, i'agagu, Pima and Maticopa, Chircahui, San
In money, per fourth article treaty of October
in repair the buildings for the various employees ana
for education, per Senate resolution of
Carlos, Camp Apache, and Moquis Pueblo agencies,
twenty-nine
tourtb, eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth
and for providing the necessary furnituie therefor,
T..nn » v.;
11.
_i »—i_
iu all one hundred and two thousand live hundred
article treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hunner fifth article treaty of June
eleventh, eighteen
dollars: Provided, That it shall be the duty of the
and fifth article treaty of May sixth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and third article treaty ot May
hundred and fifty-five, three hundred dollars.
President to di.-peuse with the services of such Indred and fifty-four, one thousand eight hundred and
seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-tour, four thouFor fifteenth of twenty instalments, lor the
dian agents herein mentioned as may be practicable;
salary
sand one hundred and sixty-six dollars and sixtyfifty-four dollars and seventy-six cents.
of such person as the tribe may select to be their
and where it is practicable he shall require the same
seven cents.
D’WAMISH AND OTHER ALLIED TRIBES IN
head chief, per fifth article treaty of June eleventh,
For eighth of ten instalments of the second seperson to perform the duties of two agencies for one
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
salary.
ries, for the pay of two carpenters, per fourth artiFor salary of two subordinate chiefs, as per fifth
For fifteenth of twenty instalments on one hundred
For pay of special agents, one for the Chippewas
cle treaty of October fourth, eighteen hundred and
article treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and
and fifty thousand dollars, under the directioir of
at Red Lake, one for the Pillagers at Leach Lake,
article
and
ot
eighth
treaty
forty-two,
September the
one thousand dollars.
sixth
article
of
sixty-three,
President, per
treaty
January
Minnesota; one for the Mission Indians in Califorthirtieth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and third
For ninth of sixteen instalments, for boarding
twenty-second, eighteen hundred and fifty-live, six
article treaty of May seventh, eighteen hundred and
nia; one for the Assinaboines and Gros Ventres at
and
thousand
dollars.
clothing the children who shall attend the
Fort Belknap, Montana; one for the tribes in Oresixty-four, four hundred dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the esschools, providing the schools and boarding-houses
For eighth of te» instalments of the second series,
gon, namely. Alsea; and two for the tribes in Washwith
and
tablishment
of
an
and
innecessary furniture, the purchase ot necessary
support
agricultural
ington Territory, namely, Tolalip aad Quinaielt, at in goods, per fourth article treaty of October fourth,
dustrial school, aud to provide said school with a
teams, agricultural implements, tools, and
one thousand live hundred dollars each, ten thouwagons,
eighteen nundred and forty-two, and eighth article
forth,
so
and for fencing of such land as may be
suitable
instructor
or
fourteenth
artiinstructors, per
sand live hundred dollars.
treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
needed for gardening and forming purposes for the
cle
hundred
January
For pay of one chief clerk, cno thousand six huntreaty
twenty-second,
eighteen
and
third
article
of
fifty-four,
treaty
May seventh, and
three
thousand dollars.
three
thousand
dollars.
schools,
fifty-five,
dred dollars;
ne assistant clerk, one thousand two
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, three thousand five
For salaries of two matrons to take charge of the
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the suphundred dollars; and one
six hundred dolhundred dollars.
copyist,
a
of
smith
and
boarding schools, two assistant teachers, one farmer,
carpenter shop, and furnishiug
For eighth of ten instalments of the second scries,
lars, for the Central supcriuteiulency, throe thousand
port
one
it with necessary tools, five hundred dollars.
tour hundred dollars.
carpenter, and two millers, four thousand five
; for support of schools, per fourth article treaty of
For
fifteenth
of
For pay of clerk for the Northern superintendency,
twenty instalments, for the em- hundred dollars.
October fourth, eighteeu nundred and forty-two, and
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping
of a blacksmith, carpenter, farmer, and
ployment
one thousand two hundred dollars.
article
of
eighth
treaty
September thirtieth, eightFor nay of seventy-six interpreters, as follows:
physician, who shall furnish medicines lor the sick, in repair the hospital, and providing the necessary
een hundred and fitty-four. and third article treaty
medicines, and the furniture therefor, three hundred
per fourteenth article treaty ot January twentySeven for the tribes in Oregon, namely, one for the
of May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
second, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, tour thou- dollars.
Klamath agency, and one each for the Grand Konde,
six hundred and sixty-six dollars and sixty-seven
For repair of houses, mills, and tools, and necessasand
two
hundred
dollars.
Siletz, Umatilla, Warm Spring and Malheur and Alcents.
ry materials, one thousand dollars.
sea sub agencies, at five hundred dollars per annum
For eighth of ten instalments of second series, for
FLATHEADS AND OTHER CONFEDERATED
each.
the purchase of provisions and tobacco, per fourth
TRIBES.
NISQUALLY, PUYALLUP.AND OTHER TRIBES
Six interpreters for the tribes in Washington TerAND BANDS OF INDIANS.
article treaty of October fourth, eighteen hundred
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the snpto
be
to
such
as
the
Secreand
and
and
industrial school, keepritory,
assigned
agencies
forty-two,
eighth article treaty of Septem- portjof an agricultural
For last ot twenty instalments, in part payment
ber thirtieth, eighteeu hundred and fifty-tour, and
tary of the.Interior may direct, at live hundred doling in repair the buildings, and providing suitable
for
title to lands, to be applied to
relinquishment of fourth
lars each pet* annum.
third article treaty of May seventh, eighteen hunfurniture, books and stationery, per fifth article treaty beneficial
article treaty or Decemobjects, per
Two for the tribes in Idaho, namely, Nez Perce
dred and sixty-four, six hundred and sixty-seven dolof July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
ber twenty-sixth eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
and Fort Hall agencies, at five hundred dollars per
lars and sixty-seven cents.
three hundred dollars.
one thousand dollars.
annum each.
For eighth of ten instalments of the second series, ;
For fifteenth of every twenty instalments, for proFor last of twenty instalments, for pay of instrucThroe for the tribes iu Nevada, namely, Pi-Ute,
for the support of two smith-shops, including the
viding suitable instructors therefor, per fifth ai tide tors, smith, carpenter, farmer, and physician, (who
Walker River, and Pyramid Lake agencies, at five
pay of two smiths and assistants, and furnishing iron
treaty ot July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fiftyshall furnish medicine to the sick, (per tenth artielo
hundred dollars each.
and steel, per fourth article treaty of October fourth
five, one thousand eight hundred dollars.
of December twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred
treaty
Five for the tribes in Montana, namely, Fiatlieads,
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, lor keeping
eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth article
and fifty-four, six thousand seven hundred dollars.
and
Milk
or
River
Fort
Peck
of
in repair blacksmith, liu, and gun smith, carpenter,
Crow,
hundred
and
Blackfeet,
agenSeptember thirtieth, eighteen
treaty
For the last of twenty instalments, tor the supand wagon and plow maker shops, and providing
cies, and Fort Belknap special agency, at four hun- fifty-four, and third article treaty of May seventh,
port of an agricultural and industrial school, and
dred dollars each.
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, six hundred and
necessary tools therefor, per fifth article treaty of support of smith and carpenter shop, and providing
Ten for the tribes in Dakota, namely, Red Cloud.
sixty-seven dollars and sixty-seven cents.
July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five the nect ssary tools therefor, m conformity with the
WueGtone, Yankton, Ponca, Upper Missouri, Grand
For eighth of ten instalments of the second sehundred dollars.
tenth article treaty of December twenty-sixth, eightFor fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the emRiver, Cheyenne River, Fort Berthold, Sisscton and I ries, for pay of two farmers, per third article treaty
een hundred and fifty-four, one thousand five hunDevil’s Lake agencies, at four hundred dollars perof May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
of two farmers, two millers, one blackdred dollars.
ployment
annuin each.
three bundled ana thirty-three dollars aud thirtysmith, one tinner, one gunsmith, one carpenter, and
NORTHERN CHEYENNES AND ARAPAHOES.
One for the tribes in Wyoming, at the Shoshone
three cents.
one wagon and plow maker, per fifth article treaty
For sixth of thirty instalments, for purchase of
agency, at live hundred dollars.
For last of twenty instalments of annuity, in
of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
One for the tribes in Utah, at five hundred dollars
third
article
of
thousand
four
hundred dollars.
treaty
money, per
clothing as per sixth article treaty of May tenth,
February twenty- seven
per annum.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping
second, eighteen huudred and fifty-five, twenty
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, twelve thousand
Seven for the tribes in New Mexico, namely, two
dollars.
thousand dollars.
in repair saw anti flouring mills, and tor fun ishieg
for he Navajo agency, and oue each for the Abiquiu,
For sixth cf ten instalments, to be expended by
For twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth of fortythe necessary tools and fixtures therefor, per fifth
Cimmaron, Mesealero Apache, Southern Apache,
the Secretary of the Interior, ten doliars for each Insix instalments, to be paid to the Ohippewas of the
article treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen bundled
am Pueblo agencies, at five hundred dollars each
dian roaming, in the purchase of such articles as,
and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
Mississippi, per third article treaty of August secper annum: Provided, That the Abiquiu agency
from time to time, the condition and necessities ot
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping
ond, eighteen hundred and forty-seven, and third arshall be abolished after December, eighteen huudred
the Indians may iudicate to be proper, as per same
ticle treaty of March nineteenth, eighteen hundred
in repair the hospital, and providing tne necessary
and
and
two
thousand
medicines
and
furniture
dollars.
sixty-seven,
seventy-four.
therefor, per fifrli article treaty, eighteen thousand dollars.
Two for the tribes in Colorado, namely, Los Pinos
For pay of physician, teacher, carpenter, miller,
For seventh of tei> instalments, for the support of
treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and
and White River agencies, at live hundred dollars
a school or schools upon said reservation, in accordfarmer, blacksmith, and engineer, per seventh artififty-five, three hundred dollars.
1
cle treaty of M^y tenth, eighteen hundred and sixtyper annum each.
Fof fifteenth of twenty instalments, for pay of a
ance with the third article treaty of March nineSeven fur the tribes in Nebraska, to be assigned
teenth. eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, four thou- -physician, per fifth article treaty of July sixteenth, j eight, six thousand seven hundred dollars.
to such agencies as the Secretary of the Interior
For last otfour instalments, to furnish said Insand dollars.
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one thousand four
at
four
hundred
dollars
an
each.
rum
direct,
dians with flour and meat, per sixth article treaty ot
For seventh of ten instalments, to be expended in
hundred dollars.
per
may
Two for the tribes in Kansas, namely, PottawatoFor fifteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping in
May tenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, fortypromoting the progress of the people in agriculture,
mie .and Kickupoo agencies, at lour hundred dollars
aud assisting them to become self-sustaining, in acrepair the buildings required for the various em- five thousand dollars.
For transportation of goods, two thousand dolper annum each.
cordance with the third article treaty of March
ployees, and furnishing the necessary furniture
Eight for the tribes in the Indian Teriitory, to l>e
aud
hundred
nineteenth, eighteen
sixty-seven, six thereof, per fifth article treaty of July sixteenth, lars : Provided, That said Northern Cheyennes and
1
assigned as the Secretary of the interior may dithousand dollars.
Arapahoes shall remove to their reservation in the
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three hundred dolIndian Territory before the delivery of said supplies
rect, at lour hundred dollars per annum each; and
For seventh of ten instalments, for the support ot
lars.
six huudred dollars, or so much thereof as maybe
a physician, in accordance with third article treaty
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the pay of
appropriated for by the foregoing clauses.
necessary, to enable the Secretary of the Interior to
of March nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixtyeach of the head chiefs of the Flathead. Kootenay,
OMAHAS.
supply temporary interpreters for the semi-civilized seven, one thousand two nundred dollars.
and Upper Pend D’Oreille tribes, per fifth article
For seventh of fifteen instalments of this amount,
tribes.
For seventh of ten instalments, for the purchase of
treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and
third
in
Three for the tribes iu Wisconsin, namely. Green
being
series,
money or otherwise, per fourth
necessary mediciues, in accordance with the third
fifty-five, one thousand five hundred dollars.
article treaty of March sixteenth, eighteen hundred
Bay, Lac Couit Oreilles, and La Poiute agencies, at
For first of five instalments, (fourth series,) for benarticle treaty of March nineteenth, eighteen hunand
four hundred dollars each.
fifty-four, twenty thousand dollars.
eficial objects, to be expended under the direction of
dred and sixty-seven, three hundred dollars.
For ninth of ten instalments, for keeping in repair
Four ter the tribes in Minnesota, namely, Boise
For transportation and necessary cost of delivery
the President, per fourth article of
of July
treaty
a
and saw mill, and support of blacksmith shop,
grist
White
Forte, Chippewas,
Earth, Red Lake and Pil- of annuities and provisions for the Cliippewas of sixteenth, eighteen bundle and fifty-five, three
per eighth article treaty of March sixteenth, eightlager agencies, at four hundred dollars each.
in accordance with sixth article treaty
thousand dollars.
Mississippi,
een hundred and
Two tor the tribes in Michigan, namely, Mackiof March niueteeufn, eighteen hundred and sixtyFor transportation of annuity goods and provisfifty-four, and third article treaty
of March sixth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
nac agency, at four hundred dollars each.
ions to said Indians, per filth article treaty of July
sevm, two thousand dollars.
three
hundred
!
dollars.
Six for the tribes in Arizona, namely, Colorado
sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one thouPILLAGER. AND LAKE WINNEFor ninth of ten instalments, for pay of one enRiver, Pima and Maricopa, Moquis Pueblo, Chiraca- CHIPPEWA, BAcOSIHSH BANDS.
sand five hundred dollars.
gineer, one thousand two hundred do%rs.
liui, San Carlos, and Camp Apache agencies, at four
GROS VENTRES.
For ninth of teu instalments, for pay of one milFor twentieth of thirty instalments of annuity,
huudred dollars each, maxing forty-seven interpretO.inl
nrlinln
4-r...«.r
1...........
rur tins amount, to ue oxpenueu in SUCH
ler, per same treaties, nine hnndred dollars.
goous,
For ninth of ten instalments, lor pay of one formtwenty-second, eighteen hundred and fifty-live, ten provisions and other articles as the President may,
terpreters, at five hundred dollars each; and six
from time to time, determine, including transportathousand six hundred and sixty-six dollars and sixhundred dollars for temporary interpreters; in all,
er, per same treaties, nine hundred dollars.
tion thereof, in instructing in agricultural and meFor ninth of ten instalments, for pay of blackty-six cents.
thirty-tliiee thousand nine hundred dollars.
For twentieth of thirty instalments of annuity,
chanical pursuits, in providing employees, educatFor buildings at agencies, and repairs of the same,
smith, per same treaties, nine huudred dollars.
in goods, per third article treaty of February twentyFor seventh of ten instalments, for support of
ten thousand dollars.
ing children, procuring medicine and medical attendsecond. eighteen hundred and fifty-five, eight thou- ! ance, care for and support of the aged, sick, and inFor vaccine matter and vaccination of Indians,
IUU1S1U1 U1U SUU1L,
sand dollars.
three bundled dollars.
firm, for the helpless orphans of saiaflndians, and
twojthousand dollars.
in any other respect to promote their civilization,
For twentieth ot thirty instalments, for purposes
For one matron, six hundred dollars.
For presents to and provisions for Indians, five
of utility, per third article treaty of February 1 comfort, and improvement, thirty-five thousand dolthousand dollars.
OSAGES.
For contingencies, including travelling, incidental,
twenty-second, eighteen hundred and fiity-live, four lars.
For interest ou sixtv-nine thousand one hundred
thousand dollars.
10 WAS.
current, and contingent expenses cf superintendents
and twenty dollars, at five per centum per annum,
For last of twenty instalments, for purposes of
and agents, and of their offices, thirty thousand dol
For interest in lieu ot investment on fifty-seven
being value of fifty-four sections ot land set apart
lars.
education, per third article treaty of February thousand five himdred dollars, i>alance of one hunby
treaty of June second, eighteen hundred and
twentv-second.
hundred
and
eighteen
fifty-five, dred and fifty-seven thousand five hundred dollars,
APACHES, KIOWAS, AND COMANCHES.
twenty-five, for educational purposes per Senate
three thousand dollars.
to July first, eighteen hundred aud seventy-four,
resolution of Jauuary ninth, eighteen hundred and
For seventh ot thirty instalments, as provided to
at five per centum per annum, for education or other
CHIPPEWAS OF RED LAKE AND PEMBINA
be expended under the tenth article treaty of Octothirty-eight, three thousand four hundred and fiftyTRIBE OF CHIPPEWAS.
beneficial purposes, under the direction of the Pressix dollars.
ber twenty-first, eighteen bundled and sixty-seven,
ident, per ninth article of treaty of May seventeenth
For this amount, as annuity, to be paid per capita
For interest on three hundred thousand dollars, at
concluded at Medicine Lodge Creek, in Kansas, with
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, two thousand eight five per centum per annum, to be paid
to the Red Lake band of Chippewas, during the
the Kiowas and Comauches, and under the third arsemi-annually
hundred and seventy-five dollars.
in money or such articles as the Secretary of the Inticle treaty of the same date with ine Apacli.s, thirpleasure of the President, per third article treaty of
October second, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
KANSAS.
terior may direct, as per first article treaty of Septy thousand d dlars.
and second article supplementary treaty of April
For purchase of clothing, as provided in the same
tember twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and sixtyFor interest in lieu of investment on two hundred
twelfth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, ten thoutreaties, twenty six thousand dollars.
five, fifteen thousand dollars.
thousand dollars at five per centum per annum, per
sand dollars.
For pay 01 carpeuter, farmer, biacksmith, miller,
For interest on seven hundred and twenty thousecond article treaty ol January fourteenth, eightFor this amount, to the Pembina band of Chippeand engineer, five thousand two hundred dollars.
sand seven hundred and forty-nine dollars, at fire
een hundred and forty-si*, ten thousand dollars.
For pav of phjsician and teacher, two thousand
was, during the pleasure of the President, per same
per centum per annum, to be used for such objects
KICKAPOOS.
as the Secretary of the Interior
five hundred dollars.
treaty, five thousand dollars.
may direct, as per
For eleventh of fifteen instalments, for the purFor interest on ninety-five thousand nine hundred
act of July fifteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy,
For transportation of goods, four thousand dolthe
Red
of
Lake
baud
ol Chippewas
and lorty-five dollars and ninety-five cents, at five
lars: Provided, That the foregoiug stated approprisupplying
pose
thirty-six thousand and thirty-seven dollars and
with gilling-twine, cotton maitre, calico, linsey,
ations for the Apaches, Kiowas. and Comauches,
per centum per annum, for educational and other
forty-five cents: Provided, That the Secretary of the
beneficial purposes, per treaty ot May eighteenth,
shall be expended only in behalf of those Indians
blankets, sheeting, flannels, provisions, farming
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to expend,
who go and remain upon reservations and retrain
tools, and for such other useful articles and for suen eighteen hundred and fifty-four, four thousand seven I from the proceeds of the sale of lands of the Great
other useful purposes as may be deemed for their
huudr?dand ninety*seven dollars and twentv-nine
Irom hostilities.
and Little Osage Indians provided to be sold by secbest interests, per third article supplementary treaty
tion twelve of said act of July fifteenth, eighteen
cents,
AIUCKAREES, GROS VENTRES, AND MAN- of April
For settlement, support, and civilization of Kicktwelfth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
hundred and seventy, the sum of two hundred thouDANS.
dollars.
thousand
in
Indians
Indian
sand
dollars per annum for two years, or so much
temoved
eight
apoo
Territory,
late'y
For this amount, to be expended in such goods,
For eleventh of fifteen instalments, for same obfrom Mexico, and such as may be removed hereafter,
thereof as may be necessary, for the purchase of
provisions, and other articles as the President may,
for Pembina bands of Chippewas, per same
thousand
dollars.
stock
and agricultural implements, opening farms,
jects,
twenty-five
from tim to time, determine, including transportaFor this amount, or so much thereof as may be
erection of houses, and for the civilization and suptteatv, lour thousand dollars.
tion thereof, in instructing in agricultural and meof-fifteen
For
eleventh
for
to
the
instalments,
of
one
of
removal
the
of
the Osages and of their tribal government.
necessary,
complete
remaining
port
chauical pursuits, in provi *ing employees, educating
pay
blacksmith, one physician, who shall furnish mediKickapoo and other American Indian tribes roving
children, procuring medicine and medieal attendOTOKS AND MISSOUUIANS.
for the sick, one miller, and one farmer, per
cine
on the borders of Texas and Mexico, to reservations
ance, care for and support of the aged, sick, and inFor seventh of fifteen instalments, being the third
lourtli article ol same treaty, three thousand nine
within the Indian Territory, not to exceed sixty-five
firm, for the helpless orphaus ot said Indians, and
hundred dollars.
series, ii. money or otherwise, per fourth article
thousand dollars; and this sum to be made available
in any other respect to promote their civilization,
treaty of March fifteenth, eighteen hundred and
For eleventh of fifteen instalments, for the purfor said purpose from and after the passage ot this
comfort, and improvement, (including pay of one
nine thousand dollars.
iron and steel and other articles for blackof
fifty-four,
chase
act:
That
no liability shall be incurred for
Provided,
one thousand five hundred
physician,
dollars; one smithing purposes, per same treaty as above, one said removal lor any sum in excess of the amount
PAWNEES.
farmer, one carpenter, one engineer, anrl one black- thousand
hundred
five
dollars.
herein
Provided
That
the
appropriated:
further,
For perpetual annuity, at least one half of which
smith, at nine hundred dollars each; also, one teamFor eleventh of rilteen instalments, to be expended
expense ot removing said Indians shall not exceed
ster and one her ier, at seven hundred dollars each
is to be in goods and such articles as may be deemed
for carpentering and other purposes, per same treaty,
ninety dollars for each Indian removed to the reserper annum), eighty-five thousand dollars.
necessary for them, per second article treaty of Sepone thousand dollars.
vation, aud no liabilities shall be incurnkl or paytember twentv-lourth, eighteen hundred and fiftyAPACHES.
For transportation of annuity goods and provisments made for a greater amount; but this provision
For this ainouut, to subsist and properly care for
seven,
thirty thousand dollars.
and
iron
steel
for
and
for
as
to
the Chipshall not be so coustrued
ions,
blacksmiths,
prevent tlie payment
For support of two manual labor
the Apache Indians in Arizona and New Mexico
schools, per third
of the salary of the commissioners appointed to repewas of Red Lake and Pembina tribe, two thouarticle treaty of September twenty-fourth, eighteen
who have been or may be collected on reservations in
sand dollars.
and
move them, and their legitimate
proper travelhundred and fifty-seven, ten thousand dollars.
New Mexico and Arizona, namelv, for those in
CHOCKTAWS.
ing and personal expenses; and not exceeding five
For pay of two farmers, two blacksmiths and two
Arizona, three hui dre l aud seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars may be used for compensation of
permament annuity, per second article treaty
apprentices, one miller and
two teachdollars; and for those in New Mexico, one hundred ofFor
November
sixteeuth,
hundred
and five,
interpreter,asguides,beand couriers, and such other ex- ers, one shoemaker, and one apprentice,
eighteen
and twenty five thousand dollars, five hundred thou: |
carpenter, seven thoudeemed actually necessary, to
penditures
may
and thirteenth article treaty of June twenty-second,
sand five hundred dollars.
sand dollars: Provided, that this appropriation
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand dol- contribute to success, in effecting said removal.
For pay of physician and purchase of medicines,
shall be expended only in behalf of those Indians
lars.
KLAMATH AND MODOC INDIANS.
one thousand two hundred dollars.
who go and remain upon said reservations and reFor permanent annuity, for support of light horseFor the purchase of iron and steel and other necfrain from hostilities.
For fourth of five instalments, to be applied under
men, per thirteenth arlicle treaty of October eightessaries for the shops, five hundred dollars.
direction of the President; as pei; second articie
ARAPAHOES, CHEYENNES, APACHES. KIO- eenth, eighteen hundred and twenty, and thirteenth
For he purchase of farming utensils and
of October fourteenth, eighteen hundred and
treaty
stock, one
WAS, COMANCHES, AND WICH1TAS.
article treaty of June twenty-second, eighteen hunthousand two hundred dollars.
sixty-four, five thousand dollars.
For subsidence of tbs Arapahoe,
and fifty-six, six hundred dollars.
For repair of grist and saw mills, three hundred
For eighth of twenty instalments, for keeping in
Cheyenne, dred
For permanent annuity for support of blacksmith,
Apache, Kiowa, Comanohe, and Wichita Indians
dollars.
repair one saw-mill, one flouring mill, buildings for
(and transportation of the same), who have been
per sixth article treaty of October eighteenth, eightFor transportation and necessary cost of
the blacksmith, carpenter, and wagon and plowdelivery
een hundred and twenty, ninth article treaty of Jancollected upon the reservations set apart for their
*)f
annuities for the Pawnees, one thousand five hunthe
manual
-labor school, and hospital, as per
maker,
use ami occupation, in the Indian
and twenty-five.
uary twentieth, eighteen hundred
dred dollars.
inree I .i
fourth article treaty of October fourteenth, eighteen
Territory,
..c
hundred thousand dollars: Prr.ridfid That
For this amount, or so much thereof as
hundred and sixty-iour, one thousand dollars.
may be
propilation shall be expended only in behalf of those
eighteen hundred and fifty‘five, six hundred dollars.
necessary, for the employment ot one matron, three
""''“V JII-IUIUIVIIUJ,
tUO JJUIUlilieC
Indims who go and remain upon said reservations
For permanent annuity, for education, per second
and two assistant teachers, and
cf tools and materials for paw and flour mills, carteachers,
providing
of
anil refrain from hostilities; And
article
January
treaty
twentieth, eighteen hunprovided further
...,1, UUUHS, uiiu stationery, lour
penter, blacksmith, wagon and plow maker shops,
That no troops shall be kept stationed on the reserdred and twenty-five, and thirteenth article treaty
thousand seven hundred dollars.
and books and stationery for the manual-labor
vaiion on which said Indians are located, but the
of June twenty-secon-i, eighteen hundred and fiftyThat the Secretary or the Interior be, and lie hereas per fourth article treaty of October fourschool,
northern line ot Texas shall be guarded, so far as
five, six thousand dollars.
by is, authorized to use, for purposes of civilization
teenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, one thouFor permanent annuity, for iron and steel, per
possible so as to prevent the Indians from roaming
oi the Pawnee Indians, the unexpended balances
sand five hundred dollars.
into that State or the whites from
article treaty of January twentieth, eighteen
ninth
trom
on
funds appropriated for the fiscal year
the
ninth
of
fifteen
intruding
For
instalments, for pay and subending
Indian reservations, except such
hundred and twenty-five, arid thirteenth article
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred aud seventy-three
sistence of one superintendent of fanning, one fartroops as may be
necessary to preserve order.
and
treaty ofJunc twenty-sec ;nd, eighteen hundred and
former
under the provisions of the treaty
one
o::e sawyer, one carpenter, and
blacksmith,
mer,
years,
three
hundred
and
with said tribes of September
fifiy-five,
twenty dollars.
one wagon and plow maker, as per fifth article
ASSINABOINKS.
twenty-fourth, eighttreaty
For interest on three hundred and ninety thoueen hundred and fifty-seven, for
For tliis amount, 10 be
of October fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixtysupport of schools
expended in such goods,
sand two hundred and fifty-seven dollars and nineand mills, aud for pay of employees and smiths: s»id
six thousand dollars.
provisions and other articles as the Piesident may,
four,
irom time to time,
ty-two cents, at five per centum per annum, tor edubalances amounting to the sum of eight thousand
For ninth ot twenty instalments, to pay salary and
determine, ineluding transportaof
the
and
other benecation. support
government,
five hundred and thirty dollars and one cent.
tion thereof, in instructing in agricultural and ihesubsistence of one physician, one miller, and two
ficial purposes, under the direction of the general
ehamcal pursuits, iu providing cmidoyees,
school-teachers, as per fifth article treaty of October
PONCAS.
educating
council of the Chocktaws, in conformity with the
children, procuring medicine and medical attendhundred and sixty-four, three
fourteenth,
eighteen
For the first oi fifteen instalments (third series) to
provisions contained in the ninth and thirteenth ar- thousand six hundred dollars.
ance, care lor and support ot the aged, sick and inbe
to
them
or
of
paid
ticles treaty
expended for their benefit, per
January twentieth, eighteen hundred
linu, for the helpless orphans of said Indians, and
MAKAH TRIBE.
second article treaty of March twelfth, oighteen hunand twenty-five, and treaty of June twenty-second,
in any other respect to promote their e
infort, civdred and fifty-eight, eight thousand dollars
For fifth of ten instalments of thirty thousand
eighteen hundred and fifty-live, nineteen thousand
iliialion, and improvement, (Including pay of one five
For this amount, to be expended during the
hundred and twelve dollars and eighty-nine
dollars, (being the lift b series,) under direction of tbe
pleasdetective, nine hundred dollars; one c mk, four hunure of the President, in
cents.
furnishing such aid aud asPresident, as per fifth article treaty of January
dred ami eighty dollars: and two laborers, at six
sistance in agricultural and mechanical pursuits inhundred
and
one
thouhundred dollars each.) thirty thousand dollars.
CONFEDERATED TRIBES AND BANDS OF INthirty-first, eighteen
fifty-five,
cluding the woring ot the mill, as provided by secsand dollars.
DIANS IN MIDDLE OREGON.
BLACKFEET. BLOODS, AND PIEGANS.
ond aiticle treaty of March twelfth, eighteen hunFor fifteenth of twenty instalments, for support of
For the last of five instalments, third series, for
dred and fiftjr-eigUt, as 'he Secretary of the Interior
For tl Is amount, to be expended in such
a smith and carpenter shop, and to provide the necgoods,
beneficial objects, per second article treaty of Juue
may consider advantageous and uecessarv, five thouprovisions, and other articles as the President may, twenty-fifth,
essary tools therefor, per eleventh article treatv of
eighteen hundred and fifty-live, four
sand dollars.
from time to time, determine, including transportaJanuary thirty-first, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
thousand dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may bo
tion thereof, in iuBtruciiug in agricultural and melive
dollars.
hundred
For last of fifteen
for
and
subinstalments,
chanical pursuits, in providing employees, educatpay
necessary, to be used at the discretion of the PresiFor fifteenth of twenty instalments, for support of
sistence of one
ing cbil ten, procuring medicine and medical at- wagon and plow farmer, one blacksmith, and one an agricultural and industrial school, and pay of dent, to carry on the work of aiding and instructing
make*-, per fourth article treatv of teachers, per eleventh article of same
the
tendance, care for atm support of the aged, sick and
civilization, witli a view to
treaty, two theirPoncas in the artsof
June twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
lutirin, for the helpless orphans of said Indians, and
fifty-five, thousand live hundred dollars.
self-support, and fur subsistence and clothing
three thousand five hundred dollars.
in every Other
five thousand dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty Instalments, for the emrespect to promote their civilisation,
of twenty instalments for
fifteenth
For
comfort and improvement
pay and
POTXAW ATOMIES.
ployment of a blacksmith, carpenter, farmer, and
(Including pay ot one subsistence of one
one sawyer, one miller
blacksmith, one farmer, one carpenter, one teacher, one superintendentphysician,
physician, who shall furnish medicine for the sick,
of farming
For permanent annuity, in silver, per fourth artiand one
and one
four thousand six hundred dollars.
detective, at nine hundred dollars each per school-teacher, per fourth articleoperations,
cle treaty of August third, seventeen hundred and
treaty of June
annum; and one assistant teacher, at six hundred
MENOMONEES.
twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five
ninety-live, three hundred and ttity-seveu dollars
dollars per
annum,) fifty thousand dollars.
and eighty cents.
thousand one hundred dollars.
the ninth of fifteen instalments of annuity
For
CALAPOOIAS MOLALLAS. AND CLACKAMAS
of
For permanent annuity, hi silver, per third article
fifteenth
for
For
twenty instalments,
salary of upon two hundred and forty-two thousand six hunOb WILLAMETTE
tlia head chief of said confederated hands, ‘per
VALLEY.
treaty of September Ihirtietb, eighteen hundred aud
dred and eighty-six dollars, for cession cf lands, per
of
June
nine, one hundred and seventy-eight dollars and uinefourth article treaty
twenty-filth. eighteen
of tl>e fourth scries of
fourth article treaty of May twelfth, eighteen hunannuity, ior beneficial objects, per treatv of Jammhundred and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
ty cents.
dred and fifty-four, and Senate amendment thereto,
For permanent annuity in silver, per third article
tweuty-flfih,
ry
eighteen bunifrcd mil
sixteen thousand one hundred and seventy-nine dolCREEKS.
tenth article, five thousand live hundred sixtv fivc
treaty of October scooud, eighteen hundred and
lars and six cents.
dollars
For permanent annuity, in mouey, per fourth areighteen, eight hundred and ninety-four dollars and
CHEYENNES AND ARAPAHOES.
MI AMIES OF KANSAS.
ticle treaty of August seventh, seventeen hundred
fifty cents
For seventh of thirty instalments provided ta
and ninety, and fifth article treaty of August sevFor permanent provision for blacksmith and assistFor permanent annuity, in money, per second artenth
article
expended under
enth, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, one thousand
ticle treaty of September twentieth, eighteen bunant, and iron and steel for shop, per fifth article
of
five
hundred
dollars.
of
twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred ant
dr.
October
hundred
and
il and vventy-eight, seven hundred and fifteen
sixth, eighteen
treaty
,„”r
eight9e'ul>
For permanent annuity in money, per second artitwenty thousand dollars.
dollars anil sixty cents.
een, and fourth article treaty of June fifth, eighteen
For purchase of clothing, as per same
of June sixteenth, eighteen hundred and
cle
hundred
and
treaty
dolFor
nine
hundred
and
fifty-four,
articlo
forty
permanent annuity, in specie, per second artifourteen thousand five hundred dollars.
two, and fifth article treaty of August seventh,
lars.
cle treaty of July twenty-ttfnih, eighteen hundred
For pay of physician and teacher, ns
hundred
and
thousand
dolFor
three
eighteen
and
for
in
of
permanent
miller
lien
fifty-six,
provision
per thirtwenty-nine, and second article of treaty of
gunlars.
teenth aitide same treaty, two thousand five hunsmith, per fifth article treatv of October sixth, eight- September twentieth, eighteen hundred and twentyFor educational purposes, per fifth article treaty
dred dollars.
een hundred and eighteen, fifth article
of
Octoeight, five thousand seven hundred anil twenty-four
treaty
of February fourteenth,
For pay of carpenter, farmer, blacksmith, miller,
eigliteeu hundred and thirty- ber twenty-third, eighteen hundred and thirty-four, dollars and twenty seven cents.
and eng neer, as per same article, five thousand two
three, one thousand dollars.
and fourtli article treaty of June fifth, eighteen hunFor educational purposes, five thousand dollars.
For permanent annuity in
hundred dollars.
dred and fifty-four, six hundred dollars.
For permanent provision for payment of
money, per fourth artimoney
cle
For transportation ot goods for the Cbevennes and
of
on
For
interest
thousand
hunin
lieu of tobacco, iron, and steel, per second article
January
at
tweiitv-iouith,
fitty
five
eigliteeu
dollars,
treaty
pertired aud twenty-six, and fifth article
Arapahots, five ihou9ainIdollars.
centum, for educational purposes, per third article
treaty of Autreaty of September twentieth, eighteen hundred
gust seventh, ligbietn hundred and
of
June
hundred
ana
fifth,
and
and
eighteen
tenth
article
fifty-six, twenty treaty
treaties of June
twenty-eight,
fifty-four,
CHICKASAWS.
thousand dollars.
two thousand five hundred dollars.
fifth and seventeenth,eighteen hundred and fortyFor permanent
annuity in goods, per first artiFor permanent annuity for blacksmith and assist
For fifteenth of twenty instalments upon one hunclj treaty of
six, oue hundred and seven dollars and thirtv-four
February twenty fifth, seventeen bun- ant an I for shop and tools, per eighth article
dred and fifty thousand dollars, per third aiticle
cents.
treaty
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For permanent provisions for three blacksmiths

an i assistants, and for iron and steel for shops, per
third article treaty of October sixteenth, eighteen
hundred and twenty-six, second article treaty of
September twentieth, eighteen hundred and twentyeight, and second article treaty July twenty-ninth,
one thousand
eighteen hundred aud
and eight dollars and ninety-nine cents.

J

twenty-nine,*

For permanent piovision for tifty barrels of salt,
second article treaty of July twenty-ninth,
hundred and twenty-nine, one hundred
and tifty-six dollars and fiftv-four cents.
For interest on one hundred aud sixty-eight thousand one hundred and twenty-three dollars and
eighty-five cents, at five per centum, in conformity
with provisions of article seventh of treaties of June
fifth and seventeenth, eighteen hundred aud fortysix, eleven thousand live hundred aud three dollars
and twenty-one cents.
POTTAWATOM1ES OF HURON.
For permanent annuity, in money or otherwise,
artii le treaty of November seventeenth’,
second
per
eighteen hundred and seven, four hundred dollars.
per

eighte«n

QUAPAWS.
education, during the pleasure of the
third
article treaty of May thirteenth,
President, per
eighteen hundred and thirty-three, one thousand
For the

dollars.
For blacksmith and assistants, and tools, Iron,'and
steel for blacksmith shop, per same article of same

thousand and sixty dollars.
For one farmer, during the pleasure of the President, per same treaty, six hundred dollars.
QUI-NAI-ELT AND QUIL-LEH-UTE INDIANS.
For last of five instalments on twenty-five thousand dollars, (being first series.) for beneficial objects. uuder the direction of the President, per fourth
article treaty of July first, eighteen hundred and
dollars.
fifty-five, one thousand
For fifteenth cf twenty instalments, for the support of an agricultural and industrial school, and
for pay of suitable instructors, per tenth article
treaty of July first, eighteen fundred aud fifty-five,
two thousand five hundred dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for support
of smith and carpenter shop, and to provide the
necessary tools therefor, per tenth article treaty of
July first, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundrea dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the employment of a blacksmith, carpenter, aud farmer,
ana a physician, who shall furnish medicines lor the
sick, per tenth article treaty of July first, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, four thousand one hundred
dollars,
RIVER-CROWS.
For this amount, to be expended in such goods,
provisions, and other articles as the President, from
time to time, may determine, including transportation thereof, in instructing in agricultural and mechanical pursuits, in providing employees, educating
treaty,

one

children, procuring

medicine and medical attendance, care for and support of the aged, and infirm,
for the helpless orphans of said Indiaus, and in any
other respect to promote their civilization, comfort,
and improvement, thirty thousand dollars.

ROGUE-RIVERS.
For last of five instalments, in blankets, clothing,
farming utensils and stock, per fourth article treaty
of September tenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-three
three thousand dollars.
SACS AND FOXES ON THE MISSISSIPPI.
For permanent annuity, in goods or otherwise, per
third article treaty of November third, eighteen
hundred and four, one thousand dollars.
For interest

on

two hundred thousand

dollars,

at

five per centum, per second article tieaty of October
twenty first, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, ten
thousand dollars.
For interest on eight hundred thousand dollars, at
five per centum, per seccond article treaty of October eleventh, eighteen hundred and forty-two, forty
luuusauu.

uuiuus,
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dollars shall be paid for a physician for the agency,
who shall furnish the necessary medicines: Provided
That so much of the appropriation herein made for
the Sacs and Foxes on the Mississippi as shall be
deemed necessary by the Secretary ot the Interior,
not exceeding fifty per centum thereof, may be'used,
under his direction, for the purposes of education
and civilization: Provided, further, That the Indians shall consent thereto.

SACS AND FOXES OF MISSOURI.
For interest on one hundred and fifty-seven tbousand four hundred dollars, at five per centum, under
the direction of the President, per second article

treaty of October twenty-first, eighteen hundred
and thirty-seven, seven thousand eight hundred and

seventy dollars.
For this amount, to be expended in the erection of
suitable school-house, and dwelling house (or (he
school-teacher, for the benefit of the Sacs and Foxes
of the Missouri, in accordance with the provisions
of the fifth article of the treaty with said tribe |of
March sixth, eighteen hundred and sixty-one, one
a

thousand dollars.
For the support of

one

said school for the fiscal year

ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-five, as per said article of the treaty, two hundred

dollars: Provided, That so much of the
tion herein made for the Sacs and Foxes of the
Missouri as shall be deemed necessarv by the
Secretary of the Interior, not exceeding fifty
per centum thereof, may be used,nnder his direction, for the purposes of civilization: Provided, further That the Indians shall consent thereto.

appropria-

SEMINOLES.
For five per centum interest on two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars, to be paid as annuity, as per
eighth article treaty of August seventh, eighteen
hundred and fifty-six, twelve thousand five hundred
dollars.
For interest on two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars, at five per centum, to be paid as annuity,
(they having joined their brethren we*t) per eighth
article treaty of August seventh, eighteen hundred
and fifty-six, twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
For interest on fifty thousand dollars at the rate
of five per centum per annum, to be paid annually
lor the support of schools, as per third article treaty
of March twenty-first, eighteen hundred and sixtysix, two thousand five hundred dollars.
For interest on fifty thousand dollars, at the
rate of five per centum per ^niium, to be paid annually, for the support of schools, as per third article

treaty of March twenty-first, eighteen hundred and
sixty-six, two thousand five hundred dollars.
For interest on twenty thousand dollars, at the

rate ot five per centum per annum, to be paid annually far the support ot the Seminele government, as
per third article treaty of March twenty-first, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, onethousand dollars.

SENECAS.
For permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth article treaty of September twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and seventeen, five hundred dollars.
For permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth article treaty of September seventeen, eighteen hundred
ami eighteen, five hundred dollars.
For blacksmith and assistant, shops and tools, iron
and steel, to he applied as stipulated in the seventh
article treaty of February twenty-third, eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven, one thousand and sixty

dollars.

For miller, during the
six huudred dollais.

pleasure

of the

President,

SENECAS OF NEW YORK.
For permanent annuity, in lieu of interest on
stock, per act of February nineteenth, eighteen hundred and thirty-one, six thousand dollars.
For interest, in lieu of investment, on seventy-five
thousand dollars, at five per centum, per act of June
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and forty-six,
tnree thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars.
For interest, at five per centum, on forty-three
thousand and fifty dollars, translerred from the Ontario bank to the United Slates Treasury, per act of
Juno twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and fortysix, two thousand one hundred and fifty-two dollars
and fifty cents.

SENECAS AND SHAWNEES.
For permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth article treaty of September seventeenth, eighteen hundred and eighteen, one thousand dollars.
For blacksmith and assistant, shop and tools, iron
and steel, per fourth article of treaty of July twentieth. eighteen hundred and thirty-one, and fifth article of treaty of February twenty-third, eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven, one thousand and sixty
dollars.
SENECAS, SHAWNEES, QUAPAWS, PEORIAS,
KASKASKIAS, OTTAWAS, WYANDOTTS,
AND OTHERS.
For last of six instalments, for pay of blacksmith
and for necessary iron, steel, and tools, for Peorias,
Kaskaskias, Weas, and Piankeshaws, per twentyseventh article of treaty ot February twenty-third,
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, one thousand one
hundred and twenty-three dollars and twenty-nine
cents.

SHAWNEES.
For permanent annuity, for educational purposes,
per fourth article treaty of August third, seventeen
hundred and ninety-five, and third article treaty of
May tenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one
thousaud dollars.
For permanent annuity, iu specie, for educational
purposes, per fourth article treaty of September
twruty-nintb, eighteen hundred and seventeen, and
third article treaty of May tenth, eighteen hundred
and fifty-four, two thousand dollars.
For interest, at five per centum, on
thousand
dollars, for educational purposes, er third article
treaty of
tenth.;eigbteen hundred and fitty-four,
two thousand dollars.

forty

May

SHOSHONES.
EASTERN BANDS.

For eleventh of twenty instalments, to he expended under the direction of the President, in the purchase of such articles as he may deem suitable to
their wants, either as hunters or herdsmen, per fifth
article treaty of July second, eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, ten thousand dollars.
WESTERN BANDS.
For eleventh of twenty instalments, to be expend\
ed under the direction of the President, in the purchase of such articles as he may deem suitable to
ilieir wants, either as hunters or herdsmen, per
seventh article treaty of October first, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, five thousand dollars.
NORTHWESTERN BANDS.
For eleventh of twenty instalments, to be expended under the direction of the President, in the purchase of such articles as he
may deem suitable to
their wants, either as hunters or herdsmen, per third
article treaty of
thirtieth, eighteen huudred
and sixty-three, five thousand dollars.
OOSHIP BAND.
For eleventh of twenty instalments, to he expended under the direction of the President in the purchase of such articles, including cattle for herding
or other purposes, as he shall deem suitablo to their
wants and erndition as hunters or herdsmen, per
third article of treaty of October twelfth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-three, one thousand dollars.

July

SHOSHONES AND BANNOCKS.
8HOSHONES.

Foi fifth of thirty instalments, to purchase eight
hundred suits of clothing for males over fourteen
years of age, the flannel, hose, calico, and domestics for eight hundred females over the age of twelve
vears. aud such goods as mav he needed tn mnlrp
suits for eight hundred boys and girls, under the
ages named, thirteen thousand eight hundred and
dtillars.
seventy-four
For fourth of ten instalments, for the pnroliase of
such articles as may be considered proper by the
Secretary of tbe Interior for persons engaged in agriculture, at twenty dollars each, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For pay of physician, teacher, carpenter, miller,
engineer, farmer, and blacksmith, as per tenth article
|
treaty of July third, eighteen hundred and sixtyeight, three thousand do Jars.
For second ot three instalments, for the purchase
l of seeds amt farming implements, as per
eighth article treaty ot July third, eighteen hundred and sixtyeight, one thousand dollars.
For pay ot second blacksmith, and such iron, steel
and other materilas as may be required, per eighth
article same treaty, one thousand dollars.
BANNOCKS.
For fifth of thirty instalments, to purchase four
hundred suits of clothing for males over fourteen
years of age, the flannel, hose, calico, and domestics
for four hundred females over twelve years ot age:
and such flannel and cotton goods as may be needed
to make suits for four hundred boys ana girls under
the ages named, six thousand niue hundred and

thirty-seven dollars.

For fifth ot ten instalments, for the purchase of
such articles as may be considered proper by tbe
Secretary of the Interior, for eight hundred pojsous
roaming, at ten dollars each, and four hundred persons engaged in agriculture, at tweuty dollars
each,
fourteen thousand dollars.
For pay oi physician, teacher, carpenter,
miller,
engineer, farmer, and blacksmith, as per tenth article treaty of July third, eighteen hundred and sixtyeiglit, three thousand dollars.
For first ot three instalments, for the purchase of
seed and farming
as per eighth article
same treaty, eight hundred dollars.
For transportation of goods that may be purchased
for the Shoshones and Bannocks, four tliousaud dol-

implements,

lars.

For this amount, being the first of five instalments
of tbe sum of twenty- five thousand dollars named in
acertain agreement dated September twenty-sixth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, which agreement
is hereby confirmed, made under the provisions of the
act of June first, eighteen hundred aud 8eveuty-two,
by F. R. Brunot, president ot the Board of Indian
Commissioners, with the Shoshone tribe of Indians,
for the relinquishment by said Indiaus of certain
lands within the limits of the reservation ceded to
said Indians
the treaiy made with toem July
third, ig. teen hundred and sixty-eight, the sum to
be expended, under the direction of the President,
in the purchase of stock-cattle, five thousand dollars; to be available immediately upon tbe passage
of this act.
For this amount, being Ihe first of five instalments,
to be paid to YVash-a-kie, chief of the Shoshones, as
per said agreement of September twenty-sixth, eight-

by

een

hundred and seveuty-two, five huudred dollars;
available immediately upon the passage of this

to be
act.

SHOSHONES, BANNOCKS, AND OTHER BANDS
OP INDIANS IN IDAHO AND SOUTHEASTERN OREGON.
For this amount, to be
expended by directions of
the President, in assisting the roving bands of India os in Southern Idaho to to move and locate on the
Fort Hall reservation in Idaho Territory, and to assist them in education and agricultural pursuits on
said reservation, ten thousand dollars.
For this amount, *,o be expended under the directions of the President iu assisting the roving bauds
of Indians in Southeastern Oregon to move and
locate on some proper Indian reservation in Oregon,
and to assist them in agricultural pursuits thereon,
ten thousand dollars.
SIX NATIONS OF NEW YORK.
For permanent annuity, in
clothing and other useful articles, per sixth article treaty of November
seventeenth, seventeen hundred arid ninety-four,
four thousand five hundred dollar?.
SIOUX OF DIFFERENT TRIBES, INCLUDING
SANTEE SIOUX IN THE STATE OF
NEBRASKA.
For fifth of thirty instalments, to purchase clothing for males over fourteen years of age: for flannel,
hose and calico, and domestics required lor females
over twelve years of age; and lor such flannel and
cotton goods as may be needed to make suits for boys
and girls, per tenth article treaty or April twentyninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, one hundred and fifty-nine thousand, four hundred dollars.
For fifth of thirty instalments, to purchase such
articles as may be considered proper by the Secretary
of the Interior for persons roaniug and for persons
engaged iu agriculture, two hundred thousand dol-

lars.
For pay of second blacksmith, and furnishing iron,
sceel, and other material, per eighth article of treaty
of April twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and sixtyeight, two thousand dollars.
For this amount, to be expended in the purchase of
beef, flour, bacon and sugar, in proportionate quantities, for thirty thousand persons; and for subsistence of the Yankton Sioux and Poncos; and for purposes of civilization, one million one hundred thousand dollars: Provided, That the President may
withhold the said supplies from said lndiaus, or auy
band thereof, until they shall consent to remain
north of the Niobrara and outside of Wyoming,
it he deems it expedient so to do.
For pay of physician, live teacheis, one carpenter,
one miller, one
engineer, oue farmer, and one blacksmith per thirteenth article of
Meaty of April twenty
ninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, Sen thousand four hundred dollars.
For second of three instalments, for the purchase
of seeds and agricultural implements, to be furnished
to heads of families or lodges who shall engage in
farming, as per eighth article treaty of April twentyninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, fifteen
thousand dollars.
For industrial school at the Santee Sioux agency,
three thousand dollars.
For transportation, and the necessary expenses of
delivering goods, to he purchased for the different
bands of the Sioux Indians, under treaty of April

twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, seventy-five thousand dollars.
SIOUX, SISSETON AND WAHPETON AND SAN-

SIOUX OF LAKE TRAVERSE AND
DEVIL’S LAKE
For this amount, being the second of ten instalments of the sum of eight hundred thousand dollars named in a certain agreement, which agreement
is hereby confirmed, made by the commissioners appointed by the Secretary of‘the Interior, under the
provisions of the act ot June sev- nth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, with the Sisseton and WahTEE

bands of Sioux Indians for the relinquishment
Dyf said Indians of their claim to or interest in the
lands described in the second article of the treaty
maae wun tuemreoruary ninerecum, eigateen nuudied aud sixty-seven, the same to be expended under the direction of the President for the benefit of
said Indians, in the manner prescribed in the said
treaty of eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, as

peton

amended by the Senate, said amendment as amended having been ratified by the Indians, as provided
by act of February fourteenth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-three, eighty thousand dollars.
YANKTON TRIBE OF SIOUX.
Ftr sixth of ten instalments, (second series), to be

paid

to them

or

expended

for their

benefit,

com-

June

ninth

eighteen

hundred

and

titty-five,

v al-IjU.!

CF

UMPQUA

unciuu^.

For last of twenty instalments of annuity, for
beneficial objects, to be expended os directed by tlie
President per third article treaty of November

twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-lour,

one

thousand dollars.
For last ot twenty instalments, for the pay of a
teacher and purchase of books and stationery, per
sixth article treaty of November twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one thousand four
hundred and fifty dollars.
WALLA-WALLA, CAYUSE AND UMATILLA

TRIBES.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, being the last
of the third series, to be expended -uuder the direction of the President, per second article treaty of
•June ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, four
thousand dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty-instalments, lor the purchase of all necessary mill-fixtures and mechanical
tools, medicines and hospital stores, book> and stationery far schools, repairs of school building and
furniture, and for employees, three thousand dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty nstalments, for the pay
and subsistence of one superintendent of farming
operations, one farmer, two millers, one blacksmith,
one wagon and plow-maker, one carpenter aud joiner, one physician, and two teachers, per fourth arti
cle treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and fiftyfive, nine thousand dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the pay
of each of the head chiefs of the Walla-Walla, Cayuse. and Umatilla bands, the sum of five hundred
dollars per annum, per fifth article treaty of June
ninth, eighteen huudred and fifty-five, one thousand
five hundred dollars.

FOR COLONIZING AND SUPPORTING THE
WICHITAS AND OTHER AFFILIATED
BANDS.
For this amount, to be expended in such goods,
provisions, and other articles as the President may,
from time to time, determine, including transportation thereof, in instructing in agricultural and mechanical pursuits, in providing employees, educating
children, procuring medicine aud medical attendance,
care for and support ot the aged, sick, and infirm,

for the helpless orphans of said Indians, and in any
other respect to promote their civilization, comfort
aud improvement, (including pay of physician and
clerk, twelve hnndred dollars each, blacksmith, carpenter, sawyer, and head farmer, at nine hundred
dollars each per annum; and two assistant farmers,
one matron, one mason, two teachers, at.six hundred
dollars each per annum; one engineer, six hundred
and sixty dollars; and one seamstress, two cooks and
one laundress, six hundred dollars each per anuum)
fifty thousand dollars.

WINNEBAGOES.
For interest on eight hundred and eighty-six thousand nine hundred and nine dollars and seventeen
cents, at five per centum, per fourth article treaty of
November first, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven,
and joini resolution of July seventeenth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-two, forty-four thousand throe
hundred and foity-five dollars and forty-six ceuts.
For error in appropriation for interest on the
above-named piincipalfor the last fiscal year, five
thousand dollais.
For twenty-eighth of thirty instalments of inter-

seventy-five
eightyisevon dollars
est

per

on

centum,

toonHi

sand

thousaud three hundred nnd
and twenty-eight cents, at five
per fourth article treaty of October tbir-

picrlitoi'n

seven

hnmlrAil mirl Inrtv.civ

tlirnA tlimi.

hundred and sixty-nine dollars and thir-

ty-six cents.
For interest

on seventy-eight thousand three hundred and forty dollars and forty-one cents, at five
per centum, to be expended under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, for the erection of
houses, improvements of their allotments of land,
purchase of stock, agricultural implements, seeds,
and other beneficial purposes, three thousand nine
hundied and seventeen dollais and two cents.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to defray the expenses ot breaking and
fencing eight hundred acres of land for the Winnebago Indians, on their reservation in the state of
Nebraska, in accordance with the provisions of the
third article oi the treaty with said tribe, concluded
March eighth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
which shall be available immediately upon the passage ot this act, three thousand four hundred dol-

lars.
For this amount,or so much thereof as may be necessary, to purchase from tho Omaha Indians in Nebraska such quantity of land, not exceeding twenty sections, as may be required for the use of tne Winnebago
Indians in Wisconsin, «nd for improvements on lheir
reservation, to be appropriated from the residue of
tho one million one Hundred thousand dollars provided to bo set apart lor the Winnebagoes by the
fourth article ot the treaty with those Indians, November first, eighteen hundred and thirtv-sevcu:
Provided, That such amount as may be paid to the
Omahas lor the lauds required shall be applied for
their tire, under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, for the general purposes of civilization,
eighty-two thousand dollars: Provided, That said
Winnebagoes shall consent to said purchase.
For transportation ot goods, two thousand dollar*.

YAKAMA NATION.

For fifteenth ot twenty instalments, being the last
of the third series, for beneficial objects, to be expended under the direction ot the President, per
fourth article of treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, six thousand dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty Instalments, for the support of two schools, one of which is to be an agricultural and industrial school, keeping In repair school
buildings, and for providing suitable furniture,
books, and stationery, per fifth article treaty of June
ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred

dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments fur the employment of one superintendent of teaching aud two
teachers, per fifth article treaty of June ninth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand two
hundred dollars.
For fifteenth of twei ty instalments, for the employment of one superintendent of farming, and two

farmers,

tw’o

millers,

two

blacksmiths, cue

tinner,

gunsmith, one carpenter, and one wagon and
plow maker, per fifth article of treaty of June li’iith.
eighteen huudred and fifty-five, eleven thousand
four hundred dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping in
repair saw and flouring 'mills, and for furnishing the
one

sand dollars.
Hay and expenses of five Indian inspectors: For
of live Indian inspectors, at three thousand dollars each, fifteen thousand dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof os maybe
necessary, to defray the necessary travelling'expenses or five Indian insjfcctors provided tor by section six of the act making appropriations for the
current and contingent expenses of tbe Indian Department for the fiscal year eighteen hundred and
Hoventy-iour, seven thousand five hundred dollars.
INTEREST OX TKU6T-FUND STOCKS.
For payment of interest on certain abstracted and
non-paying state stocks belonging to various Indian
tribes, (and held in trust by the Secretory of the Interior.) for tbe fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-four, namely:
For Interest on the Cherokee national
fund, twenty-five thousand fonr hundred dollars.
For interest on tae Cherokee school
fund, two
thousand two hundred and
ninety dollars
For interest on the Chickasaw national
tund,
twenty-five thousand two hundred aud twenty dolpay

five

ARIZONA.
For the general and Incidental expenses of the Indian service in the Territo y of Arizona, presents of
goods, agricultural implements, and other useful articles,and to assist them to locate in permanent abodes,
and sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized
life, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of the luterior, sixty-five thousand dollars:
Provided, That three thousand dollars of said sura
is hereby set apart for the
support of the school for
the Pi mas anil viaricopas, anil the same amount for
the support of the school for the Papagocs.
CALIFORNIA.
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in California, pay of employees, presents of
goods, agricultural implements, and other useful artides, and to assist them to locate in permanent
abodes, and sustain themselves by the pursuits of
civilized life, to bo expended under the direction of

lars.
For
one

COLORADO TERRITORY.
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in Colorado Territory, presents of goods, agricultural implements, and other useful articles, and
to assist them to locate in permanent abodes and sustain themselves by the pursuits of civi lized life, to bo
expended under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, five thousand dollars.
DAKOTA TERRITORY.
Foij the general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in Dakota Territory, presents ot goods, agtlcultural implements, and other useful articles, and
to assist them to locate in permanent abodes and
sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life,
to be expended under the direction of the Secretary
of the Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
IDAHO TERRITORY.
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in Idaho Territory, to be expended subject to
the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, for the
best interest of the Indians in said Territory, to assist them to locate on reservations and sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, and to promote friendly relations between the United. States
government and the said Indians, ten thousaud dollars.
MONTANA TERRITORY.
For the general inc:dental expenses* of the Indian
service lin Montana
presents of goods, agcultural implements and other useful articles, and
to assist them to locate in permanent abodes, and to
sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life,

Territory,
1.

..

.1

1

I,...

*1.

Q

of the Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
NEVADA.
For tbe general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in Nevada, presents of goods, agricultural
implements, and other useful articles, and to assist
them to locate in permanent abodes, and sustain
themselves by tbe pursuits of civilized life, to be exended under the direction ot the Secretary of the

f nterior, fifteen thousand dollars.
NEW MEXICO.

For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in New Mexico, presents of goods, agricul
tural implements, and other useful articles, and to
assist them to locate m permanent abodes, and sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to
be expended under the eireciiou of the Secretary ot

structing the Indians of the Central
in the arts of civilization, in providing clothing, toad,
and lodging for the children attending school, in caring for the orphans, the sick, and the helpless, and
in (assisting the Indians generally to locate tnemselves in permanent homes, and sustain themselves
by the pursuits of civilized life, ten thousand dollars.
For tnis amount, or so much thereof as may be required, for the erection of suitable buildings, to be
used for the DurDOse of an industrial school for the
Otoe and Missouri tribe of Indians, on tbe Otoe reservation, in tbe state of Nebraska, live thousand dollars ; and for the establishment and support of said
school, eight thousand dollars; said amounts to be
refunded out of the proceeds from the sale of lands oi
said Indians provided for by the third section of the
act of June tenth, eighteen hundred and seveutytwo, entitled “An act lor the relief of certain tribes
of Indians in the Northern superintendoncy.”
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to defray the expenses of a general council of certain Ind ans in the Indian Territory, as provided by the twelfth article ot the treaty with the
Clierokees of July nineteenth, eighteen bundled and
sixty-six. the tenth article of the trea y with the
Creeks of June fourteenth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-six, the seventh article of ihe treaty with tbe
Seminoles of March twenty-first, eighteen hundred
and sixty-six, and the eighth article of the treaty
with the Chocktaws and Chicasaws of April twentyeighth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, seven thousand dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
care lor tbe Kannecessary, to subsist and
sas Indians, including agricultural assistance, pay of
employees, and the erection of a mill on their new
reservation in the Indian Territory, said amount 10
be refunded to the United States frem the proceeds
of the sale cf tlicir lands in Kansas, thirty thousand

superintendency

properly

dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, for the erection of necessary agency
buildings on the new reservation of said Indians in
tbe Indian Territory, said amount to be reimbursed
to the United States frem the proceeds of the sale of
their lands in Kansas, ten thousand dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may bo
necessary, to provide, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, sett ements, clothing, food,
agricultural implements, and seeds, lor the Modoc
Indians that have been removed to and are now re-

siding within

the Indian

Territory,

ten thousand dol-

lars.
That the Secretary of the Interior be, and is hereby, authorized to pay the sum of one hundred thousand dollars from the proceeds of the sales of land
known as the Cherokee strip in Kansas to the treasurer of the Cherokee nation, to be used for the payment of outstanding claims against the nation, and
for tbe erection of suitable buildings for a penitentiary.
For the second of ten instalments, to be paid, under the direction of the President, to the Flathead

Indians removed fiom tbe Bitter Root Valley to the
Jocko reservation, in tbe Territory of Montana, five
thousand dollars: Provided That the proceeds of the
sales of land in Bitter Root Valley, Montana Territory, referred to in the second section of theact of Congress approved June filth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-two, entitled “An act to provide for the removal of the Flathead and other Indians from tbe
Bitter Root Valley, in the Territory of Montana,”
shall bo paid into the Treasury of the United States;
in the same manner that other moneys derived from
the sale of other public lands are now paid in: And
provided further, That in lieu of the amount pro
vided to be set apart therefrom by the act of Congress of June fifth, eighteen hundred and
two, hereinbefore referred to there shall be annually
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury of
the United States, not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of five thousand dollars, for tbe period of ten
direction of
years, to be expended under the

seveuty-

good of the Indians who have been removed
from Bitter Root Valley: And Provided further,
That no part of said sum fhall bj paid to anv
Indian of said tribe who shall not have settled upon
the Jocko reservation.
For wagon-road from tho Northern Pacific Railway
to the agency for Chippewa Indians of the Mississippi : For this amount, or so much thereof as may
be necessary, for the construction of a wagon road
from Red Lake agency Minnesota, by which supplies may be transported from such point on the rail
road as may be determined by the Secretary of the
Interior, ten thousaud dollars; to be available imme-

diately.

Settlement of the Otter-Tail Pillagers: For this
amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, lor
subsisting and establishing the Otter Tail Pillager
band upon the White Earth reservation, Minnesota,
in accordance with the act approved March third,
ei' hteen hundred and seventy-three, by which the
right of said Indians bps been secuted to one township of land for reservation purposes, fifteen thousand dollars; to l»e available immediately.
For this amount, being the unexpended balance of
sums due to the Mississippi Chippewas, and to the
Pillager band at Leech Lake, under treaty stipe la
tions, to be expended by the Secretary of the Interior for the civilization and benefit of said Indians,
twenty-three thousand and ninety-six dollars and
twenty-three cents.
Settlement of Pembina band of Chippewas on
For this
White Earth reservation, Minnesota:
amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
for the removal and establishment of the Pembina
band of Chippewa Indians upon the White E&itli reservation, Minnesota, in accordance with the act approved March third, eighteen hundred ami seventythree, fifteen thousand dollas; to be available immediately.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to lelieve the necessities of the Chippewa
Indians attached to the Red Clitt and Bad River reservations in the state of Wisconsin, two thousand
dollars: to he available immediately.
For this amount, toenable the Secretary of the In
terior to carry out tlie provisions of the fourth stction of tho act entitled ‘‘An act for the relief of the

Stockbridge and Munsee tribe of Indians in the state
of Wisconsin,” approved February uUth, eighteen
hundred and seventy-one, by causing to be credited
to said tribe tlie estimated value, at sixty cents an
acre, of eleven thousand eight hundred ami three
acres of land remaining unsold of the two
townships
referred to in said act: Provided, That the expenses
of enrollment and payment required by the
provisions of said act shall be defrayed from the amount
seven thousand an l
hereby
eigbty-one
dollars and eighty cents.
Pay and expeuses of three commissioners to make
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the purpose of
defraying the expenses of a commission provided for by
sectiop two of the act approved March third, eighty

appropriated,

appraisements:

interest on the Chickasaw incompetents’ fund
hundred dollars.

For interest on the Chocktaw general fund, twenty-seven thousand dollars.
For interest on the Creek orphans* lund, feur thousand and forty-eight dollars.
For interest on the Delaware g neral fund,
eight
thousand nine hundred and thirty tlol ars.
For this amount, to onablo the Secretary of the Interior to pay to the children of The Delaware Indians who became citizens of the United State* under the provi ions of the ninth artic e of the Delaware treaty of
fourth, eighteen hundred ami
and tbe children of Betsey Zeigler, who
died before completing her citizenship under the
provisions of said article, their proportionate share
of tlio money and stocks held in trust
by the United
States for the Delaware trilve of Indians,
fifty-four
thousand five hundred and fourteen dollars and
cents, of which twemy-one thousand
lour hundred and
dollar h and seven
cents shall be deducted from the
money credits of
said tribe, and thirty-three thousand and
sixty-six
dollars and sixteen cents, to be taken
equitably from
their several kinds of stock, shall be tian»terred to
the Secretary of the Treasury and becomo the
property of the United States: Provuled, That if the
Secretary of the Interior shall so determine, the
whole amount hereby appropriated shall be taken
from the money credits of the tribe, the Secretary
of tho Interior to designate the funds from which
said amounts shall be taken: Provided, That iu
the cascot deceased persons, the
Secretary of the
Interior shall make payment to their legal
representatives; and said Delaware children are hereby
declared to be citizens of the United States, with all
the rights, privileges, and immunities of such; and
the Secretary of the Interior is
authorized
aud directed to cause patents to issue in fee
simple
to said poisons for the lands allotted to them; and
in case of the decease of any of said persons, the said
patents shall issue in the names of such deceased
persons, Including the said
Zeigler, an l tho
titlo to the lands designated in 3ucu patents shall inbecome vested in tho heirs, devisees, or
ure to and
assignees of said deceased patentees, as if the patent
had issued to the deceased person duriuglife; and
the Secretary of the Interior shad cause patents to
be issued in fee simple in the names of Barbara Zeigler, Martha Zeigler, Samuel Ketchum, Nathan S.
Ti. low, and Francis II. (Printer, who
belonged to
the families of the citizen class, aud who died
prior
to tho census of said Indians made
the
by
ugeut under the nrovisions of the
treaty oi July fourth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, for the lands alio ted
to t hem ; ami tho lands
designated in such patents
sliall inure to ami become vested in the
heirs, devis-

July

sixty-six,

I

twenty-three

the Secretary of the Iuteiior, seventy thousand dollars.

8ense9

UMPQUAS AND CALAPOOIAS

een

hundred dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the pay of
a physician per filth article treaty of June ninth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one thousand two
hundred dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping in
repair the buildings required for the various employees, and for providing the nc essary furnitnre
therefor, per fifth article treaty ot June ninth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-five, three hundred dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments,for thejsalary of
such person as the said confederated tribes and bands
ot Indians mayselect to be their head chief, per fifth
article treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-live, live hundred dollars.
GENERAL INCIDENTAL EXPENSES OF THE
INDIAN SERVICE.

mencing with the year in which they shall remove to
and settle and reside upon their reservation, per
fourth article treaty of April nineteenth, eighteeu
the Interior forty thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty-eight, forty thousand dollars.
OREGON.
For
transportation of goods, one thousand two
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
hundred dollars.
in
service] Oregon, including transportation of annuSIOUX AT THE FORT PECK AGENCY.
ity goods and presents (wHere no special provision
For this amount, to be expended in such goods,
therefor is made by treaties), and for paying the exprovisions, and other useful articles as the President
of the removal and subsistence of Indians in
mav, from time to time, determine, including transregon, (not parties to any treaty) and for pay for
portation, in instructing in agricultural and mechanemployees, forty thousand dollars
necessary
ical pursuits, in providing employees, educating chilWASHINGTON TERRITORY.
dren, procuring medicines and medical attendance,
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
care for and support af the aged, sick, aud iufirm,
service
in
jWashington Territory, including trans
lor the helpless orphans of said Indians, and in any
portation of annuity goods and presents, (where no
respect to promote their civilization, comfort and
provision is made therefor by treaties,) and
improvement, including storekeeper, blacksmith, I special
for defraying the expenses of removal and subsistand carpenter, at nine hundred dollars each per anence of
Indians, and for pay of necessary emnum ; assistant storekeeper and one cook, at six hunployees. tweuty-flve thousand dollars, three thoudred dollars each per annum; and three laborers, at
sand dollars of which rhall be for the support of
six bundled dollars each per annum, one hundred
schools on the Colville and Cbehalis agencies.
and fifty thousand dollars; hut this appropriation
UTill TERRITORY.
shall be expended for the benefit of such portions of
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
saiil band's only and for such time as they maintain
service in Utah Territory, presents of goods, agriculfriendiy relations with the United States./
tural Implements, and other useful articles, and to
WALL-PAH-PEE TRIBE OF SNAKE INDIANS.
assist them to locate in permanent abodes, and sustain themselves by tbe pursuits of civilized life, inFor third of ten instalments, to be expended unsevonth
cluding transportation and necessary expenses of
der the direction of the President, as per
delivering provisions to the Indians within the Utah
article treaty ot August twelfth, eighteen hundred
and sixty-five, one thousand two hundred |dollars.
superintendency, and for subsistence and clothing
for Indians located in the Uintah Valley reservation,
S’KLALLAMS.
to be expended under the direction of the Secretary
For fifteenth of twenty instalments on sixty thouof the Interior, thirty thousand dollars.
sand dollars (being the last of the fifth series), to he
WYOMING TERRITORY.
applied to tne use and benefit of said Indians, under
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
the direction of the President, per fifth artscle treaty
service in Wyoming Territory, presents of goods,
of January twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and fiftyagricultural implements, and other articles, and to
five, two thousand four hundred dollars.
assist them to locate in permanent abodes, and sub
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the snptain themselves by the pursuits ot civilized life, to
for
port ot an agricultural and industrial school, and
be expended under the direction of the Secretary of
pay of suitable teachers, per eleventh article treaty
the Interior, five thousand dollars.
of January twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and fifty
MISCELLANEOUS.
five, two thousand five hundred dollars.
For insurance and transportation of annuities
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for the emand the necessai y expenses of the delivery of the
ployment ot a blacksmith, carpenter, farmer, and a
annuities and provisions to the Inoian tribos in Minphysician (who shall furnish medicine for the sick)
nesota and Michigan, four thousand dollars.
per eleventh.articlc treaty ot January twenty-sixth,
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
six
thousand
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, four
necessary, to defray the expenses of Indian delegahundred dollars.
tions who may visit Washington on business conFor support of a smith aud carpenter shop, aud
nected jwith their respective tribes, five thousand
to provide the necessary tools therefor, per same ardollars: Provided, That no money shall be paid
ticle of same treaty, five hundred dollars.
trom any other fund for expenses ot Indian delegaTABEGUACUE BAND OF UTAH INDIANS.
tions visiting Washington except from the contingent
ot the Department.
fund
article
of
as
tenth
For pay of blacksmith,
per
Civilization and subsistence of Indians on the
treaty of October seventh, eighteen hundred and
Malheur
reservation: For this amount, or so much
dollars.
sixty-three, seven hundred and twenty
thereof as may be
necessary, in the purchase of
TABEGUACHE, MUACHE, CAPOTE, WEEM1Ngoods, subsistence, stores, and so forth, for the InUCHE, YAMPA, GRAND RIVER AND
dians collected on the Malheur reservation, Oregon,
UTES.
BANDS
OF
UINTAcI
and instructing them in agricultural and mechaniFor pay of two carpenters, two millers, two farmcal pursuits, providing employees, educating chilers, and one blacksmith, as per fifteenth article of
dren,
procuring medicinesand medical attendance,
treaty of March second, eighteen hundred and sixtycare for and support of the aged, sick and infirm,
eight, six thousand dollars.
for the helpless orphans ot said Indians, or in any
For pay of two teachers, as per same article of
other respect to promote tbeir civilizat on. comfort,
same treaty, one thousand eight hundred dollars.
and impiovcment, thirty-five thousand dollars; to
For the purchase of iron and steel, and the necesbe available immediately.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
sary tools for blacksmith shop, per ninth aiticle of
same treaty, two hundred and twenty dollars.
necessary, to carry out the work of aiding and inFor sixth of thirty instalments, to be expended under tbe direction of the secretary of the Interior, for
clothing, blankets, and such other articles as he may
think proper and necessary, under eleventh article of the same treat?, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For transportation of such goods as may be purchased for said Indians, five thousand dollars.

hundred and seventy-three, to mako an examination of the country proposed for the location of
the Hound Valley reservation, nud to make an appraisement ol all improvements of whi.e persons
north of said bonudary of tho reservation, four thou-

necessary tools and fixtures, per fifth article treaty
of June uiuth, eighteen hundred and fifty-live, five
hundred dollars.
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping in
repair the hospital and providing the necessary medicines, and fixtures therefor, nor fifth article of treaty
of June ninth eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three
hundred dollars
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, tor keeping in
repair blacksmith, tinsmith, gunsmith, carpenter
and wag n and plow maker shops, and for providing
necessary tools therefor, per filth article treaty of

]

forty-eight

hereby

Betsey

fife patent

had issuetl t0 the

deceased j^rson

during

For interest on the Iowas’fund, two thousand
nine hundred dollars.
For interest on the Kaskaskias, Weas, Peorias
and Piankesliaws* fund, three thousand nine hundred and one dollais.
For interest on the Kaskaskias, Weas, Peorias,
and Pisnkesh&ws’ school fund, one thousand four
hundred and forty-nine dollars
For interest on the Menomonees’ fund nine knndred and fifty dollars.
For interest cn tho Ottawas ami Chippewa*’
fund,
two hundred and thirty dollars.
For interest on the Pottawatomies* educational
fund, three thousand three hundred and fifty dollars: Provided, That the sum of one thousand tlvu
hundred dollar* of above amount may be expended, with the consent of said Indians, for a physician, who shall furnish medicines.
For contingent
expeases of trust-funds, one thousand five hundred dollars.

INVESTIGATION OF ALLEGED FRAUDS IN
PAYING BOUNTIES TO INDIANS.
For this amount, or so much therof as may be
necessary, to meet expenses incuned by tbe Department of the Interior in investigating alleged
frauds iu the payment of bounties to members of the
First, Second, and Third Regiments of Indian Home
Guards during the years eighteen hundred and seventy-one and eighteen hundred and seventy-two,
two thousand eight hundred ami
thirty-four dollars

and fifteen cents.
Sec. 2. That the sum of fifteen thousand tiolla rs,
or so much thereof as
may bo necessary, to pay tho
expenses of the commission of citizens serving without comi>ensation,
by the President under
the provisions ot the fourth section of tbe act of
April tenth, eighteen hundred aud sixty-nine, is hereby appropriated; and said Board of Indian Commissioners is hereby continued with all tbe powers
and duties conrerred and imposed
by existing law*.
But nothing herein provided shall be construed to
to supersede or interfere with the the
duty heretofore
imposed upon said board of commissioners to visit
Imiian agencies and inspect tho vouchers, books and
papers thereof.
3. That for the purpose of inducing ndiana
to labor and become sell-supporting, it is
hereby pro
vided that iu distributing the supplies to the Indhins
for whom the same arc appropriated, the
agent distributing the same shall require all able-bodied male
Indians, between the ages of eighteen and fortyfive, to perform set vice upon tho reservation, for the
benefit of themselves or of the tribe, at a reasonable
rate, to be fixed by tho agent in charge, end to an
amount cnual iu value to the supplies to be delivered.
And the allowances provided for such Indians shall
be distributed to them only upon condition of tbe
performance of such labor, under such rules and
regulations as the agent may prescribe: Provided,
That the Sercetary of the Interior
may, by written
order, except any particular tribe from the operation
ot this provision where ho deems it prot>er aud expe-

appointed

fejEC.

dient.

Sec. 4. That none of the mcneys
appropriated in
this act shall be used to pay salaries or allowances ol
any kind to employees at ogeucies except where it is
appropriated for such purj>o*e; excepting
the contingent fund and the incidental fund, and except in cases herein otherwise provided, not more
than six thousand dollars shall be paid for the salaries of employees at any one
agency, in addition to
the salary of the ugt-nt ami interpreter, and not more
at any agency than is
absolutely
necessary; anti Indian agents shall be required to
state, under oaib,
upon remlering-their quarterly accounts, that the
number of employees claimed for were actually anti
bona title employed at the
agency, ami at the salary
claimed; amt that such agent does not,directly or indirectly, teceivo any part of the cemiKrnsationt
claimed for any other employee, or
any tecuuiary
benefit therefrom : Provided, That where tnere is mj
officer in the vicinity of an
agency who is authorized
to administer oaths, tbe
Secretary ot the Interior
may direct such returns to be made under the certificate of the agent.
Sec. 5. That none of the
appropriations herein
made shall be paid to any band of Indians while such
band is at war with the United States or with the
white citizens of any of the states or territories.
mat it siiau oe ine
uuiy oi me secretary
of
the
Interior, anti the officers charged by
law
with the distribution of supplies to the
Indians, under the appropriations provided for
in this act, to distribute them and
pay them
out to the Indians entitled to them, in such
proper proportions as that the amount of appropriation shall not be expended before the end of the current year, so as to prevent deficlenees; ami no «ienditure shall be made or liability incurred o*
part of the government on account of tho Indian
service fir the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-five, (unless in compliance with existing law.) beyond the amount of
money previously appropriated for said service durng said year: Provided, That hereafter all bidders
under any advertisement published by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for proposals lox goods, supplies, transportation and so forth, for and on account
of the Indian service, whenever the value of
goods,
supplies, and so forth, to be furnished, or the transportation to be performed shall exceed the sum of
live thousand dodais, shall accompany their bids
with a certified check or draft payable to the order
of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, upon some
United States depository oi solvent national bank,,
which check or draft shall be five per centum on the.
amount of the goods, supplies, transportation, aad.
so forth, as aforesaid; and in case any such bidder*
on being awarded a contract, shall fail to execute thw
same with good and sufficient sureties
according to
the terms on which such bid was mode and acceptor,
such bidder shall forfeit tho amount so deposited to
the United States, and the same shall forthvrttf* be
paid into the Treasury of the United Stages, but if
suoh contract shall l>e duly executed, as aforesaid,
such draft or check so deposited sh.-ail be returned
to the bidper,
Sec. 7. that for the purpose of
properly distributing the supplies appropriated for in this act, it is
hereby made the duty of each agent in charge of
Indians and having supplies to distribute, to make
out rolls of the Indians entitled to supplies at the
agency, with the names of tbo Indians and of the
heads of families or lodges, with the number in each
family or lodge, and to give out supplies to the
heads of families and not to the heads of tribes or
bands, and not to give out supplies for a greater
length of time titan one week in advance.
Sec. 8. That the*sum of twenty-four thousand four
hundred and eighty dollars and eighty-six cents, being the unexpended balance of an appropriation of
“forty thousand dollars to carry ou the w rk of aiding and instructing the Indians of the Central superintendent m the arts of civilization, with a view
to their self support,” made
by act of March ttird,
eighteen hundred and seventy-one, is hereby reappropriated, aiul may bo extended for the porl»ose named, and shall be available immediately:
and the sum of ten thousand dollars is
appropriated
tor the support of schools in the Central
superintendency: And provided further, That the uuexd
jundt balance of the appropriation made by act of
July fifteenth, eighteen hundred anil seventy, for
educational purposes for the Indians, be, and the
same Is hereby,
re-appropriated.
Sec. 9. That the several appropriate a here made
for teachers, millers, blacksmith s,
engineers, carpenvvic, yuj siuidiiM, aim uuiur persons, aim lor various
articles provided for by treaty s ipulations, may b*
dlveited to other uses for the benefit of various Indian tribes, within the discretion of the
Presulfeat,
and with the content of said tribes expressed In tho
usual manner; and that he cause report to be mad«
to Congress, af the next session
thereafter, of his ao.
tion under this provision.
Sko. 10. That no agent or employee of tbe
^nitot’
States government, or of any of the Dei.rtm.-ntt
thereof, while In ihe service of the govern
shall

expressly

v.

have any Interest, .lirectly

er

mi>nt

tndiree'jy,” oLat

absolute, near or remote, in an', contract n2de,
or under negotiation, with the
government, or with
the Indians, for the purchase „r
transportation or
delivery ot goods or suiiplles for the ludiuus, or for
or

tue

removal of tho Indians: nor shall
any such
agent or employe© collude with any person who may
attempt to obtain any such contract for the imruo-e
of enabling such person to obtain Ihe same.
The violation of any of the provisions of this section shall
be a misdemeanor, and shall l*
a tine
punished
bv
of not loss than live hundred dollars
nor more than
hve thousand dollars, aud bv removal
from office:
and, in addition thereto, the court shall, in its discretion, have tho power to punish by Imprisonment
1
of not more than six
months.
'*• That there is
hereby
npprnptlatod, out ot
J’P’'
any money in tbe Treasury of the United States not
otherwise appropriated, the sum of twelve thousand
dollars tor the
support and relief ot the Otoe an >
Missouri tribe of Indians, to be available immediately-; this amount to ho used, under the direction
ot the
Secretary of the Interior, in rebuilding
agency-buildings lu place of those recently destroyed
"Jf said tribe:f°r the suptsirt of the destitute Indian*
of
Provided, That tho inoucy heteby apnroprlated shall be repaid to tho Treasury of the
United States from the proceeds ot the sale of the
lauds of said
Indians, heretofore authorized bv act
of.^n,e*«Mtlliei*htecn hundred aud seventy-two,
entitled -An act for the relief of certain tribes of
Indians in the Northern
superintendency,’' which repa) meat tbe Secretary of the Interior shall cause to
be made as soon as the
from such -ala
money
* arising
shall be available.
Sec. 12. That the
the
Interior cause
of
Secretary
to be prepared and delivered
to tbe public printer by
the first day of November,
eighteen bund ed and
seventy-four, a tabular statement of tbe items paid
out of the appropriations made for tbe Indian Department lor ihe year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and seventy-four, each em be ng p aced
unde
e app op a on om wh ch
was
pay n
such mann
a
o show he d spos on made o Tach
aud he amoun unexp uded o each
app
op
a
on
a so an em zed s a emen o he sa a es and nc
den a expenses pa d a each agenev o be sa d

ou o wh ch pa d aud
yea and he
he numbe o nd ans a ea h
ha be
agenev au
ame be a d be o e Cong ess on be
s day o b«
nex sess on and ha ue
epo o e Comm ss on
e o Jm au A a s w h
he e o s o agen s
p n ed and a d be o e Cong ess on be s dav o
he nex sess on

app op a ons

App oved June 22 18T4

